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Zusammenfassung
Nach den Gesetzen der Quantenmechanik ko¨nnen die physikalischen Eigenschaften ei-
nes Systems nur durch die Messung ihrer Wellenfunktion vollsta¨ndig charakterisiert wer-
den. Solch eine Quantenzustands-Tomographie (’quantum-state tomography’) [1,2] ist bei-
spielsweise von besonderer Bedeutung fu¨r Quantencomputer und die Quanteninformations-
Theorie, um die tatsa¨chlichen Zusta¨nde von Quanten Bits verla¨sslich zu ermitteln [3–5].
Insbesondere die systematische Entwicklung von Nanotechnologien, basierend auf Ato-
men, Moleku¨len und Halbleitern, ha¨ngt entscheidend von der genauen Bestimmung des
Quantenzustandes ab. Die vollsta¨ndige Messung des Quantenzustandes wurde bisher be-
reits fu¨r einfache Systeme, wie ein einmodiges Lichtfeld [6–11], ein eingefangenes Atom [12,
13] oder einem Ensemble sich bewegender Atome [14], realisiert. Dabei wurden entweder
direkt die Wellenfunktionen oder a¨quivalent die Phasenraumverteilungen gemessen. Im
Vergleich dazu scheint die genaue Bestimmung der vollsta¨ndigen Vielteilchenwellenfunk-
tion in Festko¨rpern aufgrund der großen Dimensionalita¨t der Dichtematrix im Moment
noch unerreichbar zu sein.
Jedoch wurde in Ref. [15] ein neuer Theorierahmen entwickelt, bei dem die nichtklas-
sischen Quantenfluktuationen [16–18] des Laserlichtes verwendet werden, um die Materie,
zusa¨tzlich zu den klassischen Aspekten des Laserlichtes, d. h. Amplitude, Phase, Dauer
und Spektrum [19, 20], zu charakterisieren und zu kontrollieren. Diese zusa¨tzlichen spek-
troskopischen Mo¨glichkeiten erweitern die klassische Spektroskopie zur Quantenspektro-
skopie. Zur Illustration der Quantenfluktuationen einer Lichtquelle zeigt Abbildung 0.1
eine schematische Darstellung der zeitlichen Entwicklung eines wohldefinierten Laserpul-
ses. Jede einzelne Messung des elektrischen Feldes ergibt eines von vielen mo¨glichen Er-
gebnissen (Kreise). Die Messungen sind um den klassischen Wert (durchgezogene Linie)
angeordnet, der dem Erwartungswert des elektrischen Feldes entspricht. Quantenmecha-
nisch werden die intrinsischen Schwankungen (schattierte Fla¨che) um den klassischen
Wert durch eine quantenmechanische Verteilung beschrieben, die als Quantenstatistik
des Lichtfeldes bezeichnet wird.
Als ein Ergebnis der quantisierten Eigenschaften der Licht–Materie-Wechselwirkung
zeigt die Quantenspektroskopie neue Pha¨nomene auf, die der traditionellen Laserspektro-
skopie verborgen bleiben. Insbesondere in theoretischen Studien an Halbleiter-Quanten-
dra¨hten (’semiconductor quantum wires’) und Halbleiter-Quantenfilmen (’semiconductor
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Abbildung 0.1: Schematische Darstellung der Quantenfluktuationen einer Lichtquelle. Die
zeitliche Entwicklung des elektrischen Feldes eines wohldefinierten Laser-
pulses wird dargestellt. Kreise kennzeichnen das Ergebnis eines Ensem-
bles von Messungen. Der Mittelwert des elektrischen Feldes (durchgezo-
gene Linie) wird zusammen mit der mittleren Gro¨ße der Fluktuationen
(schattierte Fla¨che), definiert durch die Quantenstatistik, gezeigt. (Nach
Referenz [18]).
quantum wells’) wurde gezeigt, dass bestimmte Vielteilchenzusta¨nde gezielt durch Anpas-
sung der Quantenfluktuationen der Lichtquelle angeregt werden ko¨nnen [15, 21]. Dies ist
der erste Schritt in Richtung einer Quantenzustands-Tomographie fu¨r wechselwirkende
Vielteilchensysteme.
Zur Realisierung von Quantenspektroskopie-Experimenten an Halbleitern werden Quan-
tenlichtquellen beno¨tigt, die stark in ihrer Intensita¨t sind, um ausgepra¨gte Nichtlineari-
ta¨ten zu generieren. Daru¨ber hinaus sollten sie ultrakurze Pulse erzeugen ko¨nnen, um
die Quantenkinetik von Vielteilchenzusta¨nden darzulegen. Zusa¨tzlich sollten die Quan-
tenlichtquellen u¨ber eine flexibel einstellbare Quantenstatistik verfu¨gen, um direkt ge-
zielte Vielteilchenzusta¨nde anregen zu ko¨nnen. Bisher wurden bereits mehrere Quanten-
lichtfelder, wie gequetschte Zusta¨nde (’squeezed states’) [22–26], Fock-Zusta¨nde (’Fock
states’) [27, 28] und Schro¨dinger-Katzen-Zusta¨nde (’Schro¨dinger-cat states’) [29, 30], ex-
perimentell realisiert. In heutigen Experimenten existieren jedoch noch keine Quanten-
lichtquellen, die u¨ber frei einstellbare Quantenfluktuationen verfu¨gen. Daher ist ein alter-
nativer Ansatz in Ref. [31] entwickelt worden, um die Quantenspektroskopie zu realisieren.
In diesem Artikel wurde gezeigt, dass klassische Messungen mathematisch auf die quanten-
optische Antwort, resultierend von einer beliebigen Quantenlichtquelle, projiziert werden
ko¨nnen.
Gegenstand dieser Dissertation ist es, Quantenspektroskopie-Studien an Halbleiterna-
nostrukturen durchzufu¨hren. Neben einer grundlegenden Studie u¨ber die allgemeine An-
wendbarkeit der Quantenspektroskopie in dissipativen Systemen, werden die optischen
Eigenschaften von Halbleiter-Quantenfilmen und -Quantenpunkten (’semiconductor quan-
tum dots’) mit Quantenspektroskopie analysiert. Dazu wird eine große Zahl hochpra¨ziser
klassischer Messungen auf die Antwort eines mathematisch pra¨zise definierten Quanten-
lasers projiziert. Die inha¨renten Quantenfluktuationen der Lichtquelle werden insbeson-
dere dazu verwendet, um stark korrelierte Vielteilchenzusta¨nde in Halbleiter-Quanten-
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filmen direkt zu adressieren und quantenoptische Effekte in Quantenpunktsystemen zu
kontrollieren. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Quantenspektroskopie bestimmte Vielteil-
chenzusta¨nde und quantenoptische Effekte mit einer hohen Genauigkeit charakterisieren
und kontrollieren kann. Die Untersuchungen verdeutlichen zudem, dass die Quantenspek-
troskopie neue Kategorien von Vielteilchenzusta¨nden offenbart, die der traditionellen La-
serspektroskopie verborgen bleiben.
Im Hauptteil dieser Dissertation wird die Quantenspektroskopie angewendet, um gezielt
stark korrelierte Vielteilchenzusta¨nde in Halbleiter-Quantenfilmen mit direkter Bandlu¨-
cke anzuregen. Die systematische Beschreibung solcher Vielteilchensysteme basiert im
Allgemeinen auf das Finden von stabilen Konfigurationen, die als Quasiteilchen bezeich-
net werden. Diese vereinfachen das Versta¨ndnis des Systems signifikant. Beispielsweise
wechselwirken die Leitungsbandelektronen im Halbleiter mit dem Gitter und anderen
Elektronen. Diese Wechselwirkungen ko¨nnen durch den Austausch der Leitungsbandelek-
tronen mit Quasiteilchen-Elektronen beschrieben werden, die in der Regel eine effekti-
ve Masse haben, die sich stark von der eigentlichen Elektronenmasse unterscheidet [18].
Analog ko¨nnen Wechselwirkungen zu gro¨ßeren Komplexen fu¨hren, die selbst Quasiteil-
chen darstellen. Zum Beispiel ko¨nnen jeweils ein Elektron und ein Loch (fehlendes Elek-
tron im gefu¨llten Valenzband) ein gebundenes Paar bilden, welches als Exziton bezeichnet
wird [32,33] und eine wasserstoffartige Wellenfunktion besitzt [31,34]. Zwei Exzitonen mit
entgegengesetztem Spin wiederum ko¨nnen einen moleku¨lartigen Zustand formen, bekannt
als Biexziton [35, 36], oder es ko¨nnen sogar Polyexzitonen, bestehend aus mehr als zwei
Exzitonen, entstehen [37–39]. Bei Halbleitern mit indirekter Bandlu¨cke ist die Lebenszeit
der Elektron–Loch-Anregungen so lang, dass ein thermodynamischer U¨bergang zu ma-
kroskopischen Elektron–Loch-Tropfen (’electron–hole droplets’) mo¨glich wird [40–42]. In
dieser Dissertation demonstrieren wir nicht nur, dass die Quantenspektroskopie die Ei-
genschaften von bestimmten Quasiteilchen-Zusta¨nden wie Biexzitonen wesentlich genau-
er charakterisieren kann als die traditionelle Laserspektroskopie, sondern wir zeigen auch
Belege fu¨r eine neue stabile Konfiguration geladener Teilchen in GaAs-Quantenfilmen,
dem Dropleton, das ein Quantentro¨pfchen (’quantum droplet’), bestehend aus mehreren
Elektronen und Lo¨chern, ist. Die Dropletonen bestehen aus vier bis sieben Elektron–
Loch-Paaren, die in einer kleinen Blase eingeschlossen sind. Sie haben Eigenschaften einer
Flu¨ssigkeit und weisen Quantisierungseffekte aufgrund ihrer mikroskopischen Gro¨ße auf.
Um die detektierbare Energetik von solchen stark korrelierten Vielteilchenzusta¨nden zu
bestimmen, kann man im Prinzip Dichtefunktionaltheorie [43–45] anwenden, bei der die
Eigenschaften des Systems auf der Basis der funktionalen Abha¨ngigkeit der Gesamtener-
gie von der Elektronendichte berechnet werden. Wir haben einen neuen Theorierahmen
entwickelt, um die Anregungsenergetik von stark korrelierten Quasiteilchen in optisch
angeregten Halbleiter-Quantenfilmen zu bestimmen. Bei dieser Methode wird die Anre-
gungsenergetik der Quasiteilchen direkt mit Hilfe ihrer Paarkorrelationsfunktion berech-
net.
Die Elektron–Loch-Paarkorrelationsfunktion g(r) definiert die bedingte Wahrschein-
lichkeit dafu¨r, ein Elektron an Position r zu finden, wenn ein Loch im Ursprung positio-
niert ist. Abbildung 0.2 zeigt ein Beispiel fu¨r g(r) von Exzitonen (links) und Dropletonen
(rechts). Im Allgemeinen hat g(r) einen konstanten Elektron–Loch-Plasmabeitrag (grau
schattierte Fla¨che), der das gleichma¨ßig verteilte Plasma in einem homogenen System
beschreibt. Quasiteilchen werden durch den korrelierten Beitrag ∆g(r) (blau schattierte
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Abbildung 0.2: Beispiel fu¨r die Elektron–Loch-Paarkorrelationsfunktion g(r) von Exzito-
nen (links) und Dropletonen (rechts). Der Plasma-Beitrag wird als grau
schattierte Fla¨che dargestellt, wa¨hrend der blaue schattierte Bereich den
korrelierten Beitrag ∆g(r) zeigt. Der Dropleton-Radius R wird durch eine
vertikale gestrichelte Linie gekennzeichnet. (Nach Vero¨ffentlichung (II)).
Fla¨che) beschrieben, der fu¨r große Elektron–Loch-Absta¨nde auf Null abfa¨llt. Die Form des
korrelierten Anteils der Paarkorrelationsfunktion von 1s-Exzitonen, ∆g(r) ∝ |φ1s(r)|2, ist
durch die 1s-Exziton-Wellenfunktion φ1s(r) bestimmt [46], so dass ∆g(r) monoton abfa¨llt.
Im Vergleich dazu befinden sich die Elektronen und Lo¨cher in einem Quantentro¨pfchen
in einer Flu¨ssigkeitsphase, in der die Teilchen ein ringartiges Muster bilden, wobei der
Ringabstand ungefa¨hr durch den mittleren Teilchenabstand definiert ist [47–51]. Im Ge-
gensatz zu Einkomponenten-Flu¨ssigkeiten [52–55] hat ∆g(r) einen zentralen Peak auf-
grund der Coulomb-Anziehung zwischen den Elektronen und Lo¨chern. Da die Dropleto-
nen innerhalb einer mikroskopischen Blase mit Radius R eingeschlossen sind, verschwindet
∆g(r) außerhalb von R.
In einer weiteren Untersuchung im Rahmen dieser Dissertation werden die Emissi-
onseigenschaften von optisch gepumpten Quantenpunkt-Mikroresonatoren (’quantum-dot
microcavities’) analysiert. Viele Studien an Quantenpunkt-Mikroresonatoren haben be-
reits bemerkenswerte Quanten-Pha¨nomene, wie den Purcell-Effekt [56], die Vakuum-Rabi-
Aufspaltung [57,58], oder die starke Licht–Materie-Kopplung [59–64], demonstriert. Somit
stellen diese Systeme eine geeignete Plattform fu¨r systematische quantenoptische Unter-
suchungen [65,66], Resonator-Quanten-Elektrodynamik-Studien [31,67] und die Entwick-
lung von Komponenten, wie Einzelphotonenemitter [68–70] oder Lichtquellen fu¨r ver-
schra¨nkte Photonenpaare [71–73], die erforderlich sind um Quanteninformations-Techno-
logien [74–79] zu realisieren, dar. Außerdem werden diese Quantenpunkt-Mikroresonatoren
als hochwertige Laser verwendet, die extrem niedrige Laserschwellen aufweisen [61, 80].
Allerdings ist der Betrieb dieser Systeme unter Laserbedingungen weniger fu¨r Resonator-
Quanten-Elektrodynamik-Studien geeignet, da das emittierte Licht eines Lasers durch
einen koha¨renten Zustand [16, 17, 81] beschrieben werden kann, der einer perfekten klas-
sischen Emission entspricht. In dieser Dissertation analysieren wir die Emissionseigen-
schaften optisch gepumpter Quantenpunkt-Mikroresonatoren in dem Anregungsleistungs-
Bereich unterhalb der Laserschwelle. Unsere Untersuchungen zeigen experimentelle und
theoretische Beweise fu¨r die Entdeckung eines neuen faszinierenden Quantengeda¨chtnis-
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effekts (’quantum-memory effect’), der durch das Anpassen der Quantenfluktuationen der
Pumplichtquelle kontrolliert werden kann.
Die Dissertation ist wie folgt aufgebaut: In Kapitel 2 wird ein kurzer U¨berblick u¨ber
die verwendeten theoretischen Konzepte gegeben. Das 3. Kapitel zeigt experimentelle und
theoretische Belege fu¨r Quantentro¨pfchen als neue stark korrelierte Quasiteilchen in GaAs-
Quantenfilmen. Zur Detektion der Dropletonen verwenden wir Quantenspektroskopie, um
direkt sta¨rker korrelierte Vielteilchenzusta¨nde im System anzuregen. Zur Bestimmung der
Anregungsenergetik der Dropletonen haben wir ein neues theoretisches Verfahren entwi-
ckelt. Diese Methode ermo¨glicht es das Anregungsspektrum von stark korrelierten Qua-
siteilchen in optisch angeregten Halbleitern, basierend auf der Paarkorrelationsfunktion
des Quasiteilchen-Zustands, zu berechnen. Das pra¨sentierte Verfahren kann im Allgemei-
nen zur Bestimmung und Vorhersage des Anregungsspektrums einer Vielzahl von stark
korrelierten Vielteilchenzusta¨nden verwendet werden.
Kapitel 4 zeigt, dass die Quantenspektroskopie die Eigenschaften von stark korrelierten
Quasiteilchenzusta¨nden mit einer sehr hohen Genauigkeit charakterisieren kann. Zur Il-
lustration werden die Eigenschaften der Biexziton-Resonanz in den Absorptionsspektren
von GaAs-Quantenfilmen mit Quantenspektroskopie analysiert. Unsere Studie verdeut-
licht, dass die Quantenspektroskopie eine Vielzahl von biexzitonischen Details aufzeigt,
die der klassischen Spektroskopie verborgen bleiben.
In Kapitel 5 werden die Ergebnisse der Quantenspektroskopie-Studien an Quanten-
punktsystemen vorgestellt. Der erste Teil des Kapitels bescha¨ftigt sich mit der Unter-
suchung der Emissionseigenschaften von optischen gepumpten Quantenpunkt-Mikroreso-
natoren in dem Anregungsbereich unterhalb der Laserschwelle. Die Eingangs–Ausgangs-
Charakteristik weist unerwartete Nichtlinearita¨ten auf, die unter Anwendung einer sys-
tematischen mikroskopischen Analyse als Quantengeda¨chtniseffekt identifiziert werden.
Quantenspektroskopie verifiziert nicht nur den Ursprung des Quantengeda¨chtniseffekts,
sondern zeigt auch, dass die Nichtlinearita¨ten durch Anpassung der Quantenfluktuatio-
nen der Lichtquelle kontrolliert werden ko¨nnen.
Der zweite Teil des 5. Kapitels bescha¨ftigt sich mit einer Grundlagenstudie u¨ber die
allgemeine Anwendbarkeit der Quantenspektroskopie in dissipativen Systemen. Die vor-
gestellten Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Quantenspektroskopie-Studien an einer Vielzahl von
Systemen durchgefu¨hrt werden ko¨nnen. Schließlich werden die Ergebnisse dieser Disser-
tation in Kapitel 6 zusammengefasst. Die Vero¨ffentlichungen werden im 7. Kapitel vorge-
stellt.
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Introduction
According to the laws of quantum mechanics, only a measurement of system’s wavefunc-
tion provides the ultimate characterization of all its physical properties. For example,
such a quantum-state tomography [1,2] is essential for quantum computing and quantum-
information theory to precisely determine the actual states of quantum bits [3–5]. In
particular, the systematic development of nanotechnology, based on atoms, molecules,
and semiconductors, depends critically on the precise extraction of quantum state’s wave-
function. Until now, the measurement of the quantum state has already been realized for
simple systems like a single-mode light field [6–11], a trapped ion [12,13], or an ensemble
of moving atoms [14] where either the wavefunction directly or equivalently the phase-
space distributions have been determined. At the same time, the extraction of the full
many-body wavefunction in solids seems to be impossible due to the large dimensionality
of the density matrix involved.
However, a new theoretical framework has been developed in Ref. [15] where laser’s
nonclassical quantum fluctuations [16–18] are used to characterize and control matter in
addition to laser’s classical aspects, i. e. amplitude, phase, duration, and spectrum [19,20].
This enhancement of the spectroscopic capabilities extends classical spectroscopy to quan-
tum spectroscopy. To illustrate light source’s quantum fluctuations, Fig. 1.1 shows a
schematic representation of the temporal evolution of a designed laser pulse. Each indi-
vidual measurement of the electric field yields one of many possible outcomes (circles).
The measurement ensemble is arranged around the classical value (solid line) which corre-
sponds to the expectation value of the electric field. Quantum mechanically, the intrinsic
fluctuations (shaded area) around the classical value are described by a quantum mechan-
ical distribution which is called quantum statistics of the light field.
As a new aspect, quantum spectroscopy reveals new classes of phenomena that are
hidden to classical spectroscopy, resulting directly from the quantized nature of the light–
matter interaction. In particular, in theoretical studies on semiconductor quantum wires
and quantum wells (QWs) it has been shown that specific many-body states can be
directly excited by adjusting the quantum fluctuations of the applied light field [15, 21].
This is the first step towards a quantum-state tomography for interacting many-body
states.
In general, quantum-spectroscopy experiments on semiconductors require quantum-
light sources that are strong, in order to generate distinct nonlinearities in many-body
systems, and ultrafast, to monitor the quantum dynamics of many-body states. Addition-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of light source’s quantum fluctuations. The temporal
evolution of a designed laser pulse is shown. Circles indicate the outcome of a
measurement ensemble. The mean of the electric field (solid line) is presented
together with the average size of fluctuations (shaded area) defined by the
quantum statistics. (According to Ref. [18]).
ally, the quantum sources should have flexibly adjustable quantum statistics to directly
excite targeted many-body states. Until now, several quantum-light states have already
been synthesized in experiments including squeezed states [22, 23, 26] even with strong
squeezing of light’s quantum noise [24, 25], Fock states [27, 28], and Schro¨dinger’s cat
states [29, 30]. However, so far, no quantum sources exist in present-day experiments
that are free adjustable in their quantum fluctuations. Nevertheless, an alternative ap-
proach has been developed in Ref. [31] to realize quantum spectroscopy. In that article,
it has been shown that an extensive set of classical measurements can be mathematically
projected into a quantum-optical response resulting from any possible quantum sources.
The subject of this Thesis is to perform quantum-spectroscopy studies on semiconductor
nanostructures. Besides a fundamental study about the general applicability of quantum
spectroscopy in dissipative systems, the optical properties of semiconductor QW and
quantum-dot (QD) systems are analyzed with quantum spectroscopy by projecting high-
precision optical measurements into quantum-optical responses. More specifically, light
source’s inherent quantum fluctuations are adjusted to directly excite highly correlated
many-body states in semiconductor QWs and to control quantum-optical effects in QD
systems. The results demonstrate that quantum spectroscopy can characterize and control
specific many-body states and quantum-optical effects with a high accuracy. In particular,
the studies show that quantum spectroscopy reveals new classes of many-body states that
remain hidden to traditional laser spectroscopy.
In the major part of this Thesis, quantum spectroscopy is applied to directly excite
highly correlated many-body states in direct-gap semiconductor QWs. In general, the
systematic description of such many-body systems is based on finding stable configura-
tions that are known as quasiparticles. Their discovery and identification is critical to
develop a physical understanding of the system. For example, in semiconductors the
conduction-band electrons interact with the lattice and other electrons. These interac-
tions can be handled by replacing the bare electrons with quasiparticle electrons that
typically have an effective mass that is very different from the bare electron mass [18].
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Figure 1.2: Example for exciton’s (left) and dropleton’s (right) electron–hole (eh) pair-
correlation function g(r). The plasma contribution is shown as gray shaded
area while the blue shaded area indicates the correlated part ∆g(r). The
dropleton radius is denoted by a vertical dashed line and each of the rings is
labeled. (According to Paper (II)).
Analogously, interactions can result in larger complexes that are themselves quasiparti-
cles. For instance, an electron can bind with a hole, which is the absence of an electron
in the filled valence band, to create a bound pair referred to as exciton [32,33] that has a
hydrogenic wavefunction for the relative coordinate [31, 34]. Two excitons with opposite
spin can bind to a molecular-like state known as biexciton [35, 36] or even polyexcitons
consisting of more than two excitons can form [37–39]. In indirect-gap semiconductors,
the life time of the electron–hole excitations becomes so long that a thermodynamic tran-
sition into macroscopic electron–hole droplets becomes possible [40–42]. In this Thesis,
we not only demonstrate that quantum spectroscopy can characterize the properties of
specific quasiparticle states like biexcitons much more sensitively than traditional laser
spectroscopy, but we also show evidence for a new stable configuration of charged particles
in direct-gap GaAs QWs, the dropleton, that is a quantum droplet of electrons and holes.
The dropletons contain four-to-seven electron–hole pairs in the form of a liquid confined
inside a small correlation bubble. They form via Coulomb interactions long before the
system has reached the thermal equilibrium and show quantization effects due to their
microscopic size.
To determine the detectable energetics of such highly correlated many-body complexes,
one can in principle apply density-functional theory which uses the functional dependence
of the total energy on the electron density to compute the properties of the system [43–45].
We have developed an alternative approach to compute the excitation energetics of highly
correlated quasiparticles in optically excited semiconductor QWs. Since it is very natural
to identify highly-correlated quasiparticles through their pair-correlation function, we have
formulated a theoretical framework to determine the excitation spectrum directly from
the pair-correlation function.
The electron–hole pair-correlation function g(r) determines the conditional probability
of finding an electron at position r when a hole is positioned at the origin. Figure 1.2
presents an example for exciton’s (left) and dropleton’s (right) g(r). In general, g(r)
always has a large constant electron–hole plasma part (gray shaded area) resulting from
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the mean-field properties of the many-body state. Quasiparticle cluster are determined
by the correlated part ∆g(r) (blue shaded area) which decays at elevated electron–hole
separation. The 1s-exciton wave function φ1s(r) determines the correlated part of 1s
exciton’s g(r) via ∆g(r) ∝ |φ1s(r)|2 [46], yielding a monotonically decreasing ∆g(r).
Compared to that, the electrons and holes in the quantum droplet are in a liquid state
such that ∆g(r) has the typical liquid structure where particles form a ring-like pattern
with ring separation roughly defined by the mean particle distance [47–51]. In contrast
to single-component liquids [52–55], dropleton’s ∆g(r) has a central peak because of the
Coulomb attraction between electrons and holes. Since dropletons are confined inside a
microscopic bubble of radius R, ∆g(r) vanishes outside R.
Another study in this Thesis deals with the emission properties of optically pumped
QD microcavities. Pioneering work on QD microcavities has already produced demon-
strations of striking quantum-optical phenomena including the Purcell effect [56], vac-
uum Rabi splitting [57, 58], and strong-coupling investigations [59–64]. Thus, these sys-
tems have become a suitable platform for systematic quantum-optical studies [65, 66],
semiconductor-based quantum electrodynamics investigations [31, 67], and the develop-
ment of components like single-photon emitters [68–70] or sources for entangled photon
pairs [71–73] that are needed to realize quantum-information protocols [74–79]. Addition-
ally, such QD microcavities are used as high-quality lasers which exhibit extremely low
laser thresholds [61, 80]. However, the operation of the system under lasing conditions is
less important for cavity quantum electrodynamics investigations because the output of
a laser is a coherent state [16, 17, 81] that corresponds to a perfect classical emission. In
this Thesis, the emission properties of optically pumped QD microcavities are analyzed
in the excitation power regime below the laser threshold. The study reveals experimental
and theoretical evidence for a new intriguing quantum-memory effect that is controllable
by adjusting pump source’s quantum fluctuations.
The Thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, a brief overview is given about the
theoretical concepts used. Chapter 3 shows experimental and theoretical evidence for the
dropleton as a new highly correlated quasiparticle in GaAs QWs while the characterization
of the biexciton resonance with quantum spectroscopy is discussed in Chapter 4. In
Chapter 5, the results of the quantum-spectroscopy studies on QD systems are presented.
In particular, the first part deals with the identification of a new quantum-memory effect
in the emission of optically pumped QD microcavities while the second part provides a
fundamental study about the general applicability of quantum spectroscopy in dissipative
systems. Finally, the findings of this Thesis are summarized in Chapter 6. A short
introduction to the papers is given in Chapter 7.
4
2
Theoretical approach
This Chapter provides an overview about the theoretical background that forms the basis
for the results presented in Chapters 2–5 and related Papers. In the major part of this
Thesis, direct-gap semiconductor QWs are studied such that the corresponding full many-
body theory is briefly introduced, which is mainly based on Refs. [18, 46]. In addition,
the limitation of highly correlated quasiparticle characterization with traditional laser
spectroscopy is described and it is shown how quantum spectroscopy can be used to
directly excite specific many-body states in semiconductor QWs. The general concept of
quantum spectroscopy is thoroughly discussed in Refs. [15, 18, 31,46].
The system Hamiltonian describing the many-body Coulomb interaction among elec-
trons and the fully quantized light–matter interaction in direct-gap semiconductor QWs
is introduced in Sec. 2.1. The limitation of quasiparticle identification with classical
spectroscopy and the state-injection aspects of quantum spectroscopy in semiconductor
QWs are discussed in Secs. 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. In Sec. 2.4, it is shown how the
quantum-optical response to arbitrary quantum-light sources can be projected from a set
of classical measurements. The presented framework introduced in Ref. [31] is completely
general and can be applied to realize quantum spectroscopy in generic condensed-matter
systems and beyond. Examples for quantum-light sources studied within this Thesis are
shown in Sec. 2.5.
2.1 System Hamiltonian
To formulate the system Hamiltonian describing semiconductor QWs, it is convenient
to use the second quantization formalism. The microscopic description of elementary
charge carrier excitations is obtained by introducing the Fermionic operators a†λ,k and
aλ,k that create and annihilate an electron with crystal momentum ~k, respectively, to
the conduction (λ = c) or valence band (λ = v). The quantum statistics of the applied
light field is defined by Bosonic creation and annihilation operators Bq and B
†
q with
photon-wave vector q. A quantization of laser’s light field yields the mode expansion of
the electric field [15, 18]
E(r) =
∑
q
Eq
[
uq(r)Bq + u
?
q(r)B
†
q
]
, (2.1)
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where uq is the mode function with frequency ωq = c|q| while Eq corresponds to the
vacuum-field amplitude.
For resonant excitation conditions, direct-gap semiconductor QWs can be modeled by
a two-band Hamiltonian [15, 18]
Hˆ = Hˆeh + Hˆlm , Hˆeh =
∑
k,λ
λka
†
λ,kaλ,k +
1
2
∑
k,k′,q,λ,λ′
Vq a
†
λ,k+qa
†
λ′,k′−qaλ′,k′aλ,k ,
Hˆlm =
∑
q
~ωq
(
B†qBq +
1
2
)− i~∑
k,q
Fq
(
a†c,kav,k + a
†
v,kac,k
)
Bq + h.c. , (2.2)
that describes the many-body Coulomb interaction among electrons and the fully quan-
tized light–matter interaction. The valence and conduction band can be treated as
parabolic for excitations close to the Γ-point such that the kinetic energies can be written
as
ck =
~
2k2
2me
+ Eg , 
v
k = −
~
2k2
2mh
, (2.3)
where Eg is the bandgap energy and me(h) defines the effective electron (hole) mass. The
Coulomb interaction is described by the second term of Hˆeh, containing the Coulomb
matrix element Vq of the confined system [82].
The light–matter interaction follows from Hˆlm where ~ωq corresponds to the free-photon
energy. The strength of the light–matter interaction is determined by Fq = d Eq · uq(0)
including the dipole-matrix element d for interband transitions.
2.2 Limitation of quasiparticle identification with
classical spectroscopy
A central goal of this Thesis is to characterize and control highly correlated quasiparticles
in semiconductor QWs. In general, the direct characterization of such quasiparticles with
classical spectroscopy is very limited which is demonstrated in this section. Therefore, the
dynamics of quasiparticles after the excitation with a classical laser pulse is illustrated.
Experimentally, the quantum kinetics of quasiparticles can be analyzed using a pump–
probe measurement setup as it is done in the quantum-spectroscopy studies on semicon-
ductor QWs in this Thesis. More specifically, a strong ultrafast laser excites the matter
system from its ground state before the excitation configuration is probed by a weak
laser pulse to monitor the quantum kinetics of the light-generated quasiparticles. In the
analyzed experiments within this Thesis, the matter system is excited by a single-mode
pump laser whose quantum statistics can be presented using the photon-correlation rep-
resentation [83] [
∆IJK
]
B
= ∆〈[B†]J BK〉 , (2.4)
that correspond to (J+K)-particle clusters according to the cluster-expansion approach [18,
46,83–87]. In particular, by applying the cluster-expansion approach, the quantum-optical
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correlations (2.4) can be uniquely expressed in terms of the normally ordered expectation
values
IJK = 〈
[
B†
]J
BK〉 = Tr
[(
B†
)J
BK ρˆ
]
, (2.5)
where ρˆ is system’s density matrix. The expectation values (2.5) also define laser’s quan-
tum statistics.
Analogously to Eq. (2.4), many-body correlations in electron–hole excitations can be
introduced by [
∆IJK
]
X
= ∆〈
[
Xˆ†
]J
XˆK〉 . (2.6)
Here, electron–hole excitations are described by the exciton operator
Xˆ† =
∑
k
φ1s(k) a
†
c,kav,k , (2.7)
when the single-mode laser is resonant to the 1s-exciton state defined by the wavefunc-
tion φ1s(k). In general, Xˆ
† exhibits nonbosonic corrections resulting from its Fermionic
substructure [88].
The electron–hole correlations (2.6) correspond to quasiparticle cluster like true bound
excitons (∆〈Xˆ†Xˆ〉) or biexcitonic transition amplitude (∆〈XˆXˆ〉). The computation of
the corresponding cluster dynamics using the Heisenberg-equation-of-motion technique
produces the well-known hierarchy problem of many-body physics [18, 46]
i~
∂
∂t
∆〈Nˆ〉 = T
[
∆〈Nˆ〉
]
+NL
[
〈1ˆ〉, · · · ,∆〈Nˆ〉
]
+Hi
[
∆〈Nˆ + 1〉
]
, (2.8)
where N -particle correlations couple to (N +1)-particle correlations. Contributions with-
out hierarchy coupling are symbolized by ’T’ while the hierarchy contribution is indicated
by ’Hi’. The nonlinear coupling among clusters is described by ’NL’. The hierarchy prob-
lem (2.8) is a direct consequence of the many-body Coulomb and light–matter interactions,
yielding an infinite hierarchy of coupled equations.
In Paper (I), the dynamics of the quantum-optical correlations (2.4) and the hierarchy
problem (2.8) are investigated in a Jaynes–Cummings system [89] modeling QD systems.
Compared to complicated many-body systems, this simple model allows for an exact
computation of the correlation dynamics to all orders. In that study, the system is excited
by a coherent state |β〉 [16,17,81] where β is its complex-valued displacement amplitude.
In general, the coherent state corresponds to a classical light field because its quantum
statistics, IJK = [β
?]J βK , yields the classical factorization [18] where the photon operators
in Eq. (2.5) are substituted by the complex-valued amplitude β = 〈B〉. In particular, the
output of a perfect single-mode laser is described by a coherent state [31, 81].
The results in Paper (I) show that the quantum-optical correlations build up sequentially
for a coherent-state excitation. In other words, higher order correlations only build up
after the lower ones are already present. Thus, in a physically relevant time window, the
system is essentially described by C-particle correlations while correlated clusters beyond
C are weak or build up at later times. As a result, the ’Hi’ contribution in Eq. (2.8) can be
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Figure 2.1: Quantum dynamics of quasiparticle clusters after a coherent-state laser ex-
citation. The classical laser pulse is indicated as a shaded area. Electrons
(holes) are denoted by open (dark) circles. Correlations among electrons and
holes are indicated by a yellow oval enclosing the particles. (According to
Ref. [90]).
neglected, according to the cluster-expansion truncation scheme, such that the equations
of motion are closed. The results of this study are discussed in more detail in Sec. 5.3.
Also in many-body systems the clusters build up sequentially after the excitation with
a classical light field [18,91]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the quantum dynamics of quasiparticle
clusters in a semiconductor QW system after a coherent-state laser excitation. When
the laser pulse (shaded area) is resonant to the 1s-exciton state, excitonic polarization
and plasma consisting of electrons (open circles) and holes (dark circles) are generated
before the onset of Coulomb and phonon scattering. Many-body and quantum-optical
interactions yield a sequential build up of clusters via nonlinear scattering processes such
that incoherent excitons and later trions, consisting of two electrons and one hole or
two holes and one electron, can form. Further equilibration binds two excitons with
opposite spins to one biexciton while highly correlated electron–hole complexes only build
up at later times. As a result, the cluster-expansion truncation scheme can also be
applied to describe the dynamics of many-body systems because up to a certain time only
correlations up to C particles are important. However, the control and characterization
of the interesting highly correlated many-body states is very limited with traditional laser
spectroscopy because individual quasiparticles cannot be directly detected but only after
the sequential build up of correlations. Consequently, a mixture of several quasiparticle
states is generated via scattering resulting in broad spectral features, which complicates
the identification and characterization of specific highly correlated quasiparticle states.
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2.3 State-injection aspects of quantum spectroscopy
To directly excite targeted quasiparticle states, the quantum aspects of the applied light
field can be used because the quantized light–matter interaction (2.2) has the inherent
capability to transfer quantum-optical correlations (2.4) injected by the light field to
corresponding electron–hole correlations (2.6). More specifically, when the single-mode
laser is resonant with the 1s-exciton state, one finds the mapping [15,18]
∆〈
[
Xˆ†
]J
XˆK〉 = η J+K2 ∆〈[B†]J BK〉 (2.9)
between pump laser’s quantum-optical correlations (2.4) and the electron–hole correla-
tions (2.6) where η defines the fraction of photons absorbed as electron–hole pairs.
In general, the quantum-statistical state injection (2.9) is satisfied before the emergence
of significant Coulomb and phonon scattering. Thus, ultra-short laser pulses are needed
that are faster than system’s dominant scattering processes. However, state-of-the-art
experiments use laser pulses in the femto- or even in the atto-second range [92–95] whose
spectral, temporal, or phase properties are well controllable. As a result, a large set of
many-body states can be directly excited by shaping light source’s quantum fluctuations.
This additional spectroscopic capability extends classical ultrafast laser spectroscopy to
quantum spectroscopy. This principle is used to search for new highly correlated quasi-
particles in semiconductor QWs in Chapter 3 and to characterize specific quasiparticle
states in Chapter 4.
2.4 Realization of quantum spectroscopy
An experimental realization of quantum spectroscopy requires quantum-light sources with
free shapeable quantum fluctuations which are currently not available. Nevertheless, in
present-day experiments the classical response R|β〉 to a classical light field defined by a
coherent state |β〉 can be routinely measured with a high precision as a function of pump
laser’s amplitude β. For example, R|β〉 can be the QW absorption measured using a pump–
probe absorption setup as in Chapters 3 and 4 or the output power of optically pumped QD
microcavities as in Chapter 5. The quantum-optical response RQM to arbitrary quantum-
light sources can then be mathematically projected from classical measurements using the
convolution integral [96]
RQM =
∫
d2βP (β)R|β〉 , (2.10)
where P (β) is the Glauber–Sudarshan function [96, 97] defining the quantum statistics
of the quantum-light source. As a result, the convolution integral (2.10) enables the
computation of the quantum-optical response resulting from many possible quantum-
light sources. However, the direct numerical integration has complications because the
measured response is not known continuously throughout the entire phase space and
exhibits noise as any measurement does. Additionally, P (β) is often nonanalytic for
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quantum-optical light fields.
Nevertheless, an alternative approach has been developed in Ref. [31] to project the
quantum-optical response to nonclassical light sources from a set of classical measure-
ments. The presented projection scheme is not restricted to semiconductor QWs but can
be applied to realize quantum spectroscopy in generic condensed-matter systems and be-
yond. As shown in that paper, the measured response R|β〉 can be viewed as an unnormal-
ized phase-space distribution. One can then apply the cluster-expansion transformation
(CET) [83] which converts R|β〉 to an analytical phase-space distribution RCET(β) known
throughout the entire phase space; the explicit CET algorithm is provided in Appendix B
of Paper (IV) for a situation where R|β〉 = R(|β|) depends only on |β|, i. e. the mea-
sured system response is phase-independent as it is in the measurements presented in this
Thesis. The CET form RCET(β) defined in Eq. (B6) of Paper (IV) is a Gaussian times
polynomials such that the projection integral (2.10) can be computed even for nonanalytic
P (β) when R|β〉 is replaced by RCET(β), see Appendix C of Paper (IV) for an efficient
calculation of the projection integral (2.10) using the CET. In addition, the CET is robust
against experimental noise, which is demonstrated in Sec. III of Paper (IV).
As a result, the quantum-optical response RQM can be efficiently projected from a large
set of classical measurement using the CET. To directly access specific many-body states
in semiconductor QWs, differential responses
R1,2 = R
(1)
QM −R(2)QM =
∫
d2β P1,2(β)R|β〉 , P1,2(β) ≡ P1(β)− P2(β) (2.11)
are computed where R
(λ)
QM is the projected quantum-optical response to quantum source
Pλ(β) labeled by λ. As shown in the Supplementary Information to Paper (III), P1,2(β)
uniquely defines differences in quantum-optical correlations[
∆IJK
]
1,2
≡ [∆IJK]1 − [∆IJK]2 . (2.12)
In general, the quantum-light sources defined by P1(β) and P2(β) excite two many-body
states according to the state-injection relation (2.9). If the quantum sources have identical
quantum-optical correlations (2.4) for J +K ≤ (C − 1), the difference in their quantum-
optical correlations (2.12) can deviate only from C-particle correlations on. Consequently,
also the injected many-body states of P1(β) and P2(β) can differ only from C-particle
electron–hole correlations on according to the state-injection relation (2.9). Thus, the
differential (2.11) monitors then the dynamics of ≥ C electron–hole clusters. This fact is
used in Chapters 3 and 4 to directly excite specific quasiparticle clusters in semiconductor
QWs.
2.5 Quantum-light sources
To directly excite and control quasiparticles with quantum spectroscopy, quantum-light
sources are needed within the differential (2.11) whose differences in photon correlations
(2.12) match the corresponding correlations in electron–hole excitations (2.6) of the de-
sired many-body state. In this Thesis, quantum-light sources are used that correspond
10
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to a small perturbation of the classical pump laser. In this situation, those quasiparticles
can be studied which are present under conditions generated by the pump laser.
The classical pump laser is defined by a coherent state |β0〉 such that Npump = |β0|2 is
the photon number within the pump pulse. As quantum-light sources, Schro¨dinger’s cat
states are used which are the quantum superposition of two different coherent states. In
particular, two different classes of Schro¨dinger’s cat states are theoretically formulated in
this Thesis. The ordinary displaced Schro¨dinger’s cat states are defined by [31]
|β, γ〉 = N (e−iIm[βγ?]|Γ−〉+ eiIm[βγ?]|Γ+〉) , with
N ≡ 1√
2 + 2 e−2|γ|2
, Γ± ≡ β ± γ . (2.13)
For γ = i|γ| (γ = |γ|), the ±γ displacements of the cat state are perpendicular (parallel)
to the real-valued displacement β referred to as squeezing- (stretching-) cat state [31].
The projected quantum-optical response to Schro¨dinger’s cat state, R|β, γ〉, is explicitly
given in Eq. (S16) of the Supplementary Material to Paper (V).
To directly access the response stemming from many-body correlations of two and more
electron–hole pairs, the differential
∆Rsqz ≡ R|β, i|γ|〉 −RCET(β0) (2.14)
is computed between the responses resulting from the excitation with a classical laser |β0〉
and a squeezing-cat state |β, i |γ|〉. The cat state |β, i |γ|〉 has exactly one more photon
in quantum fluctuations than |β0〉 while its coherences are reduced such that both states
within the differential (2.14) have the same average photon number Npump = |β0|2. A
more detailed discussion of the state construction is given in Ref. [31]. There it is also
shown that the differential yields direct access to the biexcitonic amplitude ∆〈XˆXˆ〉. This
aspect is used in Chapter 4 to characterize the properties of the biexciton resonance in
the absorption spectra of semiconductor QWs.
Analogously, the stretching-cat differential is defined by
∆Rstr ≡ R|β, |γ|〉 −RCET(β0) , (2.15)
which is used in Chapter 5 to control nontrivial oscillations in the input/output charac-
teristics of optically pumped QD microcavities.
To directly excite highly correlated quasiparticle clusters in semiconductor QWs, slanted
Schro¨dinger’s cat states
|β, γ, θ〉 = Nγ,θ
[
cos
(
θ + pi
4
)
eiIm[βγ
?]|Γ+〉+ sin
(
θ + pi
4
)
e−iIm[βγ
?]|Γ−〉
]
, with
Nγ,θ ≡
(
1 + cos 2θ e−2|γ|
2
)− 1
2
, Γ± ≡ β ± γ (2.16)
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are introduced that are a generalization of Schro¨dinger’s cat state (2.13). The amplitude
ratio of both coherent-state components can be adjusted by the specific choice of θ. In
particular, the slanted-cat state (2.16) reduces to the cat state (2.13) for θ = 0. The
projected response to slanted-cat states, R|β,γ,θ〉, is explicitly given in Eq. (29) of the
Supplementary Information to Paper (III).
To monitor the effect of higher order electron–hole correlations, the two slanted-cat
states
|β1, γ1, θ1〉 with β1 = β0 − |γ| N 2γ,θ sin 2θ , γ1 = |γ| , θ1 = −θ ,
|β2, γ2, θ2〉 with β2 = β0 + |γ| N 2γ,θ sin 2θ , γ2 = |γ| , θ2 = θ (2.17)
are used to compute the quantum-optical differential
∆Rslt ≡ R|β1,γ1,θ1〉 −R|β2,γ2,θ2〉 . (2.18)
Here, both slanted-cat states within the differential have the same photon number. Ad-
ditionally, they contain one more photon in quantum fluctuations than the coherent state
|β0〉 while the displacement β0 is unchanged, see Supplementary Information to Paper (III)
for more details. There it is also shown that the differences in quantum-optical correla-
tions (2.12) of the states (2.17) vanish up to C = J + K = 2. According to the state-
injection relation (2.9), the differential (2.18) monitors then the effects starting from
three-particle electron–hole correlations on in semiconductor QWs. In Chapter 3, this
property is applied to identify a new highly correlated many-body state that is hidden to
classical spectroscopy.
In this Thesis, the quantum-optical differential responses (2.14)–(2.15) and (2.18) are
compared with the classical differential response [31]
∆Rclass ≡ RCET(β0 +∆β)−RCET(β0) , (2.19)
where |β0 + ∆β〉 contains one additional photon than |β0〉, i. e. ∆β =
√
Npump + 1 −√
Npump. The differential (2.19) directly accesses excitonic polarization in semiconductor
QWs [31] and thus monitors the effects down to the single-particle level.
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Dropletons: Quantum electron–hole droplets
A situation is considered where an ultrafast laser pulse is applied to excite a semicon-
ductor QW from its ground state. As the pulse is partially absorbed by the QW, the
electron–hole excitations increase monotonically as a function of the laser intensity. Con-
sequently, the laser intensity controls how far from the nonequilibrium the system is
excited. In direct-gap semiconductor QW systems, the lifetime of the carrier excitations
is relatively short, roughly one nanosecond in GaAs-type systems [18], such that only sim-
plest quasiparticles like excitons [98–101] or biexcitons [35,36] have been detected. Thus,
the quasiparticles follow a nonequilibrium quantum kinetics because they have a too short
lifetime for thermalization. However, this regime contains several intriguing many-body
states, and yet it remains an open question whether stable configurations consisting of
three or more Coulomb correlated electron–hole pairs exist. The study in Ref. [102] on
GaAs QWs has already shown indications for polyexcitons with three electron–hole pairs.
In this Chapter, high-precision optical measurements on GaAs QWs are analyzed. Ex-
perimental and theoretical evidence is presented for dropletons as new highly correlated
quasiparticles that are quantum droplets consisting of four-to-seven electron–hole pairs.
The analyzed measurements were performed by the group of Steven T. Cundiff (JILA,
University of Colorado & NIST, Boulder, USA).
In general, classical spectroscopy cannot resolve the detailed properties of the drople-
tons because they are generated via scattering according to the discussion in Sec. 2.2.
To directly detect dropletons, the GaAs QW absorption is analyzed with quantum spec-
troscopy by projecting the measured QW absorption into a quantum-optical differential
absorption which directly monitors the effect of higher order electron–hole correlations.
For the computation of dropleton’s pair-excitation spectrum, a new theoretical framework
has been developed to determine the pair-excitation energetics of highly correlated quasi-
particles in optically excited semiconductors. Since such quasiparticles can be identified
through their electron–hole pair-correlation function, the excitation spectrum is computed
based on the pair-correlation function of the quasiparticle state.
The measured QW absorption is analyzed in Sec. 3.1 while quantum-optical differential
absorption spectra are projected from the QW absorption measurements in Sec. 3.2. The
theoretical scheme to determine the excitation spectrum of highly correlated many-body
complexes is discussed in Sec. 3.3, before it is applied in Secs. 3.4 and 3.5 to compute the
pair-excitation energetics of excitons and dropletons, respectively. The presented results
are published in Papers (II) and (III).
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Figure 3.1: Characterization of quasiparticle resonances with classical spectroscopy. Mea-
sured probe-absorption spectra as a function of the pump-photon number
Npump for a pump–probe delay of ∆t = 2 ps; the peak absorption is normalized
to one; E1s,0 is the low-density exciton energy and the transparent shaded ar-
eas show actual spectra at Npump = 2.8M (lower) and Npump = 9.5M (upper).
The dashed lines indicate the resonance shifts. (According to Paper (III)).
3.1 Characterization of quasiparticle resonances with
classical spectroscopy
Transient pump–probe absorption measurements have been performed on 10 uncoupled
GaAs QWs at a sample temperature of 10K. A circularly polarized 320 fs pump pulse
excites the QW resonantly with respect to the 1s heavy-hole exciton state. The output of
the pump laser is defined by a coherent state |β0〉 such that Npump = |β0|2 is the number
of photons in the pump pulse. After a delay of ∆t, a weak probe pulse reaches the sample
which is cross-circularly polarized with respect to the pump pulse. Thus, the measured
response is phase independent because the opposite circular polarizations of pump and
probe avoids that pump-generated coherences produce phase-sensitive contributions to
the probe response. As a result, the probe absorption αQW(E,∆t, |β0〉) is recorded as a
function of the probe-photon energy E, the pump–probe delay ∆t, and the pump-photon
number Npump. More experimental details are given in the Supplementary Information to
Paper (III).
The quasiparticle resonances in the QW absorption spectra are first characterized with
classical spectroscopy. Figure 3.1 shows a contour plot of the measured probe-absorption
spectra as a function of pump-photon number Npump for a pump–probe delay of ∆t = 2ps.
The peak absorption is normalized to one andNpump is quoted in units of million (10
6 = M)
photons. The transparent shaded areas show actual spectra at Npump = 2.8M (lower) and
Npump = 9.5M (upper). At Npump = 0, a resonance is only observable at the 1s heavy-
hole exciton energy E1s,0 = 1.547 eV. The heavy-hole resonance is 9meV below the band
edge (not shown), defining the excitonic binding energy with respect to the electron–hole
plasma. In agreement with many similar experiments [31,103–105], the heavy-hole exciton
resonance blue shifts and shows the typical excitation-induced dephasing as the pump
intensity is increased. In general, the energetic position of the resonance is influenced by
several effects: The Coulomb renormalization shifts the band gap to lower energies [31,46].
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Therefore, the heavy-hole exciton resonance must red shift in order to maintain its binding
energy. However, screening of the Coulomb interaction and Pauli blocking of low energy
states reduce exciton’s binding energy, yielding a blue shift of the resonance [104,105].
At Npump = 1.5M, a second resonance emerges 2.2 meV below E1s,0 due to molecular
binding which corresponds to the biexciton resonance. It is visible due to the opposite
circular polarizations of pump and probe, which yield excitonic polarizations with opposite
spin states. The biexciton resonance broadens and red shifts while the heavy-hole exciton
resonance blue shifts. Consequently, the biexciton binding energy Ebind, defined with
respect to the exciton resonance (double arrow), appears to increase from Ebind = 2.2meV
at low Npump to roughly Ebind = 3meV at elevated pump intensities. Additionally, the
amplitude of the biexciton resonance exceeds the one of the heavy-hole exciton resonance
at enhanced Npump. The red shift of the biexciton resonance has also been confirmed
using a another GaAs sample and a different measurement technique, two dimensional
Fourier transform spectroscopy [106–108], that accesses the many-body resonances more
accurately than classical pump–probe spectroscopy. The experimental details and results
are presented in the Supplementary Information to Paper (III).
As a result, the increased Ebind is counterintuitive as long as one associates the low-
energy resonance with biexcitons because one would expect that Pauli-blocking of Fermions
and screening of the Coulomb interaction reduce Ebind of any molecular state as the ex-
citation level is increased. Consequently, it is more plausible that the broad feature close
to the biexciton actually hosts new quasiparticles. More precisely, only at low Npump the
resonance is biexcitonic while higher order correlated many-body complexes are present
at elevated pump intensities, despite they cannot be individually resolved in classical
spectroscopy due to appreciable broadening. The new quasiparticle is hypothesized to be
a dropleton that is a quantum droplet of electrons and holes. In the following, further
evidence for its quasiparticle nature is presented.
3.2 Detection of dropletons with quantum spectroscopy
To increase the sensitivity of the quasiparticle identification, differential absorption spec-
tra are projected from the pump–probe absorption measurements. Therefore, the projec-
tion algorithm discussed in Sec. 2.4 is applied where it is shown that a Npump ensemble
as presented in Fig. 3.1 can be projected into a differential response with respect to any
quantum fluctuations in the pump source. Here, the response is explicitly given by the
probe absorption, i. e. R|β〉 = αQW. The quantum-optical projection is chosen such that
it isolates the effect of high-order electron–hole correlations from the Npump ensemble by
projecting the quantum-optical response to a slanted Schro¨dinger’s cat state. The result-
ing projected differential ∆αslt defined in Eq. (2.17) directly monitors the QW response
resulting from three-particle electron–hole correlations on. As illustrated in Chapter 2, a
classical differential follows the dynamics from the single-particle level on such that highly
correlated electron–hole complexes are only generated via scattering which hinders their
direct detection. Therefore, ∆αslt monitors the effects of highly correlated quasiparticles
much more sensitively than a classical differential ∆αclass.
Figure 3.2(a) shows a contour plot of the projected slanted-cat differential ∆αslt as a
function of the binding energy Ebind and the pump-photon number Npump for a pump–
probe delay of ∆t = 16 ps. The peak absorption of each spectrum is normalized to one
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Figure 3.2: Detection of dropletons with quantum spectroscopy. (a) Projected ∆αslt as a
function of Ebind and Npump for ∆t = 16ps. The peak absorption of each spec-
trum is normalized to one. The biexciton-binding energy (horizontal dashed
line) matches the low-density Ebind in Fig. 3.1. Three new quantized energy
levels are denoted with horizontal solid lines. The transparent shaded areas
present actual spectra at Npump = 1.0M (left), 2.6M (middle), and 4.2M
(right). (b) Temporal evolution of ∆αslt for fixed Npump = 3.8M (double ar-
row in (a)); the peak absorption is normalized to one; horizontal lines denote
the first and second energy level. Inset: Fourier transformed ∆αslt time trace
at Ebind = 3.3meV; the ∆t trace is indicated by a yellow line. The vertical
dashed line corresponds to the energetic spacing between the first and second
quantized level, ~ω2nd,1st = 0.70meV. (According to Paper (III)).
and the binding energy Ebind is defined with respect to the Npump-dependent 1s heavy-hole
exciton energy, compare Fig. 3.1. Biexciton’s low-density Ebind is indicated by a dashed
horizontal line. The transparent shaded areas show actual spectra at Npump = 1.0M (left),
2.6M (middle), and 4.2M (right). For low Npump, ∆αslt shows a narrow resonance at the
biexciton Ebind which is very stationary compared to the result of classical spectroscopy
in Fig. 3.1. At Npump = 1.3M, a sharp transition to a larger Ebind is observable which
is followed by two further transitions at Npump = 3.5M and Npump = 5.0M. This result
verifies the state-injection aspects of quantum spectroscopy discussed in Sec. 2.3: Classical
spectroscopy cannot resolve the new quasiparticle state due to appreciable scattering
resulting in a gradual increasing Ebind in Fig. 3.1 while quantum spectroscopy yields sharp
resonances due to the direct state injection of highly correlated electron–hole clusters. As
a result, ∆αslt spectroscopy resolves three new quantized energy levels within the spectral
range studied here. The levels have a binding energy of roughly Ebind = 3.1 meV, 3.8 meV,
and 4.6 meV marked by horizontal solid lines.
The detection of the quantized Ebind levels yields evidence for a new quasiparticle. As
a further evidence, the discrete dropleton levels emerge only in ∆αslt that monitors the
effect of three-particle electron–hole correlations and beyond, indicating that dropletons
are highly correlated quasiparticles. Additionally, the discrete dropleton levels appear at
a Npump range where the 1s heavy-hole exciton resonance in Fig. 3.1 becomes significantly
broadened. Therefore, it is likely that excitons do not directly play a role for dropletons
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due to their weakened binding. Thus, it is more plausible that dropletons are collectively
bound electron–hole complexes. To rule out the polyexcitonic origin, the dropletons have
also been studied in a co-circular pump–probe absorption measurement (pump and probe
have the same circular polarization) where only electron–hole pairs with one spin species
are generated. This case cannot produce molecular resonances because spin parallel elec-
trons (holes) can only participate in antibonding states due to the underlying Fermionic
symmetry. As a result, the co-circular excitation produces the same energetics for drople-
tons as identified in Fig. 3.2(a), which excludes the polyexcitonic character of dropletons.
The co-circular measurement is discussed in detail in the Supplementary Information to
Paper (III).
It is also interesting to study the dynamical properties of the new quasiparticle. Tech-
nically, each pump–probe delay ∆t labels a closed Npump ensemble of measurements that
are independently projected into ∆αslt. In other words, ∆t also labels completely inde-
pendent projections that are not connected unless a true physical evolution is monitored.
Therefore, both the consistency of the projection algorithm and the existence of the new
quasiparticle can be confirmed by the detection of quantum beats with the correct oscil-
lation frequency defined by the energy difference of the levels.
The resulting normalized ∆αslt spectrum is presented in Fig. 3.2(b) as a function of delay
time ∆t and binding energy Ebind for a fixed Npump = 3.8M. In this situation, the new
quasiparticle can then be either at the first or at the second quantized level, as indicated
by the double arrow in Fig. 3.2(a). The horizontal lines indicate the energetic positions of
the first and second quantized level. At ∆t = 0ps, the ∆αslt resonance is centered at the
first quantized level followed by oscillations between the two quantized levels indicated.
To verify the quantum-beat nature, the ∆αslt spectrum is Fourier transformed at Ebind =
3.3meV along a ∆t trace indicated by the yellow line. The result is presented in the
inset to Fig. 3.2(b) where the vertical dashed line indicates ~ω2nd,1st = 0.70meV that
corresponds to the energy difference between the second and the first energy level. The
central frequency of the oscillation matches very well the energy difference of the two
quantized levels which is the correct frequency for the corresponding quantum beats.
As a result, the observed quantum beats provide a compelling further evidence for the
existence of dropletons.
Figure 3.2(b) also shows that ∆αslt spectroscopy directly injects the new quasiparticle
state because the resonance emerges at the first quantized level at ∆t = 0ps. Addition-
ally, the quantum beating is observable within the complete time window studied such the
quasiparticle has roughly a lifetime of 25 ps. The quantum beats have also been directly
detected in classical differential absorption measurements, which yields additional evi-
dence for dropletons as a new quasiparticle. In more detail, classical spectroscopy detects
a mixture of quantum beat frequencies due to beating between multiple dropleton lev-
els, which is consistent with the fact that classical spectroscopy cannot resolve individual
dropleton states. The results are shown in Fig. 4 of Paper (III) while the experimental
details are discussed in the corresponding Supplementary Information.
To produce further confirmation for dropletons, transient pump–probe absorption mea-
surements have been performed at a sample temperature of 70K where weakly bound
states like biexcitons and dropletons should dissociate due to phonon scattering. As ex-
pected, the 70K measurement shows no dropleton features. The results of this control
measurement are presented in the Supplementary Information to Paper (III).
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Figure 3.3: Example for pair excitation. A schematic representation of a quasiparticle
configuration before (left panel) and after (right panel) the pair excitation
is shown. Electrons (holes) are indicated by red (blue) circles while yellow
ellipses enclose the correlated pairs. The level of filling symbolizes the portion
of electrons and holes bound as correlated pairs. (According to Paper (II)).
As a result, the presented findings confirm the existence of dropletons through quantized
energetics, correct quantum beats, direct visibility only in ∆αslt, and blue-shifting Ebind
in classical spectroscopy. Obviously, the dropleton cannot be a macroscopic cluster which
has a quasicontinuous pair-excitation spectrum. In addition, the co-circular pump–probe
measurement excludes the polyexcitonic character of dropletons while the presence of
quantum beats also rules out a thermodynamic transition. As a result, dropletons must
be a plasma arrangement, not molecular. Based on this information, dropleton’s energetics
is computed in Sec. 3.5.
3.3 Pair-excitation energetics of quasiparticle states
To study if the observations in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 are in agreement with a many-body state
where electrons and holes constitute a quantum droplet, the pair-excitation spectrum
of such a many-body configuration has to be computed. Therefore, a new theoretical
approach has been developed in Paper (II) which allows for the computation of the pair-
excitation energetics of a given quasiparticle configuration in optically excited direct-gap
semiconductor QWs. As the main idea of this approach, the system energy is completely
expressed as a functional of the electron–hole pair-correlation function, not density as in
density-functional theory [45], because quasiparticles can be directly identified via their
pair-correlation function. This section provides a brief review of the scheme while a more
detailed discussion is given in Paper (II).
To illustrate the detectable energetics of a given quasiparticle state, Fig. 3.3 compares
a quasiparticle configuration before (left panel) and after (right panel) the pair excita-
tion. Electrons (holes) are indicated by red (blue) circles while yellow ellipses enclose the
correlated pairs. The degree of filling denotes the fraction of electrons and holes bound as
correlated pairs. As initial many-body state, a quasiparticle configuration is considered
where all electron–hole pairs are bound to one quasiparticle type. Then, a weak optical
probe pulse excites a small number of electron–hole pairs, δN , into an unbound pair state.
When Eini and Efinal are the energies of the initial and excited many-body configuration,
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respectively, the energy per excited electron–hole pair is E¯pro =
Efinal−Eini
δN
which represents
the energetics detectable by the probe. Physically, E¯pro corresponds to the gained energy
of an electron–hole pair when constituting a quasiparticle cluster from unbound pairs, as
shown in Sec. 2 of Paper (II).
3.3.1 Average carrier energy
As initial many-body configuration, a generic many-body state is considered which is
defined by the density matrix ρˆMB. In the first step of the scheme, the average carrier-
excitation energy of ρˆMB is determined based on the electron–hole pair-correlation function
g(r). In the dropleton investigations, only those ρˆMB states are assumed that contain
spatially homogeneous excitations and an equal amount of electrons and holes
Neh =
∑
k
f ek =
∑
k
fhk , with f
e
k ≡ 〈a†c,kac,k〉 , fhk ≡ 1− 〈a†v,kav,k〉 , (3.1)
where Neh is the number of excited electron–hole pairs and f
e
k (f
h
k) corresponds to the
electron (hole) distribution given in the electron–hole picture [18].
Since the new quasiparticle resonances in Fig. 3.2 are observable in the incoherent
regime, the polarization and all other coherent quantities of ρˆMB are negligible. In this
situation, the average carrier-excitation energy of ρˆMB can be written as
EMB = 〈Hˆeh〉 −NehEg = Tr
[
HˆehρˆMB
]
−NehEg
=
∑
k
(
~
2k2
2me
f ek +
~
2k2
2mh
fhk
)
− 1
2
∑
k,k′
Vk−k′
(
f ekf
e
k′ + f
h
kf
h
k′
)
+
1
2
∑
k,k′,q
[
Vq
(
cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v + c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c
)
− 2Vk′+q−k cq,k′,keh
]
, (3.2)
according to Eq. (18) in Paper (V), that is an exact result in the incoherent regime and
for spatially homogeneous excitations. Since each excitation increases the energy roughly
by the band-gap energy Eg, the trivial contribution NehEg has been removed from 〈Hˆeh〉
to directly monitor the energetic changes. Additionally, the two-particle correlations
cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v ≡ ∆〈a†v,ka†v,k′av,k′+qav,k−q〉 , cq,k
′,k
c,c;c,c ≡ ∆〈a†c,ka†c,k′ac,k′+qac,k−q〉 ,
cq,k
′,k
eh ≡ ∆〈a†c,ka†v,k′ac,k′+qav,k−q〉 , (3.3)
have been introduced using the cluster expansion [18, 46]. Here, hole–hole and electron–
electron correlations are determined by cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v and c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c , respectively, while c
q,k′,k
eh de-
scribes electron–hole correlations where ~q corresponds to the center-of-mass momentum
of the correlated electron–hole pairs. The average carrier-excitation energy (3.2) is exclu-
sively defined by correlations up to two-particle clusters. In the following, this aspect is
used to express EMB exactly as a functional of the pair-correlation function.
In general, the electron–hole correlation energy often dominates over the electron–
electron and hole–hole correlation energy in dense interacting electron–hole systems. In
particular, it has been shown in Sec. 5 of Paper (II) that the effect of electron–electron
and hole–hole correlations on the dropleton energetics is negligible even for a significant
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large correlation hole. Therefore, the problem is simplified by neglecting cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v and c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c
contributions in Eq. (3.2). In addition, the analysis is simplified further by assuming that
the quasiparticles are at rest, i. e. the center-of-mass momentum ~q vanishes, yielding
cq,k
′,k
eh = δq,0 c
q,k′,k
eh ≡ δq,0 gk,k′ (3.4)
for the electron–hole correlations.
To define the quasiparticle state ρˆMB via a physically intuitive electron–hole pair-
correlation function, the g(r) ansatz is converted to the correct fk and gk,k′ . As shown in
Paper (II), the electron–hole pair-correlation function becomes
g(r) = ρeρh +∆g(r) , ρe(h) =
1
S
∑
k
f
e(h)
k , (3.5)
where ρe(h) is the electron (hole) density containing the normalization area S. Here,
ρeρh correspond to an uncorrelated electron–hole plasma contribution while quasiparticle
cluster are defined by ∆g(r). In particular, the ansatz
∆g(r) = |g0 φ(r)|2 (3.6)
is used for the correlated contribution where g0 defines the strength of the electron–hole
correlation while the detailed properties of the quasiparticle state are determined by the
wave function φ(r). The ansatz (3.6) can be used to describe incoherent excitons and
dropletons, as shown in Secs. 3.4 and 3.5.
The quasiparticle state ρˆMB is then uniquely defined by the excitation configuration
gk,k′ = g
2
0 φ
?(k)φ(k′) , fk =
1
2
(
1−√1− 4 gk,k) , (3.7)
where φ(k) is the Fourier transformation of φ(r), see Paper (II) for more details. Here, the
considered homogeneous and incoherent excitation conditions together with the vanishing
electron–electron and hole–hole correlations yield identical fk ≡ f ek = fhk electron and hole
distributions. As a result, based on Eq. (3.7), the average carrier-excitation energy EMB
is completely expressible in terms of the pair correlation gk,k′ which is directly connected
to the pair-correlation function g(r) of ρˆMB.
3.3.2 Energetics of pair excitation
The pair-excitation energy is then computed for a situation where a weak optical probe
pulse excites an infinitesimal amount of electron–hole pairs, starting from an incoherent
and homogeneous initial state ρˆMB, compare Fig. 3.3. Theoretically, pair excitations can
be created with the help of the coherent displacement-operator functional [18, 46]
Dˆ[ψ] = eεSˆ[ψ] , Sˆ[ψ] =
∑
k
(
ψka
†
c,kav,k − ψ?ka†v,kac,k
)
, (3.8)
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where ψk is a function which will be computed via variational calculus while a weak pair
excitation is realized by making ε infinitesimal. The displacement operator (3.8) defines
then the pair-excitation state by
ρˆ[ψ] = Dˆ[ψ] ρˆMB Dˆ
†[ψ] . (3.9)
In general, the operator functional Sˆ [ψ] depicts a situation where an electron is excited
from the valence to the conduction band (a†c,kav,k) and vice versa (a
†
v,kac,k) such that Dˆ [ψ]
indeed describes direct pair-excitation processes. Consequently, ρˆ[ψ] defines a general
enough class of many-body states to determine the excitation energetics of the many-
body state ρˆMB.
Pair excitations generate the average carrier energy Epro[ψ] ≡ Tr
[
Hˆeh(ρˆ[ψ]− ρˆMB)
]
to
the system, which is also completely expressible in terms of the pair correlation gk,k′ . The
ground state pair-excitation energy is then determined using variational calculus by find-
ing the ψk which minimizes the energy functional Epro[ψ]. As a result, the minimization
produces the generalized Wannier equation
Ek ψk −
∑
k′
V effk,k′ ψk′ = Eλ ψk , (3.10)
where Eλ corresponds to an effective eigenvalue, see Paper (II) for a more detailed discus-
sion of the variation procedure. Here, the renormalized kinetic electron–hole pair energy,
Ek ≡
[
~
2k2
2µ
− 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′fk′
]
(1− 2fk) + 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′ gk,k′ , µ =
memh
me +mh
, (3.11)
has been identified which contains the reduced mass µ. The presence of electron–hole
densities and correlations yields an effective Coulomb interaction
V effk,k′ ≡ (1− 2fk)Vk−k′ (1− 2fk′) + 2gk,k′Vk−k′ . (3.12)
In general, the minimization procedure only yields the variational ground state E0 of
the pair excitation that is applied on ρˆMB. However, it is also interesting to analyze the
corresponding excited states to gain additional informations about the pair-excitation en-
ergetics of ρˆMB. At vanishing density and gk,k′ , the many-body state ρˆMB corresponds to
the semiconductor ground state where all valence bands are completely filled while the con-
duction bands are empty. In this situation, Eq. (3.10) reduces to the usual exciton problem
that is formally equivalent to the hydrogen problem for the relative coordinate [31], yield-
ing the series of exciton resonances in the absorption spectrum [18]. Compared to that,
the presence of electron–hole densities and correlations alters the Coulomb interaction
(3.12), making the emergence of new quasiparticle resonances possible. The general form
of the Wannier equation (3.10) including all coherent quantities and electron–electron and
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hole–hole correlations is presented in Appendix C of Paper (II).
For the identification of the quasiparticle energetics, the energy per excited electron–
hole pair E¯pro is computed which represents the energy resonances that can be detected
by the probe when the system is initially at the many-body state ρˆMB. The energy per
excited electron–hole pair follows from
E¯pro = Eλ
∑
k |ψk|2∑
k |ψk|2 (1− 2fk)
, (3.13)
compare Eq. (37) in Paper (II), which corresponds to the energy per probe-generated
electron–hole pair at the variational ground state.
In its most general form, the presented scheme can be applied to determine the excita-
tion spectrum for a large range of quasiparticle configurations based on a pair-correlation
formulation of the many-body state ρˆMB. In the actual calculations, the specific quasi-
particle state is defined by the wave function φ(r). For a given electron–hole density
ρeh ≡ ρe = ρh, the self-consistent (fk, gk,k′) pair is computed using Eq. (3.7) which defines
the input for the generalized Wannier equation (3.10). Once the energy Eλ and wavefunc-
tion ψk are determined, the energy per excited electron–hole pair results from Eq. (3.13).
The steps from the wavefunction φ(r) to the energy per excited electron–hole pair E¯pro
are discussed in detail in Paper (II).
3.4 Excitation spectrum of excitons
Since the dropleton Ebind is defined with respect to the 1s heavy-hole exciton E¯pro in
Fig. 3.1, the excitation spectrum is first computed for a many-body state ρˆMB consisting
of incoherent excitons, which also allows to test the scheme for a well-known case. The
shape of 1s exciton’s ∆g(r) is determined by the 1s-exciton wave function φ1s(r), compare
Fig. 1.2. Thus, 1s-exciton state’s electron–hole pair correlation is [18, 46]
gk,k′ = φ1s(k)φ1s(k
′) , (3.14)
according to Eq. (3.7), where the strength of the electron–hole correlation g0 has been
included into the 1s-exciton wavefunction φ1s(k) for simplicity. The details of the pair-
excitation spectrum computation are discussed in Appendix D of Paper (II).
The resulting pair-excitation energetics of incoherent excitons is presented in Fig. 3.4 as
a function of the electron–hole density ρeh. The ground-state energy E0 (solid black line)
is shown together with the energy of the first excited state E1 (red line), the continuum
(shaded area), and the energy per excited electron–hole pair E¯pro (dashed line). The
continuum, E0, and E1 blue shift as ρeh is increased. Since E0 shows a stronger blue
shift than the continuum, exciton’s binding energy Ebind defined with respect to the
continuum (double arrow) decreases from 9.5 to 8.9meV at ρeh = 3.6 × 1010 cm−2. Also
the detectable E¯pro blue shifts which is consistent with the observed blue shift of the 1s
heavy-hole exciton resonance in the QW absorption in Fig. 3.1. The almost linear increase
of E¯pro as a function of ρeh is in agreement with earlier theoretical studies [109–111]. As
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Figure 3.4: Pair-excitation energetics of incoherent excitons. The ground-state energy
E0 (solid black line), the energy of the first excited state E1 (red line), the
continuum (shaded area), and the energy per excited electron–hole pair E¯pro
(dashed line) are plotted as a function of ρeh. (According to Paper (II)).
a result, the computed pair-excitation energetics of incoherent excitons is consistent with
the expected physics.
3.5 Excitation spectrum of dropletons
The study in Sec. 3.2 has revealed a set of new discrete resonances clearly above the biexci-
ton binding energy and none of them can be attributed to molecular excitons, i. e. polyex-
citons. Additionally, the related quasiparticle exists in plasma and contains more than
two electron–hole pairs because it is only accessible through three-photon correlation in-
jection. Based on these informations, the new quasiparticle is assumed to be a quantum
droplet where the electrons and holes are in a liquid phase confined within a droplet shell
of microscopic size R. Since the QW is two-dimensional, the shell is a circular disk with
radius R. As a result, ∆g(r) has the usual liquid structure where particles form a ring-like
pattern with the ring separation roughly defined by the mean particle separation in the
droplet [55, 112, 113]. Thus, each electron in the quantum droplet forms a standing wave
around any given hole.
Intuitively, the dropleton is formed by the pressure of the surrounding plasma acting
upon the liquid droplet. This force can be described as a potential wall around the
droplet. Since the wall is created by particle–particle interactions, it should have a finite
size. However, we have shown in the Supplementary Information to Paper (III) that a
hard-wall approximation does not essentially change the dropleton energetics. Therefore,
for simplicity, the hard-wall ansatz,
φ(r) = J0
(
xn
r
R
)
e−κrθ(R− r) , (3.15)
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is used, based on Eq. (3.6), to define the dropleton state where xn is the n-th zero of the
Bessel function J0(x). The Heaviside θ(x) function confines the dropleton inside a circular
disk of radius R. For a given ring number n and dropleton radius R, the electron–hole
density ρeh is adjusted by the specific choice of the decay constant κ and the correlation
strength g0, see Paper (II) for more details.
An example of dropleton’s g(r) is shown in Fig. 3.5(a) for n = 4 rings, R = 90.8 nm, and
ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2. The cylinder indicates the droplet shell while the plasma contribu-
tion (ρeρh) and the correlated part (∆g(r)) are presented as a gray shaded and a yellow
transparent area, respectively. Unlike to single-component liquids [52–55], dropleton’s
∆g(r) has a central part due to the Coulomb attraction of electrons and holes such that
∆g(r) exhibits four rings. In addition, ∆g(r) vanishes outside the hard shell according to
the ansatz (3.15).
3.5.1 Dropleton-radius configuration
The dropleton radius R has been introduced via a physically intuitive ansatz (3.15)
while the detailed density dependence of R remains an open question. In general, the
dropleton energetics can be computed for any given dropleton-radius configuration. How-
ever, dropletons should have a larger binding than the other detectable quasiparticles in
Fig. 3.2(a) like excitons and biexcitons to be energetically stable. Additionally, the ener-
getics of the actual dropleton-radius configuration has to match the measured dropleton
energetics in Fig. 3.2(a).
Typically, macroscopic electron–hole droplets form due to favorable energetics as the
plasma density exceeds a critical density [40]. After their formation, they grow in size
with increasing density. Therefore, it is reasonable to surmise that also quantum droplet’s
size increases as the electron–hole density becomes larger. More explicitly, the dropleton-
radius configuration is assumed to be
R = R0
√
ρeh
ρ0
, (3.16)
such that the area of the dropleton, Sdrop = pi R
2, is proportional to the electron–hole
density. Here, the dropleton radius R0 is defined at the reference density ρ0. In the actual
calculations, R0 = 90.8 nm and ρ0 = 2.5×1010 cm−2 are used because this choice produces
dropleton energetics that matches the experiments best, as shown later in Fig. 3.6. Con-
sequently, compared to exciton’s Bohr radius of aB = 12nm, dropletons have a roughly 8
times larger extension than excitons.
The resulting energetics of the density-dependent dropleton-radius configuration (3.16)
is shown in Fig. 3.5(b) as a function of electron–hole density ρeh. The ground-state energy
E0 (solid black line) is plotted together with the first excited state E1 (red solid line),
the continuum (shaded area), and the energy per excited electron–hole pair E¯pro (dashed
black line); the dropleton has n = 4 rings. The dashed blue and dotted red line present
the density-dependent exciton and biexciton E¯pro, respectively, according to the exciton
energetics in Fig. 3.4 and the experimentally deduced low-density biexciton-binding energy
in Fig. 3.1.
The 4-ring dropleton does not exist below ρeh = 2.5 × 1010 cm−2 (vertical line) which
is comparable to macroscopic electron–hole droplets that also only form above a critical
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Figure 3.5: Dropleton’s quantum state. (a) Dropleton’s computed g(r) for R = 90.8 nm,
n = 4 rings, and ρeh = 2.5×1010 cm−2. The cylinder denotes the droplet shell.
The correlated part (∆g(r)) is presented as a yellow transparent area while
the plasma contribution (ρeρh) is indicated as a gray shaded area. (b) The
ground-state energy E0 (black solid line), the first excited state E1 (red solid
line), the continuum (shaded area), and E¯pro (dashed black line) are shown as
a function of ρeh for n = 4 rings. The density-dependent exciton (biexciton)
E¯pro is plotted as dashed blue (dotted red) line. The vertical line indicates
the threshold ρeh where the 4-ring dropleton emerges with the configuration
shown in (a). (According to Papers (II) and (III)).
threshold density. For densities above ρeh = 2.5 × 1010 cm−2, E¯pro is lower than the
exciton and biexciton E¯pro. Consequently, the 4-ring dropleton is energetically stable for
ρeh exceeding 2.5×1010 cm−2. In contrast to that, all excited states of the 4-ring dropleton
have a binding energy smaller than the exciton which make them unstable at any density.
It is interesting to note that the 4-ring dropleton emerges at an electron–hole density
where the exciton Ebind in Fig. 3.4 is already reduced, indicating that dense electron–hole
plasma is needed to form dropletons. More specifically, the effect of Fermi pressure on the
dropleton formation can be estimated by the phase-space filling (Pauli-blocking) factor
(1 − 2fk) for zero-momentum electrons. In the actual calculations, the Pauli-blocking
factor has already reduced to 0.41 at ρeh = 2.47 × 1010 cm−2 (vertical line), which is
significant compared with the unblocked value of 1. Since Pauli blocking is directly
related to Fermi pressure, the intuitive explanation indeed captures the basic cause for
the formation of dropletons. A more detailed discussion of the effect of Fermi pressure on
the dropleton formation is given in the Supplementary Information to Paper (III).
3.5.2 Ground-state energy of dropletons
To define the ground state of the dropleton, the energy difference
Ebind = E¯pro(1s)− E¯pro(dropleton) (3.17)
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Figure 3.6: Pair-excitation energetics of dropletons. (a) Dropleton’s ground state energy
(red solid line) is shown as a function of electron–hole density ρeh. Shaded
areas indicate the allowed energy ranges while the excited states are plotted
as dashed lines; the horizontal line denotes the low-density biexciton-binding
energy. The circle indicates the binding energy of the configuration shown in
Fig. 3.5(a). (b) Projected ∆αslt spectra as a function of Npump for ∆t = 16ps.
The peak absorption of each spectrum is normalized to one. Horizontal shaded
areas indicate energy bands deduced in (a); the biexciton Ebind is plotted as
horizontal line. Transparent shaded areas show actual spectra at Npump =
1.0M (left), 2.6M (middle), and 4.2M (right). (According to Paper (III)).
is computed for all ring numbers n as a function of the electron–hole density ρeh where
E¯pro(1s) and E¯pro(dropleton) are the energies per excited electron–hole pair of the exciton
and dropleton, respectively. Dropleton’s ground state is then the lowest Ebind among all
possible n-ring states. Figure 3.6(a) shows dropleton’s ground state Ebind (red solid line)
as a function of ρeh. The dashed lines denote the excited states while the measured biex-
citon binding energy is plotted as horizontal line. The dropleton ansatz (3.15) produces
discrete energy bands; the allowed energy ranges are indicated by shaded areas. In par-
ticular, new energy levels emerge after sharp transitions where each transition increases
the ring number by one. As a result, the quantum number of the discrete energy bands
is defined by the ring number n. At elevated electron–hole densities, the 7-ring dropleton
emerges (darker shaded area) but is not yet dropleton’s ground state, yielding a continu-
ous increase of dropleton’s binding energy from 6-ring dropleton on. Dropletons with less
than n = 4 rings have a binding smaller than the biexciton binding energy which make
them undetectable in measurements where the biexciton resonance is present.
To study if the computed pair-excitation energetics of dropletons explains the measured
energetics, Fig. 3.6(b) compares the experimental and theoretical results. In particular,
the projected ∆αslt spectra are shown as a function of the pump-photon number Npump for
a pump–probe delay of ∆t = 16ps together with the energy bands deduced in Fig. 3.6(a)
(shaded areas). The horizontal line indicates the low-density biexciton-binding energy
while the transparent shaded areas show actual spectra at Npump = 1.0M (left), 2.6M
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Figure 3.7: Ring structure of dropletons. (a) Dropleton’s ground state energy (black solid
line) is plotted as a function of ρeh. The excited states are presented as
dashed lines while the horizontal line denotes biexciton’s binding energy. (b)
Number of correlated electron–hole pairs ∆Nj within the j-th ring is shown as
a function of ρeh from the first (j = 1)- up to the fifth (j = 5) ring. (According
to Paper (II)).
(middle), and 4.2M (right).
The calculated energy bands for the 4- and 5-ring dropleton agree very well with the
measured quantized energy levels. Also the merging of the 6- and 7-ring dropleton is
observable in the projected ∆αslt. More specifically, above Npump = 4.0M, ∆αslt shows a
broad 6-ring dropleton tail followed by the emergence of a hump corresponding to the 7-
ring dropleton. As expected, the observed features are very broad in this pump-intensity
range because they are generated via scattering after the three-particle electron–hole cor-
relation injection. Also the signal becomes very weak at that range, which decreases
the signal-to-noise ratio. Nevertheless, the dropleton energetics computed based on the
density-dependent dropleton-radius configuration (3.16) matches well the measured en-
ergy bands. Therefore, it can be concluded that the dropleton size indeed increases
with ρeh. The 3-ring dropleton is not detectable in the measurement with cross-circular
pump–probe configuration due to the presence of the biexciton resonance. However, it is
observable in the co-circular measurement presented in the Supplementary Information
to Paper (III) because the biexciton is absent in the absorption spectra.
To verify the highly correlated character of dropletons, the number of electron–hole
pairs within the j-th ring, ∆Nj, is studied next, which is defined in Eq. (44) of Paper (II).
The result is presented in Fig. 3.7(b) where ∆Nj is plotted as a function of ρeh from the
first (j=1) up to the fifth (j=5) ring. As a comparison, Fig. 3.7(a) shows again dropleton’s
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ground state energy as a function of ρeh. The number of electron–hole pairs within the
innermost rings grows while it becomes smaller in the outermost rings as ρeh is increased.
Remarkably, each ring contains roughly one electron–hole pair just after the ring-to-ring
transition. Consequently, the number of rings matches approximately the number of
electron–hole pairs within the quantum droplet such that already the first detectable
4-ring dropleton in Fig. 3.6(b) contains four correlated electron–hole pairs. Thus, the
dropleton is indeed a highly correlated many-body state.
In conclusion, the study presented in this Chapter shows experimental and theoretical
evidence for dropletons as a new stable highly correlated configuration of charged particles
in GaAs QWs. The dropletons contain four-to-seven electron–hole pairs confined inside
a microscopic correlation bubble, exhibit a quantized binding energy, and have a liquid-
like electron–hole pair-correlation function. They exist in dense electron–hole plasma
and form via attractive Coulomb interactions much before the system has reached the
thermodynamic equilibrium.
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Characterizing the biexciton resonance with quantum
spectroscopy
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, quantum spectroscopy yields direct access to desired many-
body states by adjusting light source’s quantum fluctuations. This Chapter shows that
quantum spectroscopy can characterize the properties of specific many-body states with
a much higher accuracy than classical spectroscopy. To illustrate the accurate characteri-
zation capabilities of quantum spectroscopy, the biexciton resonance is investigated in the
absorption spectra of GaAs QWs, which is well accessible in present-day experiments [31].
The analyzed measurements were performed by Steven T. Cundiff et al. (JILA, University
of Colorado & NIST, Boulder, USA).
The discussion in Chapter 3 has already shown that classical spectroscopy generates
a mixture of biexciton and dropleton states via scattering such that it is very difficult
to characterize biexcitons that way. Thus, quantum spectroscopy is applied to directly
excite biexcitons, yielding detailed access to the biexciton properties without blurring
by scattering. Therefore, quantum-optical absorption spectra are projected from the
measured QW absorption spectra using the projection scheme discussed in Sec. 2.4. With
the help of this method, it is shown how the biexciton resonance in the absorption spectra
changes as a function of pump source’s intensity and quantum fluctuations.
The biexciton resonance in the measured QW absorption is investigated in Sec. 4.1 be-
fore quantum-optical differential absorption spectra are studied in Sec. 4.2. The excitation-
induced dephasing [31,46,105] of the biexciton resonance as a function of pump intensity
is discussed in Sec. 4.3. The results presented in this Chapter are based on Paper (IV).
4.1 Measured quantum well absorption
Analogously to Chapter 3, the ten QW absorption αQW(E,∆t, |β0〉) is measured in ab-
solute units as a function of probe-photon energy E, pump–probe delay ∆t, and pump
intensity Npump = |β0|2; pump and probe have again opposite circular polarizations. Fig-
ure 4.1(a) shows an example of the measured αQW(E,∆t, |β0〉) for six representative pump
intensities. Here, the pump intensity is again quoted in million (106 = M) photons. The
pump–probe delay is ∆t = 12ps and the spectra are shown with respect to the low-Npump
1s heavy-hole exciton energy E1s,0.
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Figure 4.1: Characterizing the biexciton resonance with classical spectroscopy. (a) Mea-
sured ten QW absorption spectra ∆αQW(E,∆t = 12 ps, |β0〉) for six represen-
tative pump-photon numbers Npump. The vertical line indicates the energetic
position of the biexciton resonance for low Npump; E1s,0 = 1.547 eV denotes
the 1s heavy-hole exciton energy at Npump = 0. (b) Measured QW absorption
∆αQW(EBiX,∆t = 12 ps, |β0〉) as a function of the pump amplitude |β0| at the
biexciton energy EBiX = −2.2meV + E1s,0. (According to Paper (IV)).
In agreement with the observations in Fig. 3.1, the spectra have a pronounced 1s
heavy-hole exciton resonance that broadens and blue shifts as the pump intensity is in-
creased. At Npump = 1M, the biexciton resonance (vertical line) emerges 2.2meV below
the heavy-hole exciton resonance. The biexciton resonance shows the typical excitation-
induced dephasing as a function of the pump intensity while the energetic position is very
stationary within the pump-intensity range studied.
To investigate the properties of the biexciton resonance in the measured QW absorption
in more detail, Fig. 4.1(b) shows ∆αQW(EBiX,∆t = 12 ps, |β0〉) as a function of the pump
amplitude |β0| at the biexciton energy EBiX = −2.2meV + E1s,0. The QW absorption at
EBiX increases up to |β0| = 2500 before saturating above |β0| = 4000. The response is
clearly nonlinear such that the biexciton resonance is sensitive to the quantum fluctua-
tions of the pump source according to the general quantum-response theory developed in
Ref. [21] and briefly summarized in the Supplementary Material to Paper (V).
4.2 Projected differential quantum well absorption
Based on the observation in Fig. 4.1(b), the biexciton resonance is next analyzed with
quantum spectroscopy. To characterize the biexciton resonance with a higher accuracy,
spectral noise is removed from the measurement by applying a low-pass filter, see Pa-
per (IV) for further details. The quantum-optical differential absorption ∆α is then
projected from the low-pass filtered αQW(E,∆t, |β0〉).
As illustrated in Chapter 2, the biexciton resonance is particularly sensitive to squeezing-
cat states. In more detail, the circular polarized pump pulse directly excites unbound
biexciton coherences in squeezing-cat differential spectroscopy, according to the state-
injection relation (2.9). The probe then detects a biexciton resonance due to the opposite
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Figure 4.2: Constructed quantum-optical differential absorption. (a) Projected
∆α¯class(E,∆t = 12 ps, |β0〉) is shown for 1M (shaded area), 2M (red line),
3M (cyan line), and 4M (dashed line) photon-number excitation. The ver-
tical line denotes the low Npump spectral position of the biexciton resonance.
(b) The corresponding squeezing-cat differential ∆α¯sqz(E,∆t = 12 ps, |β0〉).
(According to Paper (IV)).
circular polarizations of pump and probe. In the following, the projected classical dif-
ferential response (2.19) is compared with the squeezing-cat differential response (2.14)
to demonstrate the accurate characterization capabilities of quantum spectroscopy. To
directly compare both responses, the differential absorption of each excitation type is
normalized via
∆α¯type(E,∆t, |β0〉) ≡ ∆αtype(E,∆t, |β0〉)
αpeaktype
, (4.1)
where αpeaktype is the peak differential absorption among all studied probe-photon energies
E, pump intensities Npump, and pump–probe delays ∆t. Here, type is ‘class’ (‘sqz’) for
classical (squeezing-cat) differential spectroscopy. The studied energy and pump-intensity
ranges involve the energy and Npump = |β0|2 regions shown in Fig. 4.1 while the delay-time
range is [1, 40] ps.
Figure 4.2(a) shows ∆α¯class(E,∆t = 12 ps, |β0〉) forNpump = 1M (shaded area), 2M (red
line), 3M (cyan line), and 4M (dashed line). The vertical line indicates biexciton’s low-
Npump energetic position. The analysis is focused to the probe-energy range around the
biexciton resonance. As expected, classical differential spectroscopy resolves the biexciton
resonance clearer compared to the measured QW absorption in Fig. 4.1(a). However, the
biexciton resonance is very broad at Npump = 1M and also it broadens due to excitation-
induced dephasing asNpump is increased. In agreement with the observations in Chapter 3,
the biexciton resonance red shifts at elevated pump intensities, indicating that a mixture
of biexciton and dropleton states is present for Npump exceeding 2M. In addition, the high-
energy part of the resonance is strongly influenced by the 1s heavy-hole exciton feature
2.2meV above the biexciton resonance. As a result, the characterization of the biexciton
resonance with classical spectroscopy is challenging.
The corresponding result of the squeezing-cat excitation is plotted in Fig. 4.2(b). At
Npump = 1M (shaded area), squeezing-cat differential spectroscopy produces a narrow
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Figure 4.3: Excitation-induced broadening of the biexciton resonance. (a) The relative
strength ∆α¯strength is shown as a function of Npump for classical (black line)
and squeezing-cat (red line) differential spectroscopy. The pump–probe de-
lay is ∆t = 12ps. The shaded areas indicate the confidence interval of the
∆α¯strength identification. (b) The corresponding half width γhalf . (According
to Paper (IV)).
biexciton resonance that slightly broadens with growing Npump while the relative strength
of the resonance increases. In contrast to the result of classical differential spectroscopy in
Fig. 4.2(a), the energetic position of the biexciton resonance is much more stationary and
the high energy part of the resonance is less affected by the 1s heavy-hole exciton feature.
Consequently, quantum spectroscopy can characterize the biexciton resonance much more
accurately because it directly accesses the biexciton state while classical spectroscopy
generates a mixture of biexciton and dropleton states.
4.3 Excitation-induced broadening
To emphasize the differences between classical and quantum spectroscopy in the biexciton
characterization, the excitation-induced dephasing of the biexciton resonance is studied
in more detail. Therefore, the change of biexciton resonance’s strength and width as a
function of the pump intensity is analyzed. The relative strength of the resonance is
defined by
∆α¯strength ≡ ∆α¯peak −∆α¯floor , (4.2)
where ∆α¯floor is the floor value of the resonance. In classical differential spectroscopy,
the biexciton resonance decays to a floor value of zero while ∆α¯floor is slightly negative
and Npump-dependent for the squeezing-cat excitation according to Fig. 4.2. The width
is computed based on the low-energy part of the biexciton resonance due to the distor-
tion of the high-energy part by the 1s heavy-hole exciton feature in classical differential
spectroscopy.
Figure 4.3(a) compares ∆α¯strength in classical differential spectroscopy (black line) with
the corresponding one of the squeezing-cat excitation (red line). Shaded areas indicate the
confidence interval of the ∆α¯strength identification, see Paper (IV) for more details. As in
Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, the pump–probe delay is ∆t = 12ps. The classical ∆α¯strength decreases
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monotonically, peaking at 0.49. Due to significant broadening, classical spectroscopy
cannot resolve the biexciton resonance for pump-photon numbers above 5.5M. In contrast
to that, squeezing-cat differential spectroscopy generates a biexciton resonance whose
relative strength grows up to roughly Npump = 5M followed only by a slow decrease up
to 8M photon-number excitation. As a result, quantum spectroscopy with squeezing-cat
states can detect the biexciton resonance across a much broader pump-intensity range
than classical spectroscopy.
The corresponding half width γhalf of the biexciton resonance is shown in Fig. 4.3(b).
Both excitations produce a monotonically increasing γhalf . However, the half width of the
classical excitation is roughly two times broader than the corresponding squeezing-cat
γhalf for low Npump. Consequently, classical differential spectroscopy cannot resolve the
detailed excitation-induced dephasing of the biexciton resonance. Instead, it generates the
biexciton resonance via scattering which masks the actual excitation-induced dephasing
of the quasiparticle state. Compared to that, quantum spectroscopy with squeezing-cat
states is capable to resolve the actual excitation-induced dephasing because it directly
excites one biexciton state. More specifically, the line width of the biexciton resonance is
0.4meV at Npump = 0.5M and increases up to 1.1meV at 8M photon-number excitation.
Also the study of the dynamical properties of the biexciton resonance in Sec. III.D of
Paper (IV) verifies the state-injection aspects of quantum spectroscopy and thus shows
that quantum spectroscopy can monitor the properties of the biexciton resonance with a
much higher accuracy than classical spectroscopy.
In conclusion, the study of the excitation-induced dephasing of the biexciton resonance
shows that quantum spectroscopy directly excites one biexciton state while the classical
excitation generates a distribution of biexciton and dropleton states via scattering. Con-
sequently, quantum spectroscopy reveals a completely new level of biexciton details that
remain hidden to classical spectroscopy.
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Quantum-spectroscopy studies on quantum-dot
systems
In Chapters 3 and 4, the optical properties of semiconductor QWs have been analyzed
with quantum spectroscopy. In this Chapter, quantum-spectroscopy studies are performed
on semiconductor QD systems. In particular, in the first part of this Chapter the in-
put/output (I/O) characteristics of optically pumped QD micro-ring cavities is analyzed.
The measurements have been performed by M. Bayer et al. (Technische Universita¨t Dort-
mund, Germany).
In general, such QD micro-ring cavities are used to realize solid-state based cavity
quantum electrodynamics experiments [114–116]. Additionally, these structures exhibit
ultralow laser thresholds for a strongly non-resonant dot excitation [117,118]. In this sit-
uation, the electron–hole pairs in the wetting layer are excited, yielding carrier relaxation
to the dots and eventually lasing. However, this setup is not suited for the discovery of
new quantum-optical effects because lasing studies show a weaker quantum sensitivity
due to coherent-state emission. In our study, the dots are pumped near-resonant, which
cannot invert the system such that it operates in the excitation power regime below the
laser threshold. As a new aspect, the I/O characteristics of the optically pumped QD mi-
crocavities shows unexpected oscillatory nonlinearities. These oscillations are identified
as a genuine quantum-memory effect that can be controlled by shaping pump source’s
quantum fluctuations.
In general, quantum-optical response theory [31] states that the quantum-optical sen-
sitivity originates exclusively from the response’s nonlinearities even when some of them
have classical explanations or are detected via classical measurements. In particular, one
can then find individual quantum-optical correlations related to the quantum sensitivity.
To identify the new intriguing quantum-optical effect in the I/O curve, a systematic three-
step approach is applied. In the first step, the nonlinearities are extracted from the I/O
characteristics before in step two a fully systematic microscopic analysis is used to find the
quantum-optical correlation that produces the nonlinearities. More specifically, the QDs
embedded within the microcavity are modeled by an extension of the Jaynes–Cummings
model [89] to multiple dot states. There are already several extension of the Jaynes–
Cummings model like the generalization to multiple atoms [119], light modes [120], or
the coupling to one or more reservoirs [121–123] describing dephasing processes. These
models have been successfully applied to demonstrate a multitude of quantum-optical
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phenomena like reversible spontaneous emission [124, 125], quantum-Rabi flopping [126],
or entanglement effects and their applications [71,75,76,127–129]. In the last step of the
three-step approach, quantum spectroscopy is used to verify the expected behavior of the
in step two identified quantum-optical correlation.
The analysis in the second part of this Chapter represents a fundamental study to
investigate the possibilities of quantum spectroscopy in dissipative systems. The results in
Chapters 3 and 4 already suggest that quantum spectroscopy studies are possible in many-
body systems even in the presence of dephasing. Therefore, the connection of quantum-
optical correlation generation and dissipation is studied in more detail. Technically, QDs
are modeled by a Jaynes–Cummings system including dissipation which allows for an
exact computation of the correlation dynamics to all orders. In general, this simple
model can be applied to understand the qualitative results for many-body systems because
dissipation can be perceived as a general many-body effect. Additionally, the analysis gives
also guidance when one can efficiently apply the cluster-expansion truncation scheme to
describe the dynamics of the system.
Section 5.1 briefly introduces the theoretical description of QD systems embedded inside
a microcavity using an extended Jaynes–Cummings model. The identification of a new
quantum-memory effect in QD microcavities is discussed in Sec. 5.2 while the dynamics of
the quantum-optical correlations in QD systems is analyzed in Sec. 5.3. A more detailed
discussion of the results is given in Ref. [130] and in the Papers (I) and (V).
5.1 Theoretical description
To study the emission properties of a QD in a microcavity, the standard Jaynes–Cummings
Hamiltonian is extended to N emitting states, which is formally equivalent to investigate
N QDs in a microcavity. The dot system has then 2N basic states because each state can
either be excited or unexcited. When the QD is driven by classical pumping, the system
Hamiltonian is [81]
Hˆ = ~ω(B†B +
1
2
) +
N∑
n=1
~ω21,nPˆz,n − ~g
N∑
n=1
(B†Pˆn + h. c.)− ~g
N∑
n=1
(α∗(t)Pˆn + h. c.) ,
(5.1)
where Pˆz,n and Pˆn are the population-inversion and polarization operators, respectively,
of dot state n. The energy difference ~ω21,n of dot state n is detuned with respect to the
energy of the single-mode light field ~ω. The strength of the light–matter interaction is
defined by g. The last contribution of Hˆ describes classical pumping with pump pulse
α(t) = α0e
− t
2
τ2 e−iωLt . (5.2)
The excitation power is determined by α0 while ~ωL is the central photon energy and τ
corresponds to the duration of the pump pulse.
The system’s density matrix is
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ρˆ =
∞∑
n1,n2
∑
S1,S2
|S1〉|n1〉Cn1,S1n2,S2 〈n2|〈S2| , (5.3)
where the single-mode light field is described by Fock states |nj〉 while the basis states of
the QD are defined by |Sj〉. The dynamics of ρˆ is computed by using the Liouville–von
Neumann equation [131]
i~
∂
∂t
ρˆ(t) = [Hˆ, ρˆ]− + i~(γz
N∑
n=1
L[Pˆz,n] + γa
N∑
n=1
L[Pˆn] + κL[Bˆ]) , (5.4)
where dissipation has been included via the Lindbladian [121]
L[Oˆ] = 2Oˆρˆ Oˆ† − Oˆ†Oˆρˆ− ρˆ Oˆ†Oˆ . (5.5)
In particular, γ = γz + γa, 2γa, and κ determine the strength of polarization, population,
and cavity-photon dephasing, respectively. A more detailed discussion of the theoretical
approach is given in the Supplementary Material to Paper (V).
5.2 Quantum-memory effects in the quantum-dot
microcavity emission
Measurements have been performed on GaInP micro-ring cavities with embedded InP
QDs. A linear polarized 2 ps-long pump pulse excites the QDs with a photon energy that
is below the GaInP bandgap and 30.7meV above the main whispering-gallery cavity mode
M1 which is one of three whispering-gallery modes denoted by M1–M3, compare Fig. 1 of
Paper (V). Due to the near-resonant pumping conditions, the QD system is not inverted
such that it operates in the excitation power regime below lasing. More experimental
details are given in Paper (V) and Ref. [117].
To study the quantum-optical aspects of the I/O characteristics, Fig. 5.1(a) shows
the measured output power Iout of cavity mode M1 as a function of the input power
Iin. At first glance, the I/O curve shows the expected linear behavior. Nonetheless, the
I/O characteristics exhibits small systematic oscillations. In particular, the output stays
either above (superlinear output) or below (sublinear output) the perfect linear output
for a large range of pump intensities.
To identify the origin of the nonlinearities in the I/O characteristics, a systematic three-
step approach is applied. In the first step of this approach, the true nonlinearities of the
I/O curve are isolated by computing the difference Iosc between the measured and perfect
linear output. Figure 5.1(b) shows Iosc as a function of the input power. The relative
strength of the oscillations can be determined directly from Iosc because the input and
output in Fig. 5.1(a) are set to be one at the first sublinear dip. As a general trend, the
actual I/O curve oscillates between super- and sublinear output as the input power is
increased. The first sublinear minimum is roughly 10% below the expected linear output
while the noise floor is 6%. Thus, the output indeed contains nontrivial oscillations which
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Figure 5.1: Quantum-optical aspects of I/O characteristics. (a) Measured output power
(squares) as a function of input power. The solid line shows the result of a
perfect linear output. Both powers are scaled to be one at the first sublin-
ear dip. (b) Difference Iosc between the measured and perfect linear output
(squares) is plotted as a function of the input power. The computed Iosc for a
2 ps-long pump pulse is presented as a solid line. (According to Paper (V)).
are confirmed by several measurements performed under multiple different experimental
conditions, as shown in the Supplementary Material to Paper (V).
As a result, due to the nonlinearities the system must have a true quantum-optical
aspect according to the quantum-optical response theory. Therefore, in the second step of
the three-step approach, a fully systematic quantum theory is applied to determine which
quantum-optical correlation produces the nonlinearities. In the study, the measured QD
emission is assumed to originate mainly from one single QD because of the quasi-resonant
excitation and the dot density. Additionally, due to the relative large size of the QDs in
the experiment, it is estimated that roughly four states of the dot are near-resonant with
the main cavity mode M1. Thus, the experimental results are analyzed with an extension
of the standard Jaynes–Cummings model to four emitting states, as shown in Sec. 5.1. By
computing the dynamics of system’s density matrix ρˆ using the Liouville–von Neumann
equation (5.4), the output intensity follows from Iout ∝ 〈B†B〉 = Tr[B†Bρˆ] while the input
intensity is defined by Iin ∝
∫
dt |α(t)|2. The details of the calculations and the scaling of
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Figure 5.2: Characterization and control of I/O oscillations. (a) Measured Iosc (squares)
is shown together with the projected coherent-state (shaded area), squeezed-
vacuum (solid line), and thermal-state (dashed line) Iosc. (b) Differential Iosc is
presented for classical (dashed line) and stretching-cat (solid line) differential
spectroscopy. (According to Paper (V)).
the computed Iin and Iout are given in Paper (V) and the corresponding Supplementary
Material.
Figure 5.1(b) also shows the computed Iosc for a 2 ps-long pump pulse as a function
of the input power. The computed Iosc agrees well with the measured nonlinearities.
Thus, the oscillations in the I/O characteristics are explained by the extension of the
standard Jaynes–Cummings model (5.1). A systematic microscopic analysis presented
in the Supplementary Material to Paper (V) reveals that the oscillations stem from the
quantum-memory contribution SQM = Ω∆〈B†Pˆz,n〉 that is a product of the classical Rabi
frequency Ω and the photon-density correlation ∆〈B†Pˆz,n〉. In particular, ∆〈B†Pˆz,n〉
describes the correlation between emitted photons and state inversion. Since the dot
inversion depends on the photon emission, ∆〈B†Pˆz,n〉 can be understood as a quantum
memory that stores informations about QD’s previous photon-emission events.
As also elaborated in the Supplementary Material to Paper (V), the quantum-memory
correlations are driven by the simultaneous presence of coherences and squeezing of the
light emission. To verify the origin of the nontrivial I/O oscillations and thus complete
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the systematic three-step approach, quantum spectroscopy is applied. Therefore, the clas-
sical measurements presented in Fig. 5.1(a) are projected into quantum-optical responses
resulting from quantum-light sources that have either no coherences or do not produce
squeezed emission. Here, the measured response is explicitly given by the output power,
i. e. R|β〉 = Iout. As quantum sources, squeezed-vacuum and thermal states are used [31].
As general properties, the squeezed-vacuum source has no first-order coherences while the
thermal state has no coherences and additionally does not produce squeezed emission, see
Supplementary Material to Paper (V) for more details. Thus, the excitation of the system
with thermal or squeezed-vacuum light should not produce oscillations to the I/O curve
because both quantum sources cannot induce quantum-memory correlations. In contrast
to that, the output of the pump source in the experiment has quantum statistics of a co-
herent state which has coherences and generates squeezing to the emission [132] such that
a coherent-state excitation should reproduce the oscillations in the I/O characteristics.
To test this, Fig. 5.2(a) shows the measured Iosc (squares) together with the projected
coherent-state (shaded area), squeezed-vacuum (solid line), and thermal-state (dashed
line) responses. As expected, the coherent-state output matches the measured I/O os-
cillations while the outputs of squeezed-vacuum and thermal state show no oscillations.
As a result, the simultaneous presence of coherences and squeezing of the light emission
yields the nontrivial oscillations in the I/O characteristics, which corresponds to a genuine
quantum-memory effect.
The measured I/O oscillations can also be controlled by adjusting pump source’s quan-
tum fluctuations. As shown in the Supplementary Material to Paper (V), stretching-cat
states simultaneously exhibit coherences and squeezing such that they should enhance
the effect of quantum-memory correlations. To demonstrate this, the classical differ-
ential response (2.19) is compared with the stretching-cat differential response (2.15).
Figure 5.2(b) presents the projected classical (dashed line) and stretching-cat (solid line)
differential Iosc. Classical differential spectroscopy produces a positive valued response
whose minima and maxima agree with the nodes of the measured Iosc oscillations in
Fig. 5.2(a). Compared to that, stretching-cat state’s differential Iosc is an order of magni-
tude larger. In addition, the oscillations have an opposite phase compared to the measured
Iosc oscillations in Fig. 5.2(a). Consequently, the amplitude of the Iosc oscillations can be
controlled by a suitably shaped pump source.
In conclusion, the I/O characteristics of optically pumped QD microcavities shows
nontrivial oscillations in the excitation power regime below the laser threshold, origi-
nating from quantum-memory correlations that are simultaneously driven by coherences
and squeezed emission. This quantum-memory effect can either be disabled or strongly
enhanced by shaping pump source’s quantum fluctuations.
5.3 Connection of quantum-optical correlation
generation and dissipation
To study the possibilities of quantum-spectroscopy investigations in dissipative systems,
the relation of quantum-optical correlation generation and dissipation is analyzed in this
Section. Therefore, a Jaynes–Cummings-type QD system [60,62] is studied, which allows
for an exact computation of the correlation dynamics to all orders. More specifically, the
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Figure 5.3: Dynamics of quantum-optical correlations. (a) The time evolution of the pop-
ulation inversion 〈Pˆz〉 is shown in logarithmic time scale. The corresponding
dynamics of collective C-particle correlations ∆IallC is plotted in (c) for C = 1
up to C = 4 in double-logarithmic scale. In both frames, the shaded area
indicates the collapse region while the vertical line denotes the revival time.
The same quantities are presented in (b) and (d) for a dephasing of γ = g.
(According to Paper (I)).
QD is described by an effective two-level system, i. e. N = 1 in the Hamiltonian (5.1),
that is resonantly excited (ω = ω21) with a coherent state |β0〉 instead of the classical
pumping, i. e. α0 = 0. In addition, only polarization dephasing is considered by setting
γa = κ = 0 in Eq. (5.4), which describes situations where the polarization decays much
faster than populations [133]. This behavior is very typical in semiconductors where the
polarization decay occurs on a much faster time scale than the carrier relaxation [18].
The resulting time evolution of the density matrix (5.4) allows then for the computation
of the quantum-optical correlation dynamics, see Paper (I) for more details.
The dynamics of the systems is first studied in the strong-coupling regime, i. e. γ = 0,
where the light–matter coupling is stronger compared to dissipative processes. Fig-
ure 5.3(a) shows the time evolution of the population inversion 〈Pˆz〉 in logarithmic time
scale. The system has been excited by a coherent state |β0〉 that has 〈B†B〉 = |β0|2 = 10
photons on average. The time is quoted in units of the Rabi period TRabi = pi/(g|β0|) [18].
The time evolution of 〈Pˆz〉 shows the typical collapse and revival of Rabi oscillations [134]
which has been first experimentally observed in Ref. [135]. In contrast to that, a semi-
classical calculation yields permanent oscillations as a function of time such that the
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collapse–revival behavior is indeed a true quantum-optical effect.
To study the generation of the quantum-optical correlations (2.4), the normalized col-
lective C-particle correlations
∆IallC ≡
1
|β0|C
C∑
J=0
|∆IJC−J |
J !(C − J)! (5.6)
are analyzed. They contain all different C-particle correlations, see Sec. 3 of Paper (I) for
a more detailed discussion. Figure 5.3(c) presents the time evolution of ∆IallC on a double-
logarithmic scale for C = 1 up to C = 4. At early times t < TRabi/2, the quantum-optical
correlations build up in a hierarchal order, i. e. C-particle correlations are only created
after (C−1)-particle cluster are already present. As a result, one can efficiently apply the
cluster-expansion approach in this time regime to truncate the hierarchy problem (2.8)
because system’s dynamics is accurately described by few lowest clusters while higher
order clusters are negligible.
With increasing time, the higher order correlations start to dominate the dynamics. In
particular, the higher order cluster become larger than the singlets C = 1 in the collapse
region (shaded area). In this regime, a large number of clusters is needed to describe the
dynamics of the system accurately. At the revival time Trev = 2pi|β0|/g (vertical line), the
correlation order is restored. More specifically, the correlations are weak in this regime
indicating that the system’s dynamics shows a more classical behavior. As a result, in
the strong-coupling regime the dynamics of the system can be described by few lowest
clusters only at early times and around the revival while many clusters are needed to
reproduce the collapse and revival behavior of the Rabi oscillations.
The influence of dissipation on the correlation generation is analyzed next. For strong
dephasing, the Jaynes–Cummings system enters the weak-coupling regime where obvious
quantum features like the revivals vanish and the system can be described semiclassi-
cally [123]. Figure 5.3(b) and (d) show the same quantities as in Fig. 5.3(a) and (c) but
now for a dephasing of γ = g in the Lindbladian (5.5). The 〈Pˆz〉 dynamics in Fig. 5.3(b)
shows no revival indicating that the system has reached the weak-coupling regime. The
build up of the quantum-optical correlations in Fig. 5.3(d) is hindered by the presence of
dissipation. Consequently, the dynamics of the system can be described by a low number
of clusters when the system has a dissipative coupling such that the cluster-expansion
truncation scheme can be efficiently applied. This suggests that also the dynamics of
many-body systems can be successfully described by the cluster expansion because many-
body systems naturally contain dissipation.
However, the correlations become strong in the time region [10, 25]TRabi. More precisely,
a group of even (2C)- and odd (2C + 1)-particle correlations shows the sequential order
all the time. In particular, the odd correlations decay towards zero at elevated times as a
direct consequence of dephasing while the even correlations still remain when the system
relaxes into a steady state; the evolution towards the steady state is discussed in detail
in Sec. 5 of Paper (I). As a result, even in the presence of strong dephasing appreciable
correlations are generated, which indicates that quantum-spectroscopy studies are possible
in systems with dissipation.
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Conclusions and Outlook
In this Thesis, quantum-spectroscopy studies have been performed on semiconductor
nanostructures. Besides purely theoretical studies, the optical properties of QW and
QD systems have been analyzed with quantum spectroscopy by projecting high-precision
measurements into quantum-optical responses. The findings of these experiment–theory
investigations have been supported by applying systematic microscopic theories.
In the first part of this Thesis, experimental and theoretical evidence has been shown for
a new quasiparticle, the dropleton, in direct-gap GaAs QWs. In classical spectroscopy, the
new quasiparticle appeared as a gradual increasing binding energy of the naively identified
biexciton resonance as the pump intensity is increased. To enhance the sensitivity of the
quasiparticle identification, quantum spectroscopy has been applied to directly excite
highly correlated many-body states. The study revealed quantized binding energy bands
above the biexciton binding energy and quantum beats with frequency matching the
energy difference between the energy bands. Additional control measurements have been
performed to verify the physics expected for dropletons, providing additional evidence for
the discovery of this new quasiparticle.
To compute the pair-excitation spectrum of dropletons, a new theoretical scheme has
been developed which allows for the determination of the pair-excitation energetics of
highly correlated many-body complexes in optically excited semiconductor QWs. As a
new aspect, the pair-excitation spectrum is computed based on a pair-correlation function
formulation of the many-body state. In general, the approach can be applied to determine
and predict the pair-excitation energetics of a large range of quasiparticle states.
In conclusion, our study showed unambiguous evidence for the discovery of dropletons
as a new stable configuration of charged particles in GaAs QWs. The dropletons con-
tain four-to-seven electron–hole pairs confined inside a correlation bubble that is kept
together by the Fermi pressure generated by the surrounding dense electron–hole plasma.
Compared to polyexcitons, the electrons in the quantum droplets are not attached to an
individual hole but they form a ring-like pattern around any given hole which is simi-
lar to the ordering observed in macroscopic liquids. Additionally, the dropletons show
discrete energy bands due to their small size and exist on a picosecond time scale much
before the system reaches the thermal equilibrium. Since the identification of stable many-
body configurations is an important step in describing physical systems, the detection of
dropletons will have a large impact on several research directions. For example, drople-
tons couple strongly to light source’s quantum fluctuations such that they can be used
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to study the interaction between quantized light and highly correlated matter in more
detail. The gained physical understanding of these studies may be used to develop new
optoelectronic devices.
In the second part of this Thesis, the biexciton resonance in the absorption spectra of
GaAs QWs has been investigated with quantum spectroscopy. The results demonstrated
that classical and quantum spectroscopy yield a significantly different QW absorption.
More specifically, the excitation-induced dephasing of the biexciton resonance as a func-
tion of the pump intensity can be characterized with a much higher accuracy using quan-
tum spectroscopy. In general, the accurate characterization capabilities of quantum spec-
troscopy are not restricted to the biexciton resonance. Due to the state-injection aspects,
quantum spectroscopy can be used to sensitively monitor the properties of a large number
of quasiparticle states in semiconductor QWs. The only requirement is that pump laser’s
quantum fluctuations have to be adjusted to match with the corresponding electron–hole
correlations of the desired many-body state.
In another study, the I/O characteristics of optically pumped QD microcavities has
been analyzed in the excitation power regime below the laser threshold. Surprisingly, the
I/O curve showed unexpected oscillations. By applying a systematic three-step approach
it has been shown that the oscillations correspond to a genuine quantum-memory effect
originating from photon-density correlations which are simultaneously driven by coher-
ences and squeezing in the pump field. The investigation also illustrated that quantum
spectroscopy cannot only verify the nature of the quantum-memory effect, but can also
be applied to enable or increase the I/O oscillations by adjusting pump laser’s quantum
statistics. As a result, the QD emission can be controlled by the quantum fluctuations
of the pump laser. This discovery may be the first step in developing light sources with
increased quantum-light emission, which will have a wide spectroscopic impact on solid-
state physics.
A fundamental study about the general applicability of quantum spectroscopy in dissi-
pative systems has been presented in the last part of this Thesis. Therefore, the connection
of quantum-optical correlation generation and dissipation has been analyzed by modeling
QD systems with the Jaynes–Cummings model. The results show that the photon correla-
tions build up in a hierarchical order and survive significant amount of dissipation. Since
many-body systems naturally contain dissipation, these results suggest that quantum-
spectroscopy measurements can be applied to investigate new intriguing phenomena in a
large range of systems. The study also revealed that the cluster-expansion truncation can
be efficiently applied when the system has a dissipative coupling.
As a general outlook, it will be interesting to investigate which new classes of many-
body states emerge when even stronger correlated quantum sources are used to excite
many-body systems. Further investigations may also use other optical measurements
like terahertz spectroscopy or two-dimensional Fourier transform spectroscopy in the
experiment–theory analysis.
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Short introduction to the papers
(I) We study how quantum-optical correlations are generated through the light–matter
interaction and how they survive dissipative processes. The presented results show
that quantum-spectroscopy studies are possible for a large range of systems. The
analysis also indicates when the cluster-expansion truncation scheme can be effi-
ciently applied to describe the dynamics of the system.
(II) A new intriguing theoretic approach has been developed to determine the excita-
tion energetics of highly correlated quasiparticles in optically excited semiconduc-
tors. As a new aspect, the pair-excitation energetics is computed based entirely
on a correlation-function formulation of the quasiparticle state. The approach is
verified for several well-known many-body configurations and applied to compute
the excitation spectrum of quantum droplets.
(III) We report experimental and theoretical evidence for the discovery of a new stable
quasiparticle configuration, the dropleton, in direct-gap GaAs quantum wells. The
dropleton is a microscopic bubble consisting of four-to-seven electron–hole pairs. It
exists in plasma, exhibits energy quantization due to its microscopic size, and has
an electron–hole pair-correlation function characteristic for liquids.
(IV) The properties of the biexciton resonance in the absorption spectra of GaAs quan-
tum wells are analyzed with quantum spectroscopy. Our study shows that quantum
spectroscopy reveals a completely new level of biexciton details that remain hidden
to classical spectroscopy.
(V) We investigate the input/output characteristics of optically pumped quantum-dot
microcavities which shows unexpected oscillations. A systematic microscopic anal-
ysis identifies the input/output nonlinearities as a genuine quantum-memory effect
that can be control by shaping pump source’s quantum fluctuations.
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Abstract. A microscopic approach is developed to determine the excitation en-
ergetics of highly correlated quasi-particles in optically excited semiconductors
based entirely on a pair-correlation function input. For this purpose, the Wan-
nier equation is generalized to compute the energy per excited electron–hole pair
of a many-body state probed by a weak pair excitation. The scheme is verified
for the degenerate Fermi gas and incoherent excitons. In a certain range of ex-
perimentally accessible parameters, a new stable quasi-particle state is predicted
which consists of four to six electron–hole pairs forming a liquid droplet of fixed
radius. The energetics and pair-correlation features of these ‘quantum droplets’
are analyzed.
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1. Introduction
Interactions may bind matter excitations into new stable entities, quasi-particles, that typically
have very different properties than the non-interacting constituents. In semiconductors, electrons
in the conduction band and vacancies, i.e. holes, in the valence band attract each other via
the Coulomb interaction [1]. Therefore, the Coulomb attraction may bind different numbers
of electron–hole pairs into a multitude of quasi-particle configurations. The simplest example
is an exciton [2, 3] which consists of a Coulomb-bound electron–hole pair and exhibits many
analogies to the hydrogen atom [1]. Two excitons can bind to a molecular state known as the
biexciton [4, 5]. Both, exciton and biexciton resonances can be routinely accessed in present-
day experiments by exciting a high quality direct-gap semiconductor optically from its ground
state. Even the exciton formation can directly be observed in both optical [6] and terahertz [7]
spectroscopy and their abundance can be controlled via the intensity of the optical excitation [8].
Also higher correlated quasi-particles can emerge in semiconductors. For instance, polyexcitons
or macroscopic electron–hole droplets have been detected [9–12], especially in semiconductors
with an indirect gap.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the exciton (left) and the quantum droplet
electron–hole (eh) pair-correlation function g(r). The plasma contribution (gray
shaded area) is shown together with the correlation contribution (blue shaded
area). The radius of the quantum droplet is indicated by the vertical dashed line
and each of the rings are labeled.
To determine the energetics of a given quasi-particle configuration, one can apply density-
functional theory based on the functional dependence of the total energy on the electron
density [13, 14]. This procedure is well established in particular for ground-state properties.
However, whenever one wants to model experimental signatures of excited quasi-particle states
in the excitation spectra, the applicability of density-functional theory becomes challenging,
especially for highly correlated states.
In this paper, we develop a new scheme to determine the excitation energetics of highly
correlated quasi-particle configurations. We start directly from the pair-correlation function,
not from the density functional, and formulate a framework to compute the pair-excitation
energetics. The electron–hole pair-correlation function g(r) defines the conditional probability
of finding an electron at the position r when the hole is at the origin. As an example, we show
in figure 1 examples of g(r) for excitons (left) and quantum droplets (right). Here, we refer to
quantum droplets as a quasi-particle state where few electron–hole pairs, typically four to six,
are in a liquid-like state bounded within a sphere of microscopic radius R.
In general, g(r) always contains a constant electron–hole plasma contribution (gray shaded
area) stemming from the mean-field aspects of the many-body states. The actual bound quasi-
particles are described by the correlated part 1g(r) (blue shaded area) which decays for
increasing electron–hole separation. For 1s excitons, 1g(r)∝ |φ1s(r)|2 decreases monotonically
and has the shape defined by the 1s-exciton wavefunction φ1s(r) [15]. Since the electrons and
holes in a quantum droplet are in a liquid phase, 1g(r) must have the usual liquid structure
where particles form a multi-ring-like pattern where the separation between the rings is defined
by the average particle distance [16–18]. Due to the electron–hole attraction, one also observes
a central peak, unlike for single-component liquids.
We derive the pair-excitation energetics for an arbitrary initial many-body state in section 2.
In this connection, we first study the pair excitations of the semiconductor ground state before
we extend the approach for an arbitrary initial many-body state. We then test our approach
for the well-known cases of a degenerate Fermi gas and incoherent excitons in section 3. In
section 4, we apply our scheme to study the energetics and structure of quantum droplets based
on electron–hole correlations in a GaAs-type quantum well (QW). The effect of carrier–carrier
correlations on the quantum droplet energetics is analyzed in section 5.
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Pair
excitation
Figure 2. Schematic representation of a pair excitation. The quasi-particle
configuration is shown before (left) and after (right) the pair excitation. Electron
(holes) are symbolized by blue (red) circles while a yellow ellipse surrounds the
correlated pairs. The level of filling indicates the fraction of electrons and holes
bound as correlated pairs.
2. Energy and correlations in many-body systems
For resonant excitations, the excitation properties of many direct-gap semiconductor QW
systems can be modeled using a two-band Hamiltonian [1, 19]
Hˆ =
∑
k,λ
λka
†
λ,kaλ,k +
1
2
∑
k,k′,q,λ,λ′
Vq a†λ,k+qa
†
λ′,k′−qaλ′,k′aλ,k, (1)
where the Fermionic operators a†v(c),k and av(c),k create and annihilate an electron with crystal
momentum h¯ k in the valence (conduction) band, respectively. We consider excitations close to
the 0 point such that the kinetic energies can be treated as parabolic
ck =
h¯2k2
2me
+ Eg, vk =−
h¯2k2
2mh
(2)
with the bandgap energy Eg and the effective masses for the electron me and hole mh. The
Coulomb interaction is characterized by the matrix element Vq of the quantum confined
system [1]. We have formally set Vq=0 = 0 to eliminate the q = 0 contribution from the Coulomb
sum, which enforces the overall charge neutrality in the system [1].
For later use, we introduce Fermion field operators without the lattice-periodic functions
9ˆe(r)=
1√
S
∑
k
ac,k e
ik·r, 9ˆh(r)=
1√
S
∑
k
a
†
v,k e
−ik·r (3)
for electrons and holes, respectively. These can be directly used to follow e.g. electron
(hole) densities ρe(h)(r)≡ 〈9ˆ†e(h)(r)9ˆe(h)(r)〉 on macroscopic length scales because the unit-cell
dependence is already averaged over. The corresponding normalization area is given by S.
2.1. Ground-state pair excitations
A schematic representation of a pair excitation is shown in figure 2 to illustrate the detectable
energetics. The individual electrons and holes are symbolized by circles while the yellow ellipse
New Journal of Physics 15 (2013) 093040 (http://www.njp.org/)
5surrounds the correlated pairs. The level of blue (red) filling indicates the fraction of electrons
(holes) bound as correlated pairs within the entire many-body system. This fraction can be
changed continuously by applying, e.g. an optical field to generate pair excitations. If all pairs
are bound to a single quasi-particle type, the initial energy of the system is
Eini = N E(N ), (4)
where N is the total number of pairs. Since N is typically much larger than the number of pairs
within a quasi-particle, it is meaningful to introduce E(N ) as the binding energy per excited
electron–hole pair. For stable quasi-particle configurations, a change in N does not alter E(N ),
yielding the stability condition ∂E(N )
∂N = 0.
We now assume that only a small number of pairs, δN , is excited from the quasi-particle
into an unbound pair. An example of the excited configuration is presented in the right panel of
figure 2. This state has the energy
Efin = (N − δN ) E(N − δN )+ δN Epair
= N E(N )+ δN (Epair − E(N ))+ δN
∂E(N )
∂N
+O(δN 2), (5)
where Epair is the energy of the unbound pair. After we apply the stability condition ∂E(N )∂N = 0,
we find that the pair excitation produces an energy change 1E ≡ Efin − Eini = δN (Epair −
E(N ))+O(δN 2) such that the energy per excited particle becomes
E¯ = lim
δN→0
1E
δN
= Epair − E(N ). (6)
This difference defines how much energy the electron–hole pair gains by forming the quasi-
particle from unbound pairs.
To develop a systematic method describing the quasi-particle energetics, we start from the
simplest situation where the unexcited semiconductor is probed optically, i.e. by inducing a
weak pair excitation. The corresponding initial state is then the semiconductor’s ground state
|G〉 where all valence bands are fully occupied while all conduction bands are empty. Following
the analysis in [15], we introduce the coherent displacement-operator functional [1, 15]
Dˆ[ψ] = eε Sˆ[ψ], Sˆ[ψ] =
∑
k
(
ψka
†
c,kav,k −ψ?ka†v,kac,k
)
(7)
to generate pair excitations. Here, ε is an infinitesimal constant and ψk is a function to be
determined later using a variational approach. The probed ground state has a density matrix ρˆG
that determines the pair-excitation state via
ρˆ[ψ] = Dˆ[ψ] ρˆG Dˆ†[ψ]. (8)
We see from the definition (7) that Dˆ[ψ] generates pair excitations to the semiconductor ground
state ρˆG because Sˆ[ψ] contains all elementary, direct, pair-excitation processes a†c,kav,k (a†v,kac,k)
where an electron is moved from the valence (conduction) to the conduction (valence) band. The
weak excitation of the probe is realized by making ε infinitesimal, i.e. ε 1.
As shown in [15], the pair excitation (7) generates the electron–hole distribution and
polarization
fk,ψ ≡ Tr
[
a
†
c,kac,k ρˆ[ψ]
]
≡ Tr
[
av,ka
†
v,k ρˆ[ψ]
]
= sin2(ε|ψk|),
(9)
Pk,ψ ≡ Tr
[
a
†
v,kac,k ρˆ[ψ]
]
= eiϕk sin(ε |ψk|) cos(ε |ψk|),
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phase ϕk. For the weak-excitation limit ε 1, equation (9) reduces to
fk,ψ = ε2|ψk|2 +O(ε3), Pk,ψ = ε ψk +O(ε3) (10)
to the leading order. Also the exact energy of state ρˆ[ψ] has already been computed in [15] with
the result
Epro[ψ] ≡ E[ψ]− EGS = Tr
[
Hˆ ρˆ[ψ]
]
−Tr
[
Hˆ ρˆG
]
= ε2
(∑
k
h¯2k2
2µ
|ψk|2 −
∑
k,k′
Vk−k′ψkψ?k′
)
+O(ε3), µ≡ memh
me + mh
, (11)
where we removed the ground-state energy EGS and introduced the reduced mass µ.
2.2. Ordinary Wannier equation
The lowest pair-excitation energy can be found by minimizing Epro[ψ] with the constraint that
the number of excited electron–hole pairs
Npro ≡
∑
k
fk,ψ = ε2
∑
k
|ψk|2 (12)
remains constant. This can be accounted for by the standard procedure of introducing a
Lagrange multiplier Eλ to the functional
F[ψ] ≡ Epro[ψ]− Eλε2
∑
k
|ψk|2. (13)
By demanding δF[ψ] = 0 under any infinitesimal change ψk → ψk + δψk, this extremum
condition produces the Wannier equation [15]
h¯2k2
2µ
ψk −
∑
k′
Vk−k′ψk′ = Eλψk. (14)
Fourier transform of equation (14) produces the real-space form[
− h¯
2∇2
2µ
− V (r)
]
ψ(r)= Eλψ(r), (15)
where V (r) and ψ(r) are the Fourier transformations of Vk and ψk, respectively. Since
equations (14) and (15) are the usual Wannier equations for excitons, the exciton wavefunction
defines those pair excitations that produce minimal energy Eλ. At the same time, equation (15) is
fully analogous to the Schro¨dinger equation of atomic hydrogen [1]. Therefore, Eλ also defines
the Coulombic binding energy of excitons.
For the identification of the quasi-particle energy, we use the result (6) and compute the
energy per excited electron–hole pair
E¯pro ≡
Epro
Npro
. (16)
By inserting solution (14) into equations (11) and (12), we find E¯pro = Eλ showing that the
energetics of the pair-excitations from the ground state are defined by the exciton resonances.
As a result, the energy per probe-generated electron–hole pair produces a series of exciton
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variational approach can be generalized to determine the quasi-particle energetics for any
desired many-body state.
2.3. Average carrier-excitation energy
Here, we start from a generic many-body system defined by the density matrix ρˆMB instead
of the semiconductor ground state ρˆG. We assume that ρˆMB contains spatially homogeneous
excitations with equal numbers of electrons and holes, i.e.
Neh =
∑
k
f ek =
∑
k
f hk , with f ek ≡ 〈a†c,kac,k〉, f hk ≡ 1−〈a†v,kav,k〉, (17)
where the electron (hole) distribution f ek ( f hk ) is defined within the electron–hole picture [1].
In general, each electron–hole pair excitation increases the energy by Eg because an electron is
excited from the valence to the conduction band. To directly monitor the energetics of ρˆMB, we
remove the trivial Eg Neh contribution, yielding the average carrier energy
EMB ≡ 〈Hˆ〉− Eg Neh = Tr
[
Hˆ ρˆMB
]
− Eg Neh
=
∑
k
(
h¯2k2
2me
f ek +
h¯2k2
2mh
f hk
)
− 1
2
∑
k,k′
Vk−k′
( f ek f ek′ + f hk f hk′)−∑
k,k′
Vk−k′ P?k Pk′
+
1
2
∑
k,k′,q
[
Vq
(
c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v + c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c
)
− 2 Vk′+q−k cq,k
′,k
eh
]
, (18)
which is an exact result for homogeneous excitation conditions. Using the cluster
expansion [15], we identified the incoherent two-particle correlations
c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v ≡1〈a†v,ka†v,k′av,k′+qav,k−q〉, cq,k
′,k
c,c;c,c ≡1〈a†c,ka†c,k′ac,k′+qac,k−q〉,
c
q,k′,k
eh ≡1〈a†c,ka†v,k′ac,k′+qav,k−q〉, (19)
which represent the truly correlated parts of the respective two-particle expectation value. The
first two correlations correspond to hole–hole and electron–electron correlations, respectively.
Electron–hole correlations are described by cq,k
′,k
eh where h¯ q defines the center-of-mass
momentum of the correlated electron–hole pairs.
The only coherent quantity in equation (18) is the microscopic polarization
Pk ≡ 〈a†v,kac,k〉. (20)
Consequently, the average carrier energy EMB of any ρˆMB is determined entirely by the single-
particle expectation values f λk and Pk and the incoherent two-particle correlations cq,k′,k. In other
words, the system energy is directly influenced by contributions up to second-order correlations.
We will show in section 2.4 that this fundamental property allows us to determine the pair-
excitation energetics of a given state when we know its singlets and doublets. In other words, we
do not need to identify the properties of the higher order clusters to compute the pair-excitation
energetics.
Since we are interested in long-living quasi-particles in the incoherent regime, we consider
only those states ρˆMB which have vanishing coherences [1]. Therefore, we set Pk and all
coherent correlations to zero from now on. Furthermore, we assume conditions where the
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′,k
eh have a vanishing center-of-mass momentum h¯ q = 0, i.e. we
assume that the correlated pairs are at rest. As a result, the electron–hole correlations can be
expressed in terms of
c
q,k′,k
eh = δq,0 cq,k
′,k
eh ≡ δq,0 gk,k′ . (21)
For homogeneous and incoherent excitation conditions, the pair-correlation function can be
written as
g(r)≡ 〈9ˆ†e (r)9ˆ†h(0)9ˆh(0)9ˆe(r)〉 = ρeρh +1g(r), (22)
compare equation (3) [15]. The term ρeρh describes an uncorrelated electron–hole plasma
contribution, whereas the quasi-particle clusters determine the correlated part
1g(r)= 1
S2
∑
k,k′,q
c
q,k′,k
eh e
i(k′+q−k)·r = 1
S2
∑
k,k′
gk,k′ ei(k
′−k)·r. (23)
To describe, e.g. excitons and similar quasi-particles, we use an ansatz
1g(r)= |g0 φ(r)|2, (24)
where g0 defines the strength of the correlation while the specific properties of the quasi-
particles determine the normalized wavefunction φ(r). In order to compute the quasi-particle
energetics, we need to express 1g(r) in terms of the electron–hole correlation gk,k′ . By writing
φ(r)= 1S
∑
k φk e
ik·r
, we find the unique connection
gk,k′ = g20 φ?k φk′, (25)
where φ(k) is the Fourier transformation of the wavefunction φ(r).
As shown in appendix A, the electron and hole distributions f ek and f hk , together with the
incoherent correlations gk,k′ , cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v, and c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c must satisfy the general conservation laws( f ek − 12)2 + gk,k −∑
k′
c
0,k′,k
c,c;c,c = 14 ,
( f hk − 12)2 + gk,k −∑
k′
c
0,k′,k
v,v;v,v = 14 . (26)
As a consequence, we have to connect f ek and f hk with gk,k, cq,k
′,k
c,c;c,c, and c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v to have a self-
consistent description of the many-body state. Therefore, equation (26) has a central role when
the energetics of many-body states is solved self-consistently.
We show in section 5 that the effect of electron–electron and hole–hole correlations can be
neglected when the energetics of new quasi-particle states is analyzed. Therefore, we set cq,k
′,k
c,c;c,c
and cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v to zero such that equation (26) reduces to( fk − 12)2 + gk,k = 14 , fk ≡ f ek = f hk . (27)
From this result, we see that the electron and hole distributions become identical as long as
correlations are dominated by gk,k′ . A more general case with carrier–carrier correlations is
studied in section 5. In the actual quasi-particle calculations, we solve equation (27)
fk = 12
(
1±√1− 4 gk,k) (28)
that limits gk,k to be below 14 . In other words, the maximum of g0|φ(k)| is 12 , based on the
connection (25). The ‘+’ branch in equation (28) describes an inverted many-body system
ρˆMB corresponding to large electron–hole densities. Below inversion, only the ‘−’ branch
contributes.
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electron–hole density via
ρeh =
1
S
∑
k
fk (29)
that becomes a functional of the electron–hole pair-correlation function due to its gk,k′
dependence via equation (28). In sections 3 and 4, we will use equation (27) to self-consistently
determine fk and gk,k′ for different quasi-particle configurations.
2.4. Pair-excitation energetics
To generalize the Wannier equation (14), we next analyze the pair-excitation energetics of an
arbitrary homogeneous initial state ρˆMB. As shown in section 2.1, the simplest class of pair
excitations can be generated by using the coherent displacement-operator functional (7). The
pair-excitation state is then given by
ρˆ[ψ] = Dˆ[ψ] ρˆMB Dˆ†[ψ], (30)
which is properly normalized Tr[ρˆ[ψ]] = Tr[ρˆMB] = 1, as any density matrix should be.
As shown in appendix B, the pair excitation generates the polarization and electron–hole
distribution
Pk,ψ =
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
ε ψk +O(ε
3), fk,ψ =
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
ε2 |ψk|2 +O(ε3), (31)
respectively where we have applied the weak excitation limit ε 1. For the sake of
completeness, we keep the explicit dependences f ek , f hk and cq,k
′,k
λ,λ;λ,λ and take the limit of
dominant electron–hole correlation after the central results for the pair excitations have been
derived. In analogy to equation (11), pair excitations add the average carrier energy Epro[ψ] ≡
E[ψ]− EMB to the system. Technically, E[ψ] is obtained by replacing ρMB in equation (18)
by ρ[ψ]. The actual derivation is performed in appendix B, yielding again an exact relation for
incoherent quasi-particles
Epro[ψ] = 2
∑
k
Ek|ψk|2 − 2
∑
k,k′
V effk,k′ ψk ψ
?
k′
+ 2
∑
k,k′,q
Vq
(
c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v ψk−q ψ
?
k + c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c ψk ψ
?
k−q −Re[cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v + c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c]|ψk|2
)
+O(ε3), (32)
where we identified the renormalized kinetic electron–hole pair energy
Ek ≡
[
h¯2k2
2µ
−
∑
k′
Vk−k′
( f ek′ + f hk′)
] (
1− f ek − f hk
)
+ 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′ gk,k′ . (33)
The unscreened Coulomb interaction Vk−k′ is modified through the presence of electron–hole
densities and correlations via
V effk,k′ ≡
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
Vk−k′
(
1− f ek′ − f hk′
)
+ 2gk,k′Vk−k′ . (34)
Since the phase-space filling factor (1− f ek − f hk ) becomes negative once inversion is reached,
the excitation level changes the nature of the effective electron–hole Coulomb interaction
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from attractive to repulsive. At the same time, gk,k′ can either enhance or decrease the
Coulomb interaction depending on the nature of the pair correlation. The exact generalization
of equation (32) for coherent quasi-particles is presented in appendix C.
2.5. Generalized Wannier equation
As in section 2.2, we minimize the functional Epro[ψ] with the constraint that the excitation
ε2
∑
k |ψk|2 remains constant. Following the same variational steps as those producing
equation (14), we obtain the generalized Wannier equation for incoherent quasi-particles:
Ekψk −
∑
k′
V effk,k′ψk′ +
∑
k′,q
Vq
(
c
q,k′,k+q
c,c;c,c ψk+q + c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v ψk−q
)
−
∑
k′,q
Vq Re
[
c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c + c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v
]
ψk = Eλψk. (35)
For vanishing electron–hole densities and correlations, equation (35) reduces to the ordinary
exciton Wannier equation (14). Since the presence of two-particle correlations and densities
modifies the effective Coulomb interaction, it is possible that new quasi-particles emerge. The
generalized Wannier equation with all coherent and incoherent contributions is presented in
appendix C.
For the identification of the quasi-particle energy, we compute the energy per excited
electron–hole pair (16). The number of excited electron–hole pairs of the probed many-body
system is
Npro ≡
∑
k
fk,ψ = ε2
∑
k
(
1− f ek − f hk
) |ψk|2 (36)
according to equation (31). By inserting equation (35) into equation (32) and using the
definitions (16) and (36), the energy per excited electron–hole pairs follows from
E¯pro = Eλ
∑
k |ψk|2∑
k |ψk|2
(
1− f ek − f hk
) (37)
that defines the quasi-particle energy, based on the discussion in section 2.1.
3. Pair-excitation spectrum of the degenerate Fermi gas and of incoherent excitons
For all our numerical evaluations, we use the parameters of a typical 10 nm GaAs-QW system.
Here, the reduced mass is µ= 0.0581m0, where m0 is the free-electron mass and the 1s-exciton
binding energy is EB = 9.5 meV. This is obtained by using the dielectric constant εr = 13.74 of
GaAs in the Coulomb interaction.
To compute the quasi-particle energetics for a given electron–hole density ρeh, we always
start from the conservation law (27) to generate a self-consistent many-body state ρˆMB. We then
use the found self-consistent pair ( fk, gk,k′) as an input to the generalized Wannier equation (35)
and numerically solve the pair excitation ψk and Eλ. As shown in section 5, the effect of
electron–electron and hole–hole correlations on the quasi-particle energetics is negligible such
that we set cq,k
′,k
c,c;c,c and c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v to zero in equation (35).
The variational computations rigorously determine only the lowest energy E0. However, it
is useful to analyze also the characteristics of the excited states Eλ to gain additional information
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Figure 3. Solutions of the generalized Wannier equation for degenerate Fermi
gas. (a) The electron–hole distribution fk is shown as function of k for
ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2 and kF = 0.56× 108 m−1. (b) Normalized ground-state
wavefunction ψk for vanishing electron–hole density (shaded area) and ρeh =
2.5× 1010 cm−2 (solid line).
about the energetics of the pair excitation acting upon ρˆMB. To deduce the quasi-particle
energetics, we normalize the energy Eλ via equation (37). The resulting energy per excited
electron–hole pair E¯pro defines then the detectable energy resonances.
3.1. Degenerate Fermi gas
The simplest form of ρˆMB for an excited state is provided by the degenerate Fermi gas [20–23]
fk = θ(k − kF), gk,k′ = 0 (38)
because the two-particle correlations vanish. It is straightforward to show that the pair ( fk, gk,k′)
satisfies the conservation law (27) even though the system is inverted for all k below the Fermi
wave vector kF =
√
4piρeh. Due to this inversion, the degenerate Fermi gas provides a simple
model to study quasi-particle excitations under optical gain conditions.
Figure 3(a) presents the electron–hole distribution fk as function of k for the electron–hole
density ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2. The distribution has a Fermi edge at kF = 0.56× 108 m−1 while
gk,k is zero for all k values (not shown). The numerically computed ground-state wavefunction
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ψk is plotted in figure 3(b) as solid line. We have applied the normalization
∑
k |ψk|2 = 1.
As a comparison, we also show the corresponding zero-density result ( fk = 0, gk,k′ = 0) as
shaded area. While the zero-density wavefunction decays monotonically from the value 1.47,
the degenerate Fermi gas has a ψk that is negative-valued up to the Fermi edge kF. Exactly at
k = kF,ψk abruptly jumps from the value−0.74 to 1.89. Above roughly k = 1.3× 108 m−1, both
wavefunctions show a similar decay. The energetics of the related pair excitations is discussed
later in section 3.3.
3.2. Incoherent excitons
According to the ansatz (25), the exciton state is determined by the electron–hole pair-
correlation function
gk,k′ = φ1s,kφ1s,k′ (39)
with the 1s-exciton wavefunction φ1s,k defining the initial many-body state ρˆMB, not the pair-
excitation state. Here, we have included the strength of the electron–hole correlation g0 into
the 1s-exciton wavefunction to simplify the notation. To compute φ1s,k, we have to solve the
ordinary density-dependent Wannier equation [1, 15]
E˜k φ1s,k − (1− 2 fk)
∑
k′
Vk−k′ φ1s,k′ = E1s φ1s,k, E˜k =
h¯2k2
2µ
− 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′ fk′ , (40)
with the constraint imposed by the conservation law (27). In practice, we solve equations (27)
and (40) iteratively. Since the specific choice E1s defines the electron–hole density (29) uniquely,
we can directly identify the self-consistent pair ( fk, gk,k′) as function of ρeh. The explicit steps
of the iteration cycle are presented in appendix D.
Figure 4(a) shows the resulting normalized electron–hole pair-correlation function
1g¯(r)≡1g(r)/ρ2eh for an electron–hole density of ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2. For the incoherent
excitons, 1g¯(r) is a monotonically decaying function. The corresponding iteratively solved
fk (black line) and gk,k (red line) are plotted in figure 4(b). The pair correlation gk,k decays
monotonically from the value 0.21. Also the electron–hole distribution fk function decreases
monotonically, peaking at 0.30. This implies that the phase-space filling already reduces the
strength of the effective Coulomb potential (34) for small momentum states which typically
dominate the majority of ground-state configurations.
The corresponding normalized ground-state wavefunction ψk of the pair excitation is
shown in figure 4(c) (solid line) together with the zero-density result (shaded area). Both
functions show a similar decay for k values larger than 2× 108 m−1. In contrast to the zero-
density result, we observe that ψk has a peak at k = 0.59× 108 m−1. Interestingly, the maximum
of ψk is close to kF of the degenerate Fermi gas analyzed in figure 3 because both cases have
the same density giving rise to sufficiently strong phase-space filling effects.
3.3. Energetics of pair excitations
We next analyze the influence of the electron–hole density ρeh on the pair-excitation energetics
for the degenerate Fermi gas and for incoherent excitons. The result for the degenerate Fermi
gas is presented in figure 5(a) where the ground-state energy E0 (solid line), the continuum
(shaded area) and the ground-state energy per excited electron–hole pair E¯pro (dashed line)
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Figure 4. Solutions of the generalized Wannier equation for incoherent excitons.
(a) The normalized electron–hole pair-correlation function 1g¯(r) is shown
for ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2. (b) The corresponding electron–hole distribution fk
(black line) and the correlation gk,k (red line) as function of k. (c) Normalized
ground-state wavefunction for vanishing electron–hole density (shaded area) and
ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2 (solid line).
are plotted as function of ρeh. We see that the energy difference between E0 and the ionized
states is considerably reduced from 9.5 to 6.1 meV as the density is increased from zero to
ρeh = 3.6× 1010 cm−2. This decrease is already an indication that none of the excited states
remain bound for elevated densities. At the same time, the ground-state energy shows only
a slight red shift while the continuum is strongly red shifted such that the first excited state
becomes ionized for electron–hole densities above ρeh = 2× 109 cm−2. The detectable pair-
excitation energy is defined by E¯pro, according to equation (37). As a general trend, E¯pro is
slightly smaller than E0. We also observe that E¯pro remains relatively stable as the density is
increased. This implies that the semiconductor absorption and gain peaks appear at roughly the
same position independent of electron–hole density. This conclusion is consistent with fully
microscopic absorption [8] and gain calculations [24, 25] and measurements [26, 27].
The pair-excitation energetics of the exciton state (39)–(40) is presented in figure 5(b)
for the initial exciton state analyzed in figure 4. The black line compares the ground state E0
with the first excited state E1 (red line) while the shaded area indicates the ionized solutions.
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Figure 5. Pair-excitation energetics for the degenerate Fermi gas versus
incoherent excitons. (a) The ground-state energy E0 (black solid line), the
continuum (shaded area) and the energy per excited electron–hole pair E¯pro
(dashed line) are presented as function of the electron–hole density ρeh for the
degenerate Fermi gas. The same analysis is plotted in (b) for the exciton state.
Additionally, the red solid line shows the energy of the first excited state E1.
In contrast to the degenerate Fermi gas, the ground-state energy blue shifts. This blue shift
remains present in E¯pro (dashed line) and is consistent with the blue shift of the excitonic
absorption when excitons are present in the system, as detected in several measurements [6, 8,
28, 29]. The nearly linear dependence of E¯pro on the electron–hole density is consistent with
earlier theoretical studies [30–32]. In particular, E0 blue shifts faster than the continuum does.
If we interpret the energy difference of E0 and continuum as the exciton-binding energy, we
find that the exciton-binding energy decreases from 9.5 to 8.0 meV as the density is increased
to ρeh = 3.6× 1010 cm−2, which shows that excitons remain bound even at elevated densities.
For later reference, the density 2.5× 1010 cm−2 produces E¯pro =−7.1 meV energy per excited
electron–hole pair.
4. Pair-excitation spectrum of quantum droplets
To define a quantum droplet state, we assume that the electron–hole pairs form a liquid confined
within a small droplet with a radius R as discussed in connection with figure 1. Since the QW is
two dimensional, the droplet is confined inside a circular disc with radius R. We assume that the
droplet has a hard shell created by the Fermi pressure of the plasma acting upon the droplet. As
a result, the solutions correspond to standing waves. Therefore, we define the quantum droplet
state via the standing-wave ansatz
φ(r)= J0
(
xn
r
R
)
e−κrθ(R− r) (41)
to be used in equation (24). Here, xn is the nth zero of the Bessel function J0(x). The Heaviside
θ(x) function confines the droplet inside a circular disc with radius R. The additional decay
constant κ is used for adjusting the electron–hole density (29) when the quantum droplet has
radius R and n rings.
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Figure 6. Solutions of the generalized Wannier equation for quantum droplets.
(a) The normalized electron–hole pair-correlation function 1g¯(r) is shown for
gmax = 0.24 (shaded area) and gmax = 14 (dashed line). The quantum droplet
has n = 4 rings, R = 90.8 nm (vertical line) and ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2. (b) The
corresponding electron–hole distribution fk (black lines) and correlation gk,k
(red lines) as function of k for gmax = 0.24 (solid lines) and gmax = 14 (dashed
lines). (c) The resulting normalized ground-state wavefunctions ψk.
For a given quantum droplet radius R, ring number n and electron–hole density ρeh, we fix
the peak amplitude of gk,k to gmax = max[gk,k] which defines the strength of the electron–hole
correlations. This settles g0 for any given (R, n, ρeh) combination. Based on the discussion
following equation (28), the largest possible peak amplitude of gk,k is 14 which yields vanishing
(1− 2 fk) at the corresponding momentum.
Once g0 produces a fixed gmax, we only need to find which κ value produces the correct
density for a given (R, n) combination. In other words, κ alters ρeh because it changes the
width of g0 φk whose peak amplitude is already fixed. Since we want to solve E¯pro for a given
(R, n, ρeh) combination, we solve the specific κ value iteratively. In more detail, we construct
fk by using g0 φk as input to equation (28) for a fixed (R, n) as function of κ . We then find
iteratively which κ satisfies the density condition (29).
Figure 6(a) presents the normalized electron–hole pair-correlation function 1g¯(r) for an
electron–hole correlation strength of gmax = 0.24 (shaded area) and gmax = 14 (dashed line).
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The quantum droplet has n = 4 rings and a radius of R = 90.8 nm indicated by a vertical
line. We assume that the electron–hole density is ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2 such that the iteration
yields κ = 1.1× 107 m−1 (κ = 1.7× 106 m−1) for gmax = 0.24 ( gmax = 14 ), which settles the
consistent quantum droplet configuration. We observe that 1g¯(r) has four rings including
the half oscillation close to the origin which appears due to the Coulomb attraction between
electrons and holes. Additionally, the electron–hole pair-correlation function is only non-zero up
to the hard shell at r = R, according to equation (41). By comparing the results of gmax = 0.24
and 14 , we note that the oscillation amplitude decreases slower as function of r with increasing
gmax because the decay parameter κ is smaller for elevated gmax.
The corresponding self-consistently computed electron–hole distribution fk and
correlation gk,k are plotted in figure 6(b) as black and red lines, respectively for gmax = 0.24
(solid lines) and gmax = 14 (dashed lines). The electron–hole distribution fk peaks to 0.4 (0.5)
at k = 1.3× 108 m−1 for gmax = 0.24 ( gmax = 14 ). We see that the peak of fk sharpens as gmax
is increased. Interestingly, fk and gk,k show small oscillations indicated by vertical lines whose
amplitude becomes larger with increasing electron–hole correlation strength.
As we compare the fk of the quantum droplets with that of the excitons (figure 4(b)), we
note that quantum droplets exhibit a significant reduction of the Pauli blocking, i.e. (1− 2 fk),
at small momenta. As a result, quantum droplets produce a stronger electron–hole attraction
than excitons for low k, which makes the formation of these quasi-particle states possible once
the carrier density becomes large enough. Figure 6(c) presents the corresponding normalized
ground-state wavefunctions ψk. The wavefunction ψk is qualitatively different from the state
obtained for both, the degenerate Fermi gas and excitons, presented in figures 3(b) and 4(c),
respectively. In particular, the quantum droplet produces a ψk that has small oscillations for
small k (vertical lines) which are synchronized with the oscillations of fk. Additionally, fk
shows a strong dip close to the inversion k = 1.3× 108 m−1. The dip becomes more pronounced
as gmax is increased.
As discussed above, the largest possible peak amplitude of gk,k is 14 . By approaching
gmax = 14 , the energy per excited electron–hole pair E¯pro decreases slightly from E¯pro =−10.12
to −10.14 meV as gmax is changed from 0.24 to 14 . In general, for a fixed quantum-droplet
radius R, ring number n and electron–hole density ρeh, we find that E¯pro is minimized when the
amplitude of gk,k is maximized. Consequently, we use gmax = 14 in our calculations to study the
energetics of quantum droplets. For this particular case, the quantum droplet’s ground state is
3.0 meV below the exciton energy, based on the analysis in section 3.2. Therefore, the quantum
droplets are quasi-particles where electron–hole pairs are stronger bound than in excitons, as
concluded above.
4.1. Density dependence
The quantum droplet ansatz (41) is based on a postulated radius R for the correlation bubble.
Even though we find the self-consistent configuration ( fk, gk,k) for each R, we still need
to determine the stable quantum droplet configurations. As the main condition, the quantum
droplet’s pair-excitation energy must be lower than that of the excitons and the biexcitons.
In the formation scheme of macroscopic electron–hole droplets, these droplets emerge only
after a critical density is exceeded [11]. In addition, stable droplets grow in size as the overall
particle density is increased. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that also quantum droplets
share these properties. We use the simplest form where the area of the quantum droplet scales
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Figure 7. Energetics of quantum droplets. (a) The ground-state energy E0 (black
solid line), the first excited state E1 (red solid line), the continuum (shaded area)
and the energy per excited electron–hole pair (black dashed line) are presented
as function of ρeh. The quantum droplet has n = 4 rings and R = 90.8 nm.
The density-dependent exciton (dashed blue line) and biexciton-binding energy
(dotted red line) are also plotted. (b) The corresponding result for quantum
droplets with the density-dependent R defined in equation (42).
linearly with density. This condition connects the radius and density via
R = R0
√
ρeh
ρ0
, (42)
where R0 is the radius at reference density ρ0. To determine the effect of the droplet’s ρeh-
dependent size, we also compute the quantum droplet properties for a fixed R = R0. In the
actual calculations, we use R0 = 90.8 nm and ρ0 = 2.5× 1010 cm−2.
In both cases, we find the fully consistent pair ( fk, gk,k′) as described in section 4 and
compute the pair-excitation energy for different ρeh. Figure 7(a) shows the ground-state energy
E0 (solid black line), the first excited state E1 (solid red line), the continuum (shaded area)
and the energy per excited electron–hole pair (black dashed line) as function of ρeh when a
constant-R quantum droplet has n = 4 rings. The corresponding result for the density-dependent
R, defined by equation (42), is shown in figure 7(b). In both frames, the position of the density-
dependent exciton (dashed blue line) and biexciton energy (dotted red line) are indicated, based
on the calculation shown in figure 5 and the experimentally deduced biexciton binding energy
2.2 meV in [29].
For both R models, the quantum droplet’s pair-excitation energy E¯pro (black dashed line) is
significantly lower than both the exciton and the biexciton energy, which makes the (n = 4)-ring
quantum droplet energetically stable for densities exceeding ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2. We also see
that all excited states of the quantum droplets have a higher energy than the exciton. Therefore,
only the quantum droplet’s ground state is energetically stable enough to exist permanently.
However, the quantum droplet state with n = 4 rings does not exist for an electron–hole density
below ρeh = 2.47× 1010 cm−2 (vertical line) because this case corresponds to the smallest
possible κ = 0. In other words, one cannot lower κ to make fk narrower in order to produce ρeh
smaller than 2.47× 1010 cm−2. More generally, one can compute the threshold ρeh of a quantum
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Figure 8. Ground-state energy of quantum droplets. The ground-state energy is
presented as function of ρeh for a constant (dashed line) and density-dependent
R (solid line). The biexciton-binding energy is indicated by the horizontal line.
droplet with n rings by setting κ to zero in equation (41) and by generating the corresponding
φk, gk,k and fk via equation (27). Since φk and fk peak at k that is proportional to xn, it is clear
that ρeh ∝
∫∞
0 dk k fk increases monotonically as function of n. Therefore, one finds quantum
droplets with a higher ring number only at elevated densities.
4.2. Ground-state energy
To determine the quantum droplet’s binding energy, we define
Ebind ≡ E¯pro(1s)− E¯pro(droplet), (43)
where E¯pro(1s) and E¯pro(droplet) are the ground-state energies of the exciton and the quantum
droplet, respectively. Figure 8 presents Ebind for all possible ring numbers for both constant
R (dashed line) and ρeh-dependent R (solid line), as function of ρeh. Here, we follow the
lowest Ebind among all n-ring states as the ground state of the quantum droplet. As explained
in section 4.1, each n-ring state appears as an individual threshold density is crossed. The
horizontal line indicates the binding energy of the biexciton. We see that both droplet-radius
configurations produce discrete energy bands. As the electron–hole density is increased, new
energy levels appear as sharp transitions. Each transition increases the ring number n by
one such that the ring number directly defines the quantum number for the discrete energy
levels. We see that only quantum droplets with more or equal than four rings have a larger
binding than biexcitons do, making one-, two- and three-ring quantum droplets instable. The
constant R and the density-dependent R produce a qualitatively similar energy structure. As
main differences, the constant R produces ring-to-ring transitions at higher densities and the
energy bands spread to a wider energy range. For example, the energy range of the n = 4 energy
band is [3.0, 3.8] meV for constant R while it is [3.0, 3.2] meV for the density-dependent R. In
general, the actual stable droplet configuration has to be determined by experiments. Since the
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Figure 9. Properties of quantum droplets. (a) The ground-state energy (solid
line) is presented as function of ρeh for the density-dependent R. The dashed
lines denote excited states and the biexciton-binding energy is marked by the
horizontal line. (b) Number of correlated electron–hole pairs within the j th
ring as function ρeh from the first ( j = 1) up to the fifth ( j = 5) ring. (c) The
electron–hole pair-correlation function r1g¯(r) is shown before (shaded area)
and after (solid line) the four-to-five-ring droplet transition. These cases are
indicated by circles in frame (a).
density-dependent droplet radius is consistent with the properties of macroscopic electron–hole
droplets, we use equation (42) to study the properties of quantum droplets.
Figure 9(a) shows again the ground-state energy of the quantum droplet as function of
electron–hole density ρeh for the density-dependent R. The dashed lines continue the energy
levels after the next higher quantum droplet state becomes the ground state. The biexciton-
binding energy is indicated by a horizontal line. We see that the binding energy of the unstable
(n = 3)-liquid state remains smaller than the biexciton-binding energy even at elevated ρeh
making it instable at all densities. In contrast to that, Ebind of the (n = 4)- and (n = 5)-liquid
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state is stronger than the biexciton value while it remains relatively stable as the electron–hole
density is increased.
4.3. Ring structure of quantum droplets
We also can analyze the number of correlated electron–hole pairs within the j th ring of the
quantum droplet. Since Sdrop
∫
d2r 1g(r)= Sdrop 2pi
∫
dr r1g(r) defines the total number of
correlated pairs [15]:
1N j = Sdrop 2pi
∫ x j
x j−1
dr r1g(r) (44)
is the number of correlated pairs within the j th ring when Sdrop = piR2 is the area of the quantum
droplet. Figure 9(b) shows 1N j as function of ρeh from the first up to the fifth ring. We see that
the number of electron–hole pairs within the innermost rings becomes larger, while it decreases
within the outermost rings, as ρeh is made larger. Interestingly, each ring has roughly the same
number of electron–hole pairs after the n-ring droplet has become the ground state via a sharp
transition, compare with figure 9(a). More precisely, 1N j is close to one such that the nth
quantum droplet state has about n electron–hole pairs after the transition. Consequently, the
n-ring quantum droplet has roughly n electron–hole pairs. Therefore, already the first stable
quantum droplet with n = 4 rings has four correlated electrons and holes showing that it is a
highly correlated quasi-particle. As derived in appendix E, one can solve analytically that for
ring numbers up to n = 3 the nth quantum droplet state has very close n correlated electron–hole
pairs while the ratio 1N/n converges toward 1.2 for a very large ring number.
Figure 9(c) presents examples for the electron–hole pair-correlation function r1g¯(r)
before (shaded area) and after (solid line) the four-to-five-ring droplet transition. The
corresponding binding energies and electron–hole densities are indicated with circles in
figure 9(a). Before the transition, the oscillation amplitude of r1g¯(r) decreases as function
of r while after the transition the oscillation amplitude stays almost constant indicating that the
decay parameter κ is close to zero, just after the transition. This is consistent with our earlier
observation that a n-ring quantum droplet emerges only above a threshold density matching the
density of the κ = 0 state.
5. Influence of electron–electron and hole–hole correlations
So far, we have analyzed the properties of quantum droplets without electron–electron and
hole–hole correlations based on the assumption that electron–hole correlations dominate
the energetics. We will next show that this scenario is plausible also in dense interacting
electron–hole systems. We start by reorganizing the carrier–carrier correlations cq,k
′,k
λ,λ;λ,λ, defined
in equation (19), into 1〈a†λ,K+pa†λ,K−paλ,K−p′aλ,K+p′〉 using k = K + p, k′ = K−p and q = p−
p′. In this form, we see that two annihilation (or creation) operators assign a correlated carrier
pair that has a center-of-mass momentum of 2h¯ K. Like for electron–hole correlations, we
concentrate on the case where the center-of-mass momentum of the correlated pairs vanishes
1〈a†λ,K+pa†λ,K−paλ,K−p′aλ,K+p′〉 ≡ −δK,0 Fλp,p′ ⇔ cq,k
′,k
λ,λ;λ,λ =−δk′,−k Fλk,k−q (45)
that follows from a straightforward substitution K = 12(k + k′), p = 12(k−k′) and p′ = 12(k−
k′)−q. Since the transformations p →−p and p′ →−p′ correspond to exchanging creation
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and annihilation operators in cλ,λ;λ,λ, respectively, the Fλp,p′ function must change its sign with
these transformations due to the Fermionic antisymmetry. In other words, Fλp,p′ must satisfy
Fλ−p,p′ = Fλp,−p′ =−Fλp,p′ =−Fλ−p,−p′, (46)
when the sign of the momentum is changed.
Like for electron–hole correlations, carrier–carrier effects can be described through the
corresponding pair-correlation function
gλ(r)≡ 〈9†λ(r)9†λ(0)9λ(0)9λ(r)〉 = ρ2λ − f 2λ (r)+1gλ(r), (47)
fλ(r)≡ 1S
∑
k
f λk e−ik·r with λ= e, h, (48)
where we have applied homogeneous conditions, used the definition (3), and introduced fλ(r)
as the Fourier transformation of f λk . The first term describes again a plasma contribution
analogously to the first part in the electron–hole pair-correlation function (22). The correlated
contribution is defined by
1gλ(r)≡
1
S2
∑
K,p,p′
1〈a†λ,K+pa†λ,K−paλ,K−p′aλ,K+p′〉 e−i(p−p
′)·r
= − 1
S2
∑
p,p′
Fλp,p′ e
−i(p−p′)·r, (49)
where we have applied the condition (45). We note that 1gλ(r) vanishes at r = 0 due to the
Pauli-exclusion principle among Fermions, enforced by equation (46).
Due to the conservation law (26), the electron and hole distributions f ek and f hk become
different only when the electron–electron and hole–hole correlations are different. To study
how the carrier–carrier correlations modify the overall energetics, we assume identical
electron–electron and hole–hole correlations F ep,p′ = Fhp,p′ to simplify the book-keeping. With
this choice, equations (26) and (45) imply identical distributions that satisfy( fk − 12)2 + gk,k + Fk,k = 14 , Fk,k ≡ F ek,k = Fhk,k. (50)
We see that also carrier–carrier correlations modify fk via a diagonal Fk,k, just like gk,k.
In the same way, the generalized Wannier equation (35) is modified through the presence
of carrier–carrier correlations in the form of equation (46). By inserting equations (45) and (50)
into equation (35), the original Ek and V effk,k′ can simply be replaced by
Ek ≡
[
h¯2k2
2µ
− 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′ fk′
]
(1− 2 fk)+ 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′
(
gk,k′ + Fk,k′
)
, (51)
V effk,k′ ≡ (1− 2 fk) Vk−k′ (1− 2 fk′)+ 2
(
gk,k′ + Fk,k′
)
Vk−k′ (52)
to fully account for the carrier–carrier contributions.
As a general property, the repulsive Coulomb interaction tends to extend the r-range where
the presence of multiple carriers is Pauli blocked. In other words, carrier–carrier correlations
build up to form a correlation hole to gλ(r). To describe this principle effect, we use an ansatz
Fk,k′ ≡ F20 cos(θk − θk′) e−lc(|k|−|k
′|) (53)
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that satisfies the antisymmetry relations (46). The strength of the correlation is determined by
F0 and lc corresponds to a correlation length. As equation (53) is inserted to equation (49),
a straightforward integration yields
1gλ(r)=−
F20
(2pi)2
r 2
(l2c + r 2)3
, (54)
which is rotational symmetric and vanishes at r = 0, as it should for homogeneous Fermions.
To compute the quasi-particle energetics with carrier–carrier correlations, we use the same
quantum droplet state (41) as computed for vanishing carrier–carrier correlations in section 4,
i.e. we keep the quantum droplet radius R, ring number n and decay parameter κ unchanged.
For a given combination (F0, lc), we then adjust the strength of the electron–hole correlations
g0 such that gk,k + Fk,k is maximized, i.e. max[gk,k + Fk,k] = 14 , according to equation (50).
In analogy to section 4, this yields a vanishing (1− 2 fk) at one momentum state. Since Fk,k
is positive, the presence of carrier–carrier correlations must be compensated by reducing the
magnitude of the electron–hole correlations gk,k. Additionally, equation (50) modifies the
electron–hole distribution fk and the electron–hole density in comparison to the case with
vanishing Fk,k.
Figure 10(a) shows the normalized electron–hole pair-correlation function 1g¯(r) for
vanishing carrier–carrier correlations (F0 = 0, black line). The vertical lines indicate the maxima
of 1g¯(r) identifying the centers of the liquid-state rings. The quantum droplet state has a
radius of R = 90.8 nm, n = 4 rings and an electron–hole density of ρeh = 2.5× 1010 cm−2.
The corresponding result for non-vanishing carrier–carrier correlations with F0 = 0.3 and
lc = 12.5 nm is plotted as red line. The presence of carrier–carrier correlations increases the
electron–hole density to ρeh = 2.7× 1010 cm−2 due to the normalization procedure described
above. We see that the presence of carrier–carrier correlations reduces the amplitude of the
ring-state oscillations in 1g¯(r) only slightly. This suggests that carrier–carrier correlations play
a minor role in the build up of electron–hole correlations in quantum droplets.
The corresponding normalized carrier–carrier pair-correlation function g¯λ(r)≡ gλ(r)/ρ2eh
is presented in figure 10(b) without (F0 = 0, black line) and with (F0 = 0.3, red
line) carrier–carrier correlations. Additionally, the pure correlated contribution −1g¯λ(r)≡
−1gλ(r)/ρ2eh for F0 = 0.3 is shown as a shaded area. Even without carrier–carrier correlations,
g¯λ(r) shows a range of Pauli blocked carriers at short distances followed by the Friedel
oscillations [33]. Interestingly, g¯λ(r) dips at exactly the same positions where 1g¯(r) peaks
indicated by vertical lines in figure 10. Consequently, the carriers try to avoid each other within
the rings of the quantum droplets, which is clearly related to the Fermion character of electrons.
We observe that the presence of 1g¯λ(r) increases the range of Pauli-blocked carriers. To show
the range of Pauli blocking, the inset of figure 10(b) plots the same data up to the first Friedel
oscillation r = 26.6 nm. To quantify Pauli blocking, we determine the half-width value where
gλ(r1/2)= 12ρ2eh. We find that r1/2 increases from 8.8 nm for F0 = 0 to 11.2 nm for F0 = 0.3, i.e.
the correlation hole increases the range of Pauli blocking by roughly 27% which is significant.
In the next step, we compute the ground-state energy of pair excitations from the
generalized Wannier equation (35) with the fk, gk,k′ and Fk,k′ entries (51) and (52). The actual
energy per excited particle follows from equation (37) and this is compared against the exciton
binding deduced as in section 3.2. The results produce a quantum droplet energy that grows from
2.99 to 3.08 meV as the carrier–carrier correlations are included. The small increase shows that
the correlated arrangement of the carriers saves energy. However, carrier–carrier correlations
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Figure 10. Effect of carrier–carrier correlations on the quantum-droplet
energetics. (a) Normalized electron–hole pair-correlation function without
(F0 = 0, black line) and with (F0 = 0.3, lc = 12.5 nm, red line) carrier–carrier
correlations. The quantum-droplet state has R = 90.8 nm, n = 4 rings and
ρeh = 2.5× 1010 nm (ρeh = 2.7× 1010 nm) for F0 = 0 (F0 = 0.3). The maxima
of 1g¯(r) are indicated by the vertical lines. (b) The corresponding normalized
carrier–carrier pair-correlation function g¯λ(r). The pure correlated contribution
−1g¯λ(r) for F0 = 0.3 is shown as a shaded area. Inset: same data as in (b) up to
the first Friedel oscillation r = 26.6 nm together with the half-widths.
change the quantum droplet binding only by 3.3%, for the studied case. In other words, even a
large correlation hole 1gλ(r) cannot affect much the energetics of the quantum droplet, which
justifies the assumption of neglecting carrier–carrier correlations for quantum droplets.
6. Discussion
We have developed a systematic method to compute the pair-excitation energetics of many-
body states based on the correlation-function formulation of quasi-particles. In particular, we
have generalized the Wannier equation to compute the energy per excited electron–hole pair of
a many-body state probed by a weak pair excitation of a quasi-particle. As an unconventional
aspect, we determine the many-body state via the pair-correlation function g(r) and work out
the lower-order expectation values self-consistently, based on g(r), not the other way around.
As a major benefit, g(r) characterizes the many-body state and its energetics, which allows us
to identify the properties of different quasi-particles directly.
We have applied the scheme to study especially the energetics and properties of quantum
droplets as a new quasi-particle. Our computations show that the pair-excitation energetics of
quantum droplets has discrete bands that appear as sharp transitions. Additionally, each ring
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contains roughly one electron–hole pair and only quantum droplets with more than four rings,
i.e. electron–hole pairs are stable. We also show that the energy structure of quantum droplets
originates dominantly from electron–hole correlations because the carrier–carrier correlations
increase the binding energy of quantum droplets only slightly.
We also have checked that having a soft wall for the quantum droplet changes the energetics
only slightly. More specifically, we allowed the pair-correlation function to tunnel into the wall
region where it decayed exponentially, as is characteristic for a soft wall. For tunneling depths
of 5 nm, the binding energy of the electron–hole droplet decreases only by 1%. Therefore, the
explicit nature of the electron–hole confinement does not play a significant role for quantum
droplets.
The developed method can be used more generally to determine the characteristic quasi-
particle energies based on the correlation function. As further examples, we successfully analyze
the energetics of the degenerate Fermi gas and high-density excitons. We also have extended the
method to analyze coherent quasi-particles. As possible new directions, one can study different
pair-excitation schemes to analyze the role of, e.g. spin. In this connection, one expects to
detect bonding and antibonding branches for quasi-particles such as biexcitons. In general, the
approach is limited only by the user’s knowledge of the pair-correlation function. It also might
be interesting to develop the approach to the direction where quasi-particles are identified via N -
particle correlations to systematically analyze how the details of highly correlated states affect
the excitation energetics and the response in general.
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Appendix A. Connection of correlations and expectation values
We first analyze a normally ordered (N + 1)-particle expectation value
〈Nˆ + 1〉 ≡ 〈a†λ1,k1 . . . a
†
λN ,kN Nˆtot aλN ,kN . . . aλ1,k1〉 (A.1)
that contains the total number operator Nˆtot ≡
∑
k,λ a
†
λ,kaλ,k. Since Nˆtot contains all electronic
states, it produces
NˆtotρˆN =N ρˆN (A.2)
for all states ρˆN containing N carriers within all bands of the system. Since we may consider
only cases where the total number of carriers is conserved, we may limit the analysis to the
states ρˆN from here on.
By applying the commutator relation [Nˆtot, aλ,k]− =−aλ,k N times, equation (A.1)
becomes
〈Nˆ + 1〉 = −N 〈OˆN 〉+ 〈OˆN Nˆtot〉 with OˆN ≡ a†λ1,k1 . . . a
†
λN ,kN aλN ,kN . . . aλ1,k1 . (A.3)
Using the property (A.2), we find
〈OˆN Nˆtot〉 = Tr[OˆN NˆtotρˆN ] = Tr[OˆNN ρˆN ] =N 〈OˆN 〉. (A.4)
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By combining the result (A.4) with (A.1) and (A.3), we obtain a general reduction formula [34]
∑
k′,λ′
〈a†λ1,k1 . . . a
†
λN ,kN a
†
λ′,k′aλ′,k′aλN ,kN . . . aλ1,k1〉 = (N − N )〈OˆN 〉 (A.5)
that directly connects N and (N + 1)-particle expectation values.
For N = 1, equation (A.5) becomes∑
k′,λ′
〈a†λ,ka†λ′,k′aλ′,k′aλ,k〉 = (N − 1)〈a†λ,kaλ,k〉 . (A.6)
We then express the two-particle contribution exactly in terms of the Hartree–Fock factorization
[1] and the two-particle correlations (19) and assume homogeneous conditions where all
coherences vanish. By using a two-band model, equation (A.6) yields then
(
f ek −
1
2
)2
+
∑
k′
(
c
k−k′,k′,k
eh − c0,k
′,k
c,c;c,c
)
= 1
4
,
(A.7)(
f hk −
1
2
)2
+
∑
k′
(
c
k′−k,k,k′
eh − c0,k
′,k
v,v;v,v
)
= 1
4
for electrons (λ= c) and holes (λ= v), respectively. With the help of equation (21),
equation (A.7) casts into the form(
f ek −
1
2
)2
+ gk,k −
∑
k′
c
0,k′,k
c,c;c,c =
1
4
,
(
f hk −
1
2
)2
+ gk,k −
∑
k′
c
0,k′,k
v,v;v,v =
1
4
, (A.8)
that connects the density distributions with the pair-wise correlations.
Appendix B. Probe-induced quantities
To compute the probe-induced electron–hole density and polarization, we use the following
general properties of the displacement operator (7) [1, 15]:
D†[ψ]av,k D[ψ] = cos(ε |ψk|)av,k − e−iϕk sin(ε |ψk|)ac,k,
(B.1)
D†[ψ]ac,k D[ψ] = cos(ε |ψk|)ac,k + eiϕk sin(ε |ψk|)av,k.
Transformation (B.1) allows us to construct the density- and polarization-induced pair
excitations exactly. More specifically, we start from the expectation value
〈a†λ,kaλ′,k〉ψ ≡ Tr
[
a
†
λ,kaλ′,k Dˆ[ψ]ρˆMB Dˆ†[ψ]
]
= Tr
[
Dˆ†[ψ]a†λ,k Dˆ[ψ]Dˆ†[ψ]aλ′,k Dˆ[ψ]ρˆMB
]
,
(B.2)
where we have utilized cyclic permutations under the trace and the unitary of the displacement
operator (7).
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To compute the pair-excitation energy, we have to compute how all those single-particle
expectation values and two-particle correlations that appear in equation (18) are modified by
the pair excitation. By inserting transformation (B.1) into equation (B.2), we can express any
modified single-particle expectation value in terms of ε, ψk and fk. The change in density and
polarization becomes then
fk,ψ ≡ 〈a†c,kac,k〉ψ − f ek = 〈av,ka†v,k〉ψ − f hk = sin2(ε |ψk|)
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
,
(B.3)
Pk,ψ ≡ 〈a†v,kac,k〉ψ = eiϕk sin(ε |ψk|) cos(ε |ψk|)
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
,
respectively. Since the many-body state ρˆMB is probed by a weak laser pulse, we apply the
weak-excitation limit ε 1, producing
Pk,ψ =
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
ε ψk +O(ε
3), fk,ψ =
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
ε2 |ψk|2 +O(ε3) (B.4)
to the leading order.
Following the same derivation steps as above, we find that the pair excitations change the
electron–hole correlation by
c
q,k′,k
eh,ψ ≡1〈a†c,ka†v,k′ac,k′+qav,k−q〉ψ − cq,k
′,k
eh
= ε
[
c
−q,k,k′
v,v;v,c ψ
?
k +
(
c
−q,k′−q,k+q
v,v;v,c
)?
ψk′+q − c−q,k,k
′
v,c;c,c ψ
?
k−q −
(
c
−q,k′−q,k+q
v,c;c,c
)?
ψk′
]
+ ε2
[
c
−q+k−k′,k′,k
eh ψk′+qψ
?
k−q +
(
c
q−k+k′,k′−q,k+q
eh
)?
ψk′ψ
?
k
−12c
q,k′,k
eh
(|ψk|2 + |ψk′|2 + |ψk−q|2 + |ψk′+q|2) +cq,k′,kc,c;c,cψk′ψ?k−q + cq,k′,kv,v;v,vψk′+qψ?k
−cq,k′,kv,v;c,cψ?kψ?k−q −
(
c
−q,k′−q,k+q
v,v;c,c
)?
ψk′ψk′+q
]
+O(ε3) (B.5)
out of the initial many-body correlation cq,k
′,k
eh . Besides the correlations (19), equation (B.5)
contains also coherent two-particle correlations:
c
q,k′,k
v,c;c,c ≡1〈a†v,ka†c,k′ac,k′+qac,k−q〉, cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,c ≡1〈a†v,ka†v,k′av,k′+qac,k−q〉, (B.6)
c
q,k′,k
v,v;c,c ≡1〈a†v,ka†v,k′ac,k′+qac,k−q〉.
From these, cq,k
′,k
v,c;c,c and c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,c describe correlations between polarization and density while
c
q,k′,k
v,v;c,c corresponds to the coherent biexciton amplitude. Therefore, also the coherent two-
particle correlations (B.6) contribute to the pair-excitation spectroscopy even though they do
not influence the initial many-body energy (18). The remaining cq,k′,kc,c;c,c and cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v transform
analogously. With the help of equations (B.4)–(B.5) we can then construct exactly the energy
change (32) induced by the pair-wise excitations.
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Appendix C. Generalized Wannier equation with coherences
As the exact relations (B.4) and (B.5) are inserted to the system energy (32), we obtain the
pair-excitation energy exactly
Epro[ψ] = E cohpro [ψ] + E incpro[ψ] +O(ε3),
E cohpro ≡ 2ε
∑
k
[
E˜kRe[Pkψ?k]−
∑
k′
Vk−k′
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
Re[Pk′ψ?k] + Re[0kψ?k]
]
−2ε2
∑
k,k′
Vk−k′
(
Re[Pk Pk′ψ?k(ψ?k′ −ψ?k)]−Re[Pk P?k′]|ψk|2 + Re[Pk′ P?kψkψ?k′]
)
+ε2
∑
k,k′,q
Vq Re
[(
c
q,k′−q,k+q
v,v;c,c + c
q,k′,k
v,v;c,c − 2cq,k
′−q,k
v,v;c,c
)
ψ?kψ
?
k′
]
,
E incpro ≡ ε2
∑
k
E¯k|ψk|2 − ε2
∑
k,k′
V¯ effk,k′ψkψ
?
k′ + ε
2
∑
k,k′,q
Vq
(
c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,cψkψ
?
k−q + c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,vψk−qψ
?
k
)
,
(C.1)
where we have divided Epro[ψ] into coherent (coh) and incoherent (inc) contributions. The
coherent contribution E cohpro [ψ] includes
0k ≡
∑
k′,q,λ
Vq
[
c
q,k′,k
v,λ;λ,c −
(
c
q,k′,k
c,λ;λ,v
)?]
(C.2)
that is exactly the same as the microscopically described Coulomb scattering term in the
semiconductor Bloch equations [15]. The incoherent part E incpro[ψ] and the coherent energy
contain different renormalized kinetic energies
E¯k ≡ E˜k
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
+
∑
k′,q
Vq Re
[
c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c + c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v
]
+
∑
k′,q
Vk′+q−k
(
Re
[
c
q,k′,k
eh
]
+ Re
[
c
−q,k,k′
eh
])
,
(C.3)
E˜k =
h¯2k2
2µ
−
∑
k′
Vk−k′
( f ek′ + f hk′) ,
respectively. We also have identified the effective Coulomb matrix element
V¯ effk,k′ ≡
(
1− f ek − f hk
)
Vk−k′
(
1− f ek′ − f hk′
)−∑
k′,q
Vk−k′
(
c
q,k′−q,k
eh + c
q,k′,k+q
eh
)
−
∑
k′,q
Vq
(
c
q,k′−q,k
eh + c
q,k′,k+q
eh − cq,k
′−q,k+q
eh − cq,k
′,k
eh
)
(C.4)
that contains the unscreened Coulomb interaction together with the phase-space filling
contribution (1− f ek − f hk ) and electron–hole correlations cq,k
′,k
eh .
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We then minimize the energy functional (C.1) as described in section 2 to find a condition
for the ground-state excitations. As a result, we obtain
scoh + εEcoh[ψ] + εEinc[ψ] = εEλψk,
scoh ≡ E˜k Pk −
(
1− f ek − f hk
)∑
k′
Vk−k′ Pk′ +0k,
Ecoh[ψ] ≡ 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′
(
Pk Pk′ψ?k + Re[Pk P?k′]ψk
)− 2∑
k′
Vk−k′
(
Pk Pk′ψ?k′ + Pk P
?
k′ψk′
) (C.5)
+
∑
k′,q
Vq
(
c
q,k′,k
v,v;c,c − cq,k
′,k+q
v,v;c,c
) (
ψ?k′ −ψ?k′+q
)
,
Einc[ψ] ≡ E¯kψk −
∑
k′
V¯ effk,k′ψk′ +
∑
k′,q
Vq
(
c
q,k′,k+q
c,c;c,c ψk+q + c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,vψk−q
)
.
We see that the presence of coherences generates the coherent source term scoh to the generalized
Wannier equation which is the dominant contribution in equation (C.5). However, since scoh
corresponds exactly to the homogeneous part of the semiconductor Bloch equations [15], it
vanishes for stationary Pk. Therefore, the ground state of excitation must satisfy the generalized
Wannier equation
Ecoh[ψ] + Einc[ψ] = Eλψk. (C.6)
In the main part, we analyze the pair excitations of incoherent many-body systems such that
Ecoh[ψ] is not present.
Appendix D. Self-consistent exciton solver
To find the wavefunction φ1s,k and the electron–hole distribution fk that satisfy the ordinary
density-dependent Wannier equation (40) and the conservation law (27), we define a gap
equation as in [35]
1k ≡
∑
k′
Vk−k′φ1s,k′, k ≡
1
2
(
E˜k − E1s
)
, k =
√
2k +1
2
k. (D.1)
As a result, we obtain the integral equations
φ1s,k =
1
2
1k
k
, fk = 12
(
1− k
k
)
(D.2)
which simultaneously satisfy the ordinary density-dependent Wannier equation (40) and the
conservation law (27). Equations (D.1) and (D.2) are solved numerically by using the iteration
steps
1
(n+1)
k =
∑
k′
Vk−k′φ(n)1s,k′, 
(n+1)
k =
1
2
(
h¯2k2
2µ
− E1s
)
,

(n+1)
k =
√
(
(n+1)
k )
2 + (1(n+1)k )
2, (D.3)
φ
(n+1)
1s,k =
1
2
1
(n+1)
k

(n+1)
k
, f (n+1)k =
1
2
(
1− 
(n+1)
k

(n+1)
k
)
.
One typically needs 40 iteration steps to reach convergence.
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Appendix E. Number of correlated electron–hole pairs within droplet
To compute the number of correlated pairs within the droplet close to the transition, we start
from the quantum droplet pair-correlation function defined by (41). Since the decay constant κ
is negligible small after each transition, see section 4.2, we set κ = 0 in equation (41), yielding
φ(r)= J0
(
xn
r
R
)
θ(R− r). (E.1)
The correlated electron–hole density is then given by [15]
1n ≡
∫
d2r 1g(r)= 2pig20
∫ R
0
dr r |J0(xn
r
R
)|2 = pig20 R2[J1(xn)]2, (E.2)
where we have introduced polar coordinates and used the properties of the Bessel functions [36]
in the last step.
To determine the parameter g0 as function of the ring number n and the droplet radius R,
we compute the Fourier transformation of g0φ(r), producing
g0φk = g0
∫
d2r φ(r) e−ik·r = 2pig0
∫ R
0
dr r J0(kr)J0
(
xn
r
R
)
, (E.3)
where we have again introduced polar coordinates and identified J0(kr)=
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 dθ e
ikr cos θ [36]. For a maximally excited quantum droplet state, the maximum of
g0φk is max[g0φk] = 12 , based on the discussion in section 4. At the same time, the integral in
equation (E.3) is maximized for k = xn/R. By applying the orthogonality of Bessel functions,
we obtain
max[g0φk] = pig0 R2[J1(xn)]2 = 12 , (E.4)
such that g0 can be written as
g0 =
[
2piR2 [J1(xn)]2
]−1
. (E.5)
By inserting equation (E.5) into equation (E.2) and multiplication of 1n with the droplet area
Sdrop ≡ piR2, the number of correlated pairs within the droplet close to the transition becomes
1N ≡ piR21n = 1
4[J1(xn)]2
. (E.6)
This formula predicts that quantum droplets contain 1N = 3.4, 4.6 and 5.9 correlated
electron–hole pairs for n = 3, 4 and 5 rings, respectively. For ring numbers larger than n = 10,
1N approaches 1.2 n.
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Quantum droplets of electrons and holes
A. E. Almand-Hunter1,2, H. Li1, S. T. Cundiff1,2, M. Mootz3, M. Kira3 & S. W. Koch3
Interactingmany-body systems are characterized by stable configu-
rations of objects—ranging from elementary particles to cosmologi-
cal formations1–3—thatalsoactasbuildingblocks formorecomplicated
structures. It is often possible to incorporate interactions in theo-
retical treatments of crystalline solids by introducing suitable qua-
siparticles that have an effective mass, spin or charge4,5 which in
turn affects the material’s conductivity, optical response or phase
transitions2,6,7. Additional quasiparticle interactionsmay also create
strongly correlated configurations yieldingnewmacroscopic phenom-
ena, such as the emergence of a Mott insulator8, superconductivity
or the pseudogap phase of high-temperature superconductors9–11.
In semiconductors, a conduction-band electron attracts a valence-
band hole (electronic vacancy) to create a bound pair, known as an
exciton12,13, which is yet another quasiparticle. Two excitons may
alsobind together togivemolecules, often referred toasbiexcitons14,
and evenpolyexcitonsmay exist15,16. In indirect-gap semiconductors
such as germanium or silicon, a thermodynamic phase transition
may produce electron–hole droplets whose diameter can approach
the micrometre range17,18. In direct-gap semiconductors such as
galliumarsenide, the exciton lifetime is too short for such a thermo-
dynamic process. Instead, different quasiparticle configurations
are stabilized dominantly by many-body interactions, not by ther-
malization. The resulting non-equilibrium quantum kinetics is so
complicated that stable aggregates containing threeormoreCoulomb-
correlated electron–hole pairs remain mostly unexplored. Here we
study such complex aggregates and identify a new stable configura-
tion of charged particles that we call a quantum droplet. This con-
figuration exists in a plasma and exhibits quantization owing to its
small size. It is charge neutral and contains a small number of par-
ticles with a pair-correlation function that is characteristic of a
liquid. We present experimental and theoretical evidence for the
existence of quantum droplets in an electron–hole plasma created
in a gallium arsenide quantum well by ultrashort optical pulses.
The new quasiparticle that we call a quantum droplet has a pair-
correlation function that is characteristic of a liquid; thus it is a droplet
andnot a polyexciton.However, it contains a small number of electron–
hole pairs and the pair-correlation function exhibits the effects of quan-
tization; thus it is distinct from a macroscopic droplet. It can form via
Coulomb interaction in direct-gap semiconductors such as gallium
arsenide (GaAs) on an ultrafast timescale, long before a thermodyn-
amic equilibrium is reached. To be stable, a quantumdroplet’s binding
energy must be higher than that of other quasiparticles, including
excitons and biexcitons. Figure 1a sketches the hierarchy of the most
relevant quasiparticle states in semiconductors. As for any liquid-like
state, we expect quantumdroplets to emerge only above a certain density
threshold. Because quantumdroplets should have discrete eigenenergies,
it should be possible to detect quantum beats in suitable time-resolved
experiments. Such quantum-dynamic evolution is absent for thermo-
dynamic transitions.
Wepresent experimental evidence forquantumelectron–holedroplets
in the absorption spectrumof aGaAs quantumwell that has been excited
by an ultrafast laser pulse. Absorption of light from the excitation pulse
creates electron–hole pairs with a density that increasesmonotonically
with the pulse intensity and puts the system in a non-equilibrium state.
Thus, the number of injected quasiparticles can be controlled by the
excitation-pulse intensity and additionally by the photon energy. If the
excitation is tuned well above the exciton resonance, it initially gener-
ates an electron–hole plasma thatmay evolve into excitons only via rela-
tively slow equilibration19. If the excitation is resonantwith the exciton,
it is rapidly converted into a mixture of excitons and electron–hole
plasma20 and only further equilibration may then bind excitons into
biexcitons14. However, biexcitons can be generated more efficiently by
tuning the photon energy below that of the exciton in order to match
the biexciton binding.
In our experiments, absorption spectra are recorded using a weak
time-delayedprobepulse that is spectrally resolved after passing through
the sample (see Supplementary Information). Thepump–probedelayDt
is defined as the temporal separation of pump and probe pulse centres.
ForDt. 0, the pump pulse arrives at the sample before the probe pulse.
The absorption spectra at a fixed pump–probe delay of Dt5 2 ps are
shown in Fig. 1b as a function of probe-photon energy and number of
photons in thepumppulse,Npump.Wequote thephotonnumberbecause
the number of generated quasiparticles is not necessarily linearly pro-
portional toNpump owing to saturation effects, and because themixture
of quasiparticles varies20withNpump. At very low excitation density, the
absorption spectrum shows a clear heavy-hole exciton resonance 9meV
below the bandgap (not shown) that also defines an exciton’s binding
1JILA, University of Colorado and National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440, USA. 2Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0390,
USA. 3Department of Physics, Philipps-University Marburg, Renthof 5, 35032 Marburg, Germany.
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Figure 1 | Quasiparticles in classical spectroscopy. a, Schematic
quasiparticles in direct-gap semiconductors. Open circles, holes; grey filled
circles, electrons. See text for details. b, Measured absorption spectra as a
function of the number of photons in the pump pulse,Npump, for pump–probe
delay Dt5 2 ps; the pump and probe have opposite circular polarization.
The dark (white) colours denote the regions with strong (weak) absorption
(see colour scale; peak absorption is normalized to one); the transparent yellow
shaded areas with black lines on top show actual spectra corresponding to
Npump5 2.83 10
6 (lower) and Npump5 9.53 10
6 (upper). The dashed lines
indicate the shifts of the resonances, Bv defines the photon energy, E1s,0 is the
low-density exciton energy, and Ebind denotes the binding energy.
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energy with respect to the electron–hole plasma. For increasing pump
intensity, the Coulomb renormalizationsmove the bandgap to a lower
energy2. At the same time, the exciton binding energy is reduced due to
the weakening of the Coulomb interaction by screening21 and Pauli
blocking of low-energy states. Interplay of these three effects yields an
overall blue shift of the exciton energy, as expected20,22,23.
Additionally, a second resonance appears below the exciton resonance
for pump strengths exceeding 1.53 106photons. The binding energy of
this state,Ebind, is definedwith respect to the exciton resonance (arrow
in Fig. 1b). It has a value of just over 2meV at low excitation levels and
grows to about 3meV asNpump increases. Because excitonsmay lower
their energy by forming a molecule, one expects Ebind to indicate the
existence of a bound biexciton state. However, this assignment con-
flicts with the increase of Ebind with elevated Npump because the biex-
citon’s binding energy should track the exciton’s binding energy. In
other words, the biexcitonic Ebind should decrease as the Coulomb
interaction weakens at elevated Npump. Furthermore, we see that the
second resonance remainsmuchmorepronounced than thehigh-Npump
exciton resonance. We have confirmed the increase of Ebind as a func-
tion ofNpump not only by using another sample but also by using a dif-
ferent experimental technique, two-dimensional Fourier transform
spectroscopy, which produces more detailed information about the
quasiparticles24, as presented in Supplementary Information.
Because the behaviour of Ebind is inconsistent with the low-energy
resonance remainingbiexcitonic, it is reasonable to surmise that although
this resonance initially corresponds to the biexciton, it cannot be due
to the biexciton at higher excitation levels, but rather must be due to
the excitation of a different quasiparticle, whichwe hypothesize to be a
quantum droplet. To test this assignment, we analyse the properties of
the experimentally detected resonance and check if they are consistent
with a many-body state where electrons and holes form a liquid con-
finedwithin a small droplet with radiusR. As the principal hallmark of
liquids, the particle-position correlations form a ring pattern where the
ring separationcorresponds roughly to theaverageparticle separation25–27.
This fundamental property can be formulated using the pair-correlation
function g(r)5 rerh1Dg(r) that determines the conditional distribu-
tion of electronswhena hole is at the origin and vice versa. The product
of electron and hole densities,rerh, describes the evenly spread plasma
contribution in a homogeneous system. The quasiparticle clusters are
determined by the correlated part,Dg(r), that contains the rdependence.
A quantum droplet has a well-defined radius R such that the Dg(r)
correlation vanishes for distances greater than R. Physically, a quan-
tum droplet can be viewed as a correlation bubble that is held together
by the Fermi pressure created by the surrounding high-density plasma.
Because electron–hole pairs are quantum confined inside a bubble, the
pairwavefunction exhibits a standingwavewithin a circular shell because
the quantum well is two-dimensional. Therefore, for simplicity, we start
by assuming that the droplet has a hard shell at r5R and implement a
standing-wave ansatz Dg(r)5 jg0w(r)j
2 defined by
w(r)~J0 xn
r
R
 
e{krh(R{r) ð1Þ
where xn is the nth zero of the Bessel function J0(x), k is an additional
decay constant, the Heaviside h(x) function confines Dg(r) inside the
shell, and g0 determines the strength of the correlations. As discussed
in the Supplementary Information, the specific (g0, k,R) values also fix
reh; re5rh within the quantum droplet. We adjust the density to
match the external reh of the plasma, and fix k and g0 coefficients for a
given carrier density when the droplet has radius R and n rings.
Figure 2a illustrates the pair-correlation function g(r) of a quantum
droplet with R5 91 nm, n5 4, and electron–hole density reh5 2.5
3 1010 cm22. The shell of the droplet is indicated by the cylinder. Out-
side the shell, g(r) has a constant valuererh (grey area) andDg(r) (yellow
area) is non-zero only within the shell. Here, Dg(r) has four rings,
including the central part that appears because the electrons and holes
attract each other. This behaviour is different from typical liquids that
show a correlation hole at the centre of g(r) (refs 25–27) because par-
ticles in a typical liquid repel each other at short distances.
To determine the energetics of quantum droplets, we generalize the
Wannier equation13,28 to compute the energyper electron–holepairprobed
by an infinitesimally weak pair excitation when the system initially con-
tains an n-ring quantum droplet (see Supplementary Information). The
red solid lines in Fig. 2b define the highest Ebind as a function of reh
found among quantum droplets with a different number of rings. The
dashed curves continue the energy dispersion of the n-ring droplet for
higher densities where it is no longer the lowest-energy state. In general,
we always find a discrete droplet–energy relation where new energy
levels appear as sharp transitionswhen reh is increased; allowed energy
ranges are indicated by the shaded bands. Because each jump in the
ground state Ebind increases n by one, the number of rings also defines
the quantum number for the discrete energy levels. We show in Sup-
plementary Information that quantumdroplets confined inside a finite
wall produce essentially the same energetics as the hard-wall ansatz,
equation (1); we also find that the skin depth of the quantum droplet’s
edge is then 7 nm, which is comparable with the exciton Bohr radius
of aB5 12 nm, whereas the quantum-droplet radius itself is roughly 8
times larger than aB.
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Figure 2 | Quantum droplet properties. a, Computed g(r) of a quantum
droplet having radius R5 91 nm, n5 4 and reh;re5rh5 2.53 10
10 cm22.
The cylinder represents the droplet shell, the correlated part (Dg(r)) is indicated
by a yellow area, and the grey area corresponds to the plasma (rerh).
b, Computed binding energy as a function of reh. Energy dispersion for each
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becomes the lowest-energy state; the white line continues the 6-ring Ebind. The
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the ground-state bands. The filled circle defines the binding energy for the
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The relative excitation level can be estimated from the Pauli-blocking
(or the phase-space filling) factor of the zero-momentumelectrons and
holes in the excitonic system. It is unity at vanishing density and 0.41
(0.32) when the n5 4 (6)-ring quantum droplet emerges. Therefore,
the exciton resonance is already strongly broadened in Fig. 1b, indi-
cating that the quantum rings appear at elevated electron–hole densi-
ties reh. This conclusion is consistent with the need for a sufficiently
large Fermi pressure to create conditions favourable for the correlation
bubbles surrounded by the plasma. As shown in Supplementary Infor-
mation, we also find that the n-ring quantum droplet has essentially n
electron–hole pairs just after the sharp transition in theEbind–rehdiagram.
Both themagnitude and excitation-induced increase of the calculated
quantum-droplet binding energy agree with the experimental results
presented in Fig. 1b. However, the calculated Ebind shows a series of
abrupt jumps whenever a ring is added. As such jumps are not directly
evident in the experimental results, we reanalyse the data through dif-
ferential absorptionDa that excels at revealing the effect ofmany-body
correlations. However, a simple differential absorption Daclass (with
respect to classical changes in the pump) monitors all effects down to
the single-particle level2, whichmasks the effect of the individualmany-
body states. To overcome this obstacle, we use the projection protocol
described in ref. 23 todirectly access the effect of the distinctmany-body
states via the projected differential absorptionDaMB. Technically, one
only needs tomeasure the quantum-well absorption for a large ensem-
ble ofNpump values, as is done in Fig. 1b, and apply the projection pro-
tocol togenerateDaMB that becomesadifferential to thequantum-optical
fluctuations in the pump source23. As elaborated in the Supplemen-
tary Information, we follow this protocol and projectDaMB to ‘slanted’
Schro¨dinger cat states that are superpositions of two different coherent
states with unequal amplitudes. The resulting DaMB is designed (see
Supplementary Information) to access the response from many-body
correlations involving three or more electron–hole pairs. Therefore,
one gains a significant enhancement of sensitivity to highly correlated
quasiparticles when analysing DaMB instead of Daclass.
A contour plot of theDaMB spectra generated from the experimental
results is presented in Fig. 3a as a function of Npump and Ebind for
Dt5 16 ps. The binding energy is defined with respect to the Npump-
dependent 1s energy. Spectra at three different values ofNpump, indicated
by the circles, are shaded. For low Npump, there is a clear resonance at
the biexciton energy (horizontal line). The position of the biexciton
resonance is stationary, in contrast to the experimental results presented
in Fig. 1b. However, the resonance jumps abruptly atNpump5 1.33 10
6
whilemaintaining its width. AsNpump is increased further, we find two
more sharp transitions at Npump5 3.53 10
6 and 5.03 106 such that
three quantized energy levels are resolved.More specifically, these energy
levels haveEbind that exceeds the biexciton binding by 0.9meV, 1.60meV
or 2.4meV.
The shaded bands in Fig. 3a indicate each quantized energy level,
deduced from the computation in Fig. 2b. The positions of the mea-
sured quantized energy levels agree well with the calculated energies
for the 4-ring, 5-ring and 6 (7)-ring quantum droplets, which is con-
sistent with the assignment of the low-energy resonance to quantum
droplets at excitation levels above Npump5 1.33 10
6. Also, the pre-
dicted merging of 6- and 7-ring features seems to appear in DaMB (see
Supplementary Information), even though our signal-to-noise ratio
starts to deteriorate in this weak absorption range. Quantum droplets
with two and three rings (not shown) have a binding energy smaller
than the biexciton,whichmake themundetectable in the cross-circular
pump–probe measurement. Because the quantum droplets are highly
correlated, these quantized levels becomeclearly visible only in theDaMB
spectra that are sensitive to three-pair effects and beyond. Classical
spectroscopy cannot resolve the individual quantum droplet levels as
seen in Fig. 1b. Instead, quantumdroplets appear in classical spectra as
a gradual increase in Ebind, because classical light yields a mixture of
biexcitons and quantumdroplets via Coulomb and phonon scattering2,
preventing sharp resonances.
We also show in Supplementary Information that the quantum-
droplet levels cannot be explained by polyexcitons. More specifically,
we have performed a control measurement in which the generation of
polyexcitons is excluded owing to antibonding of the excited states,
and yet the control measurement produces identical quantum-droplet
bands. Hence, the constituents of quantum droplets are not excitons,
but collectively bound electron–hole complexes. We note that a poly-
exciton is also forbidden in direct-gap systems at low densities29.
To track the quantum dynamics of quantum droplets, we measure
and generateDaMB as a function of the pump–probe delayDt. Because
each value of Dt labels an independentNpump-measurement ensemble
that is projected into DaMB, the Dt dependence of DaMB reveals the
quantum dynamics of the quantum droplets independently from the
pure energetics deduced from the Npump dependence alone (Fig. 3a).
The accuracy of the DaMB projection is 6% from the spectral peak
height. Figure 3b shows theDt dependence ofDaMB spectra for a fixed
Npump5 3.8310
6. The spectral peak is first createdat the4-ringquantum
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Figure 3 | Detection of quantum droplets via quantum spectroscopy.
a, Contour plot of DaMB (on colour scale) as a function of Npump and Ebind.
The dark (white) contours indicate the regions with large (small) increase in
DaMB. The biexciton Ebind (horizontal line) matches the low-density binding in
Fig. 1b. Grey shaded horizontal bands denote the computed energy ranges of
4-, 5-, 6- and 7-ring droplets. The yellow areas with black traces show DaMB
at Npump5 1.03 10
6 (left, open circle), 2.63 106 (middle, red sphere) and
4.23 106 (right, blue sphere). b, Temporal evolution of DaMB for
Npump5 3.83 10
6. Grey shaded horizontal bands denote the 4- and 5-ring
bands. Inset, Fourier-transformed DaMB at Ebind5 3.3meV (horizontal yellow
line in b). The vertical grey shaded rectangle determines the expected range for
4–5 ring splitting.
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droplet energyand it thenmovesvertically towards the5-ringenergy.This
is followed by oscillations that are also visible in a horizontal cut at
fixed Ebind5 3.3meV (horizontal thick yellow line), as a function of
time. The Fourier transform of this horizontal cut is presented in the
inset, where the vertical shaded area indicates the expected transition
energy range between the 4- and 5-ring states, based on Fig. 2b. The
DaMB resonance not only oscillates between the 4- and 5-ring droplets,
but the oscillation frequency matches the energy splitting between
these levels. The observed quantumbeats provide independent evidence
for the existence of quantum droplets with discrete energy states.
The DaMB dynamics provide further insight into the properties of
the quantum droplets. Three-photon correlations create the quantum
droplet essentially instantly, as seen in Fig. 3b from the immediate emer-
gence of the resonance at the first quantized level just afterDt5 0. The
results also show that the quantum droplet has a lifetime of roughly
25 ps. These transient features, as well as the quantum beats, cannot
appear for thermodynamic transitions.
Althoughwe cannotdirectlymeasureDaMBbecause suitable quantum-
light sources do not yet exist, the projected measurements analysed in
Fig. 3b suggest that onemight still detect the quantum-droplet beats as
a function of pump–probe delay directly in absorption measurements
at an appropriate excitation level. Furthermore, we can enhance the
effect of higher-order correlations bymeasuring the differentialDaclass
due to modulation of the pump intensity, rather than just the absorp-
tion itself. Thedetails of the experiment are given in the Supplementary
Information. The measured values of Daclass at the first quantum-
droplet energy are shown inFig. 4.Wenote pronouncedbeats thatmatch
the splitting between the 4- and 5-ring droplets, and also note beats that
match the splitting between the 4- and 6-ring droplets, providing fur-
ther independent evidence for the existence of quantum droplets. The
simultaneouspresence ofmultiple droplet resonances is also consistent
with the incapability of the classical spectroscopy to resolve the indi-
vidual quantum-droplet states. In the Supplementary Information, we
report an additional control measurement that we have performed,
where we study quantum droplets at 70K, which is expected to be a
high enough temperature that the quantumdroplets are ionized by pho-
non scattering. We find that the 70K measurement indeed does not
produce quantum droplets.
Because a quantum droplet of electrons and holes has amicroscopic
size, quantized energy and quantized transitions, we suggest this new
quasiparticle be called simply a dropleton. Conceptually, a dropleton
is in between a quantum version of the Thomson atom30 and the real
multi-electron atom, because the positive charge is not uniform, as in
the Thomson atom, but is localized around the electrons, although it is
not as extremely localized as in an atomic nucleus due to the strong
force. Our analysis shows that the individual dropleton levels can be
accessed using ultrafast light pulses whose quantum fluctuations are
tailored tomatch the particle correlations within the dropleton. Owing
to the dropleton’s relatively long life time, it appears to be stable enough
for systematic studies on interactions between quantum light and highly
correlated matter states.
METHODS SUMMARY
Weexcite various quasiparticles in theGaAs quantumwell by varying the intensity
of an ultrafast high-quality pump pulse. The resulting quasiparticles are charac-
terized bymeasuring linear absorptionwith aweak probe pulse that is delayedwith
respect to the pump. This part of the process records a systematic set of high-
precision absorption spectra as a function of pump intensity, for each fixed pump–
probe delay. The high precision of ourmeasurements allows each of these sets to be
independently projected into a differential absorption spectrum with respect to
changesonly in thepump field’s three-photon fluctuations.Weuse anexperimentally
robust protocol demonstrated in ref. 23. As the central feature of quantum-optical
spectroscopy2, such a differential absorption is exclusively sensitive to correlations
of three electron–hole pairs excited in the system.Consequently,we can thendirectly
follow how correlations among three electron–hole pairs evolve, which allows us
to detect quasiparticles that remain virtually hidden to classical spectroscopies.
The Supplementary Information elaborates both the experimental set-up and the
exact projection algorithm used.
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We present here the details of our theoretic approach and experiments we apply to detect dropletons, i.e. quantum
droplets of electrons and holes. More explicitly, we go through the relevant details of our spectrally resolved transient
absorption setup and present our pre-pulse 2DFT spectroscopy measurements in Sec. I. In Secs. II – V, we then
introduce the mathematical form of the slanted Schro¨dingers cat state and explain how it directly accesses three-
particle correlations of quasi-particles when we utilize the framework of quantum-optical spectroscopy. In Sec. VI, we
explain how we compute the excitation spectrum of dropletons as functional of their pair-correlation function. The
control measurements are also presented in Sec. VII in order to show that dropletons are genuine plasma configurations,
not polyexcitons, and that dropletons ionize at elevated temperatures.
I. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Experiments were performed on two multiple quantum well (QW) samples. Both samples contained GaAs QWs
with Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers, where both wells and barriers are 10 nm thick. These barriers are sufficiently thick that the
individual QWs are quantum mechanically isolated. The sample used for the spectrally resolved transient absorption
experiments contained 10 QWs, whereas the one used for two-dimensional coherent spectroscopy contained only 4
QWs. The lower number of wells was used to reduce the peak absorption and the resulting distortion of the 2D
spectra.
Both samples were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. A buffer layer of GaAs is grown on a GaAs substrate to
create a smooth growth front, followed by as stop-etch layer. After the stop etch layer, a 300 nm GaAs bulk layer is
grown restore a smooth growth front. This layer is followed by a 300 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier and then either 4 or 10
periods of alternating 10 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As and 10 nm GaAs layers. A final 300 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier is followed by
a 10 nm GaAs capping layer to prevent oxidation. Both samples are mounted on a sapphire disk, and the substrate
removed by a combination of mechanical grinding and chemical etching.
To determine the resolution limits due to disorder, we make use of our earlier work in Ref.S1, where we found that
an equivalent sample has a heavy-hole 1s-exciton linewidth of 0.75meV (half-width half-maximum). A quantitative
experiment-theory comparison revealed that half of the linewidth originates from the radiative decay, such that the
disorder related dephasing in our sample is less than 0.4meV. This is confirmed in complementary 2D spectroscopy that
deduced 0.45 inhomogeneous line for this type of sampleS2. Since the inhomogeneous linewidth does not depend on
the excitation powerS3, the excitation-induced effects in the dropleton investigations cannot be generated by disorder
effects. Instead, disorder can blur the detected excitation-induced features. However, disorder does not influence
the identification of the dropleton resonances, because the dropleton’s quantization energy of roughly 0.7meV is far
greater than the upper limit (0.4meV) of disorder blurring. Thus the dropleton resonances can be clearly resolved.
For both measurements, the sample is cooled to 10 K in a cold-finger cryostat. At this temperature, the heavy-hole
(HH) 1s resonance is approximately 9meV below the gap at 1546.7meV.
A. Spectrally Resolved Transient Absorption
We measure the spectrally resolved response of the sample to classical (coherent state) excitation with a pump–
probe absorption setup. The pump and probe come from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser with the spectrum centered
around the HH 1s resonance (see Fig. S2(a)). The pulses have an approximately Gaussian temporal profile with a
temporal width of 320 fs for the pump, and 160 fs for the probe (see Fig. S2(b)).
Figure S1 shows the layout of the experiment. A beamsplitter divides the laser output into a strong pump pulse
and weak probe pulse. With a pulse shaper, the pump pulse is filtered to narrow the spectrum around the HH 1s
resonance. This spectral filtering helps to avoid exciting population at the light-hole (LH) resonances, higher-order
HH resonances, and continuum. The number of photons in the pump pulse is set with a computer-controlled variable
attenuator, then the polarization is set with a half-wave plate and quarter-wave plate in series. To monitor the pump,
part of the pump beam is picked off and sent to a biased photodiode, which is calibrated to convert average photodiode
voltage to the number of photons in each pump pulse. Finally, the pump is focused to a 100µm spot on the sample.
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Figure S1: Setup for spectrally resolved transient absorption measurement. The 160 fs pulse from a mode-locked
Ti:Sapphire laser is split into a strong pump pulse and a weak probe pulse. The pump pulse is filtered to narrow the spectrum
around the heavy-hole (HH) 1s resonance. A computer-controlled attenuator sets the average pump power. Both the pump
pulse and the probe pulse pass through wave plates to produce arbitrary polarization states. A small portion of the pump
beam is monitored with a calibrated photodiode.
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Figure S2: Spectral and time-domain characterization of pump and probe. (a) Pump spectrum (orange, filled) and
probe spectrum (blue) measured directly by scanning the grating of a monochromator. Quantum-well absorption spectrum
(dashed red) shown for comparison. The laser spectrum has a full width half max (FWHM) of 12.0meV, and the wings of
the pump spectrum are filtered out, as shown, to avoid exciting the light-hole (LH) exciton or the electron–hole continuum.
(b) Intensity cross correlation of pump and probe measured directly (gray, filled) and calculated via Fourier transform of the
pump and probe spectra, assuming no chirp (dashed red). The close fit shows that the pulses are nearly transform limited.
The transform-limited temporal FWHM is 320 fs for the pump, and 160 fs for the probe.
The probe pulse is delayed with a mechanical stage, its polarization set using waveplates, and focused to a 10 µm
spot on the sample. The probe spot size is much smaller than the pump so that it measures the absorption for a
region with reasonably uniform excitation density. For this experiment, the pump and probe have opposite circular
polarizations. The probe is spectrally resolved after the sample.
For detection, the pump and probe beams are chopped at different frequencies, ωPUMP and ωPROBE, and the signal
split to two lock-in amplifiers referenced to ωPROBE and ωSUM = ωPUMP+ωPROBE. In real time, linear combinations
of the ωPROBE and ωSUM signals are taken to recover the probe spectrum with and without the pump present. The
spectrum without the pump is compared to careful absorption measurements taken with the pump blocked. This
comparison gives a conversion factor to calibrate the absorption spectra, with the pump present, in absolute units.
B. Differential Spectrally Resolved Transient Absorption
We also use the transient-absorption setup to measure differential transmission due to a small change in the number
of photons in the classical (coherent state) pump pulse. The results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 4 of the main
text. We modulate the pump amplitude at 500 Hz using an AOM, and then detect the resulting probe transmission
at a specific wavelength with a photodiode and lock-in amplifier referenced to the 500 Hz modulation signal.
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3To understand the signal measured by the lock-in amplifier in this setup, we express the modulated pump photon
number in terms of mean pump photon number N¯PU, modulation amplitude N
(0)
PU, and modulation frequency ωPU:
NPU(t) ≡ N¯PU + δNPU(t)
= N¯PU +N
(0)
PU cos(ωPUt).
(1)
Assuming the probe transmittance is an analytic function of the pump photon number,
T (NPU) = T (N¯PU) +
dT
dN¯PU
δNPU +
d2T
dN¯2PU
δN2PU +O(δN3PU), (2)
the signal sent from the photodiode to the lock-in amplifier is,
VPD(t) ∝ NPRT [NPU(t)]
= NPR
(
T (N¯PU) +
dT
dN¯PU
N
(0)
PU cos(ωPUt)
+
d2T
dN¯2PU
(N
(0)
PU cos(ωPUt))
2 +O[(N (0)PU cos(ωPUt))3]
)
.
(3)
The lock-in amplifier selects the component of this signal that oscillates at ωPU:
Vlock-in(t) ∝ NPRN (0)PU
dT
dN¯PU
. (4)
Thus, the signal measured by the lock-in amplifier is proportional to dT/dN¯PU, the first derivative of the probe
transmission with respect to pump photon number. Since we are only looking for oscillations in this value with
respect to probe time delay, we have not calibrated this value in absolute units.
C. Two-dimensional coherent spectroscopy with pre-pulse excitation
As we discuss in the main text, the transient absorption data show an unexpected red shift in the biexciton binding
energy. To verify this and obtain more detailed information, we performed a similar experiment using two-dimensional
Fourier transform (2DFT) spectroscopyS3 in place of the weak probe pulse. In 2DFT spectroscopy, a sequence of
three pulses is used to create a coherent third-order nonlinear optical signal. This signal is then Fourier transformed
with respect to the time delay between the first two pulses, giving the absorption energy, and with respect to the time
after the third pulse, giving emission energy. By spreading the spectrum over both absorption and emission energy,
2DFT spectroscopy can disentangle congested spectra, separate homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening, identify
coherent coupling between resonances and identify microscopic many-body processes.
The pulse sequence for pre-pulse two-dimensional coherent spectroscopy is shown in Fig. S3. After the sample is
optically excited by the pre pulse, 2DFT spectroscopy is performed with the remaining three pulses to probe the
optical response of the excited many-body state in the sample. The pre pulse is spectrally shaped to excite only on
the HH excitonic resonance. We can vary the pre-pulse intensity from 0 to ∼ 1.5 × 1013 photons · cm−2 · pulse−1 to
create different carrier densities in the sample. The 2DFT excitation pulse spectrum is tuned to excite both HH and
LH excitons. The intensity of each 2DFT excitation beam is ∼ 4.7 × 1011photons · cm−2 · pulse−1. The first 2DFT
pulse (pulse A) arrives 4 ps after the pre pulse. The pre-pulse beam is focused to a 211µm (FWHM) spot on the
sample, and the 2DFT beams are focused to a 54µm (FWHM) spot in the center of the pre-pulse spot to probe only
the area where the excitation is relatively uniform. The polarization of each beam can be individually controlled.
In the current experiment, the polarizations of the pre pulse, A, B, C, and the detection are set to σ−σ+σ+σ+σ+
respectively.
Insets to Fig. S4 show two representative 2D spectra for Npump = 2.1 × 106 (left) and Npump = 7.1 × 106 (right).
For these spectra, the vertical axis corresponds to the Fourier transform with respect to delay between the first two
pulses (absorption energy) and the horizontal axis to the time after the third pulse (emission energy). The diagonal
peaks can be partially explained by considering the energy levels shown in Fig. S5(a), which includes the ground state
g, the HH exciton states X+ and X−, and the biexciton state B. The higher-energy on-diagonal peak is contributed by
the g→ X+ transition. Starting from the ground state g, there are two possible quantum pathways for the given pulse
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Figure S3: The time ordering of the pulse sequence in pre-pulse 2D coherent spectroscopy. The pre-pulse is
followed by 2D pulses.
time ordering, the phase matching condition, and the polarizations. These two quantum pathways, show in Fig. S5(b)
as double-sided Feynman diagrams, result in the higher-energy diagonal peak. With the presence of the pre pulse, a
population is created in the X− state, which modifies the many-body configuration of the system and also provides
access to the B states. Starting from the exciton state X−, the 2DFT experiment can access the X− → B transition.
The corresponding quantum pathways are shown in Fig. S5(c). They give rise to the lower-energy on-diagonal peak.
Thus, the binding energy of the B states can be measured by comparing the emission energies of the two diagonal
peaks. The extracted binding energy at different pre-pulse excitation intensity is shown in Fig. S4.
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Figure S5: (a) The energy level diagram showing the heavy-hole exciton states (X+ and X−) and biexciton state B. (b)
The quantum pathways contributing to the higher-energy on-diagonal peak. (c) The quantum pathways contributing to the
biexciton component of the lower-energy on-diagonal peak.
As observed in the absorption spectra of Fig. 1a in the main text, the exciton resonance shifts to higher energy
while the low-energy resonance shifts to lower energy, suggesting that the description of the lower energy state as a
pure biexciton is incorrect. The binding energy starts at roughly the expected biexciton binding energy of just over
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52meV and increases to about 2.8meV as the pump intensity increases, which confirms the unexpected increase of the
biexciton binding energy observed in the pump-probe measurements.
II. QUANTUM THEORY OF PUMP-INDUCED CARRIER EXCITATIONS
To analyze our experiment, we give a brief overview of our full many-body theory describing all relevant interac-
tions among carrier excitationsS4,S5, including the quantum-optical light–matter interaction. The elementary carrier
excitations are described by the Fermion operators a†λ,k and aλ,k that create and annihilate an electron, respectively,
in the valence λ = v (conduction λ = c) band with crystal momentum h¯k. The quantized properties of the pump
laser are characterized using the mode expansion for the electric field
E(r) =
∑
q
Eq
[
uq(r)Bq + u
?
q(r)B
†
q
]
, (5)
where q is the photon-wave vector and Eq is the so-called vacuum-field amplitude connected with the mode function
uq(r) having frequency ωq = c|q|. The Bosonic creation and annihilation operator B†q and Bq define the quantum
statistics of the light mode.
A. System Hamiltonian
The resonant excitations of direct gap semiconductor QWs can be described with a two-band Hamiltonian
Hˆ = Hˆeh + Hˆlm , Hˆeh =
∑
k,λ
λka
†
λ,kaλ,k +
1
2
∑
k,k′,q,λ,λ′
Vq a
†
λ,k+qa
†
λ′,k′−qaλ′,k′aλ,k ,
Hˆlm =
∑
q
h¯ωq
(
B†qBq +
1
2
)− ih¯∑
k,q
Fq
(
a†c,kav,k + a
†
v,kac,k
)
Bq + h.c. , (6)
that is derived e.g. in Refs.S5,S6. Here, the electronic part, Hˆeh, contains the kinetic energies
ck =
h¯2k2
2me
+ Eg , 
v
k = −
h¯2k2
2mh
, (7)
that are parabolic near the bandgap energy Eg as function of k, introducing an effective electron (hole) mass me
(mh). The second part of Hˆeh describes the Coulomb interaction with the Coulomb matrix element Vq of the confined
systemS5, inducing all many-body effects. Free photons with wave vector q have energy h¯ωq while the strength
of light–matter interaction, Fq = d Eq · uq(0), consists of a product between the dipole-matrix element d for the
interband transitions, the vacuum-field amplitude Eq, and the mode function at the QW position (r = 0). The overall
charge neutrality between the lattice and electrons eliminates the q = 0 term in the Coulomb sum in Eq. (6)S5: We
include this fact by implicitly setting Vq=0 = 0.
B. Correlations in light and electron–hole excitations
When the laser is resonant with the 1s-exciton state, the electron–hole pair excitations are defined by an exciton
operatorS5
Xˆ† =
∑
k
φ1s(k) a
†
c,kav,k , (8)
where φ1s(k) is the exciton wave function that is determined explicitly in Sec. VIB. The exciton operator always has
nonbosonic corrections due to its composite Fermion-operator natureS7.
A single-mode laser is described by a single B operator. The corresponding photon correlations can be uniquely
defined in the correlation representationS8 [
∆IJK
]
B
= ∆〈[B†]J BK〉 , (9)
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6that contains the truly correlated parts of the expectation values
IJK = 〈
[
B†
]J
BK〉 = Tr
[(
B†
)J
BK ρˆ
]
, (10)
where ρˆ is the density matrix of the system. The correlations can be deduced uniquely by applying the cluster-
expansion approachS5,S8. Electron–hole correlations can be determined analogouslyS5, yielding[
∆IJK
]
X
= ∆〈
[
Xˆ†
]J
XˆK〉 . (11)
Note, that these correlations fully include the Fermionic substructure of excitons.
C. Quantum-statistical state injection
On a general level, a fully quantized light–matter interaction (6) couples Bosonic light to Fermionic quasi-particle
excitations. Investigations in Ref.S9 have revealed that the interband-dipole transitions transfer correlation by mapping
photon correlations (9) directly into electron–hole correlations (11). More specifically, the pump field injects electron–
hole correlationsS9,S10
∆〈
[
Xˆ†
]J
XˆK〉 = η J+K2 ∆〈[B†]J BK〉 , (12)
before the onset of Coulomb and phonon scattering when fraction η of photons is absorbed as electron–hole pairs.
In other words, when the pump laser pulse is short enough, one can inject the desired electron–hole correlation
simply by adjusting the quantum statistics of the pump laser. This principle generalizes ultrafast laser spectroscopy
into quantum-optical spectroscopyS4,S9,S11 because one needs to shape the quantum fluctuations of the pump laser,
instead of its classical aspects, i.e. amplitude, phase, duration, and spectrum. Quantum-optical spectroscopy offers an
ideal search tool for finding new quasi-particles because quantum spectroscopy can individually access them through
quantum-optical state injection.
III. PROJECTION TO QUANTUM RESPONSE
We have shown that new quasi-particles emerge when the pump pulse has roughly Npump = 1.5 × 106 photons.
Unfortunately, one cannot yet realize high-Npump laser pulses whose quantum fluctuations can be shaped freely.
Nonetheless, we have developed in Ref.S11 an alternative solution to this problem by developing a robust algorithm
tat converts a large set of experimental data, measured with present day lasers, into quantum-optical response. As a
starting point of such investigations, the pump is defined by a coherent state |β〉S12–S14 where β defines its complex-
valued amplitude in a phasor diagram. With this information, we may use a general projection relationS15
RQM =
∫
d2βP (β)R|β〉 , (13)
between quantum-optical response RQM and classical response R|β〉. The Glauber–Sudarshan function P (β)
S15,S16
is a phase-space distribution that defines the quantum statistics of the quantum-light source in the same way as the
correlation representation (9). We see from Eq. (13) that a properly chosen P (β) allows us to project the effect of
correlation injection (12) to RQM using a complete set of classically measured R|β〉 data. Unfortunately, P (β) is
pathological for many interesting quantum sources, which makes the projection (13) challenging. However, we have
already developed and demonstrated in Ref.S8 a robust algorithm for an accurate projection of any desired RQM from
classical laser spectroscopy. The algorithm is summarized in Sec. V.
Once R
(λ)
QM is projected for a quantum source Pλ(β) labeled here by λ, we can determine the effect of individual
particle clusters from a generic differential response
R1,2 = R
(1)
QM −R(2)QM =
∫
d2β P1,2(β)R|β〉 , P1,2(β) ≡ P1(β)− P2(β) , (14)
that follows directly from the projection relation (13) when we identify P1,2(β) as the quantum-statistics difference
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Figure S6: Archetypes of differential spectra. Initial spectrum R(2) (red line) changes into R(1) (black line) via resonance
(a) creation/changed oscillator strength, (b) broadening, and (c) shift. Frame ii shows the corresponding differential R1,2 =
R(1) −R(2).
of two quantum sources. At the same time, P1,2(β) also defines the quantum-statistics difference,[
IJK
]
1,2
≡ [IJK]1 − [IJK]2 = ∫ d2β (β?)J βK P1,2(β) , (15)
of two sources used in the projection (or in actual experiments) after we use the general connection between IJK and the
phase-space integrals of the Glauber–Sudarshan function. In case of the difference
[
IJK
]
1,2
vanishes for J+K ≤ (C−1),
also the correlation differences [
∆IJK
]
1,2
≡ [∆IJK]1 − [∆IJK]2 (16)
vanish for J+K ≤ (C−1) because they are uniquely defined by the expectation values [IJK]1,2 with J+K ≤ (C−1)S8.
As a result, the quantum sources P1(β) and P2(β) can then differ in C-particle correlations and above. Since quantum-
state injection Eq. (12) matches the correlations of the pump and electron–hole system, the sources P1(β) and P2(β)
inject two different states whose correlation difference is directly defined by Eq. (16).
In case
[
∆IJK
]
1,2
difference vanishes up to (C − 1)-particle correlations, the injected states can differ only starting
from C-particle electron–hole configurations, based on the injection relation (12). The corresponding differential
response (14) records then directly the effect of electron–hole clusters that have more or equal than C particles. We
have utilized this generic property in our Letter to identify and demonstrate the existence of new quasi-particles
because if a C particle cluster is stable, the direct injection shows up as new resonance in the R1,2 response.
A. Archetypes of differential spectra
Positive and negative features in differential spectra can be identified via archetypes of responses. Figure S6 shows
three relevant examples due to change from the initial spectrum R(2) (red line) into the final R(1) (black line). The
corresponding differential, according to Eq. (14), is shown below as frame ii. More specifically, R(1) describes (a-i)
the emergence of a resonance or the increase of oscillator strength, (b-i) broadening, or (c-i) shift of the resonance.
An exclusively positive signal only appears when either a new resonance emerges to the spectrum or the oscillator
strength of an exciting resonance increases. Excitation-induced dephasing (Fig. S6(b)) or an energetic shift (Fig. S6(c))
always yields to a negative signal at least in some parts of the differential spectrum. In general, multiple of the principle
forms appear simultaneously in R1,2, which complicates the interpretation of the differential spectrum. However, we
may detect the emergence of new quasi-particles clearly when quantum spectroscopy is applied, because it yields
direct injection of new quasi-particles.
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8IV. SLANTED SCHRO¨DINGER’S CAT STATE
We project the quantum-optical differential absorption ∆αMB as a response that directly monitors quasi-particles
with C = 3 correlated electron–hole clusters or more. To construct the corresponding differential from measurements,
we generalize the Schro¨dinger’s cat state of our earlier studyS11 by introducing a slanted-cat state that we define as
the superposition of two coherent states with unequal amplitudes:
|β, γ, θ〉 = Nγ,θ
[
cos
(
θ + pi4
)
eiIm[βγ
?]|Γ+〉+ sin
(
θ + pi4
)
e−iIm[βγ
?]|Γ−〉
]
,
Nγ,θ ≡
(
1 + cos 2θ e−2|γ|
2
)− 1
2
, Γ± ≡ β ± γ , (17)
where Nγ,θ defines the norm. We use the angle θ to adjust the ratio of the amplitudes between the coherent states
|Γ+〉 and |Γ−〉. With this parametrization, both coherent states have the same amplitude for θ = 0 while only the
state |Γ−〉 is occupied for θ = pi/4. In order to find which |β, γ, θ〉 states produce the ∆αMB differential, we must
first find those |β, γ, θ〉 states that have identical single- and two-particle expectation values. Once |β1, γ1, θ1〉 and
|β2, γ2, θ2〉 are found, the differential response (14) directly monitors the QW response resulting from the injection of
three-particle correlations and beyond.
In general, the state Eq. (17) produces the single- and two-particle expectation values:
〈B〉 = β − γN 2γ,θ sin 2θ , 〈B†B〉 = |〈B〉|2 + |γ|2N 4γ,θ cos2 2θ
(
1− e−4|γ|2
)
,
〈BB〉 = 〈B〉2 + γ2 (1−N 4γ,θ sin2 2θ) , (18)
that are obtained straight forwardly from the fundamental properties among coherent statesS5. Obviously, many
different |β, γ, θ〉 combinations yield identical single- and two-particle expectation values such that the slanted-cat
states establish the possibility to inject quasi-particles with C ≥ 3 correlated electron–hole pairs.
In our study, we consider slanted-cat states that are small quantum perturbations around the classical pump laser,
defined by the coherent state |β0〉, because we can then monitor those quasi-particles that exist under conditions
created by the classical pump. More specifically, we choose β so that the slanted-cat state has exactly the same
displacement as the classical pump laser, i.e. 〈B〉 = β0, that yields β = β0 + γN 2γ,θ sin 2θ based on Eq. (18).
Equation (18) also implies that the states with inverted angles, i.e. θ or −θ, produce identical 〈B†B〉, 〈BB〉, and
〈B†B†〉. Therefore, we can construct ∆αMB from the differential absorption of two states:
|β1, γ1, θ1〉 with β1 = β0 − |γ| N 2γ,θ sin 2θ , γ1 = |γ| , θ1 = −θ ,
|β2, γ2, θ2〉 with β2 = β0 + |γ| N 2γ,θ sin 2θ , γ2 = |γ| , θ2 = θ , (19)
that we use in constructing ∆αMB from measurements; the precise algorithm is described in Sec. V.
Since the states (19) have identical single- and two-particle expectation values, only their C ≥ 3 photon correlations
can be different. More specifically, we find that the three-particle correlation differentials become[
∆I03
]
1,2
=
[
I03
]
1,2
= 4|γ|3N 2γ,θ sin 2θ
(
1−N 4γ,θ sin2 2θ
)
,
[
∆I12
]
1,2
=
[
I12
]
1,2
= 4|γ| N 2γ,θ sin 2θ , (20)
and their magnitude can be adjusted via θ.
Equation (18) shows that slanted-cat states, defined in Eq. (19), have a photon number that is increased by
δN ≡ |γ|2N 4γ,θ cos2 2θ
(
1− e−4|γ|2
)
, (21)
with respect to the classical pump laser. Since we want to analyze small perturbations around |β0〉, we find γ
numerically for a fixed θ by demanding δN = 1, so that the slanted-cat states produce a single-photon increment with
respect to |β0〉. Since the classical laser has Npump photons in the order of million, the single-photon increment in
slanted-cat states generates only a small perturbation to the system. Therefore, the scale of slanted cat’s higher-order
correlations should be compared with δN = 1, i.e. the single-photon scale.
To study the three-particle correlation differential in more detail, Fig. S7 shows
[
∆I03
]
1,2
as function of θ for a
fixed δN = 1. We see that
[
∆I03
]
1,2
diverges as θ approaches pi4 making the desired three-particle correlations very
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Figure S7: Three-particle correlation differential. Three-particle correlation differential
[
∆I03
]
1,2
as function of θ for a
fixed δN = 1. The circle indicates θ and
[
∆I03
]
1,2
used in the Letter.
strong. Consequently, the magnitude of the injected many-body correlations involving three electron–hole pairs can
be enhanced by choosing θ close to pi4 . However, the θ → pi4 limit also produces a diverging γ displacement, according
to Eq. (21), such that the coherent states within |β, γ, θ〉 become spread infinitely far from each other. Since the
experiment is projected within a finite phase-space, see Sec. V, one cannot approach θ → pi4 and γ → ∞ limit in
practice. As a compromise of large ∆I03 and projection feasibility, we have used θ = 127pi/512 (circle) in our Letter
yielding
[
∆I03
]
1,2
=
[
∆I12
]
1,2
= 325.9 for γ = 81.5. These values are large compared to the single-photon scale of the
state but rather small compared to pump pulse’s photon number which is in the range of millions. Therefore, the
choice θ = 127pi/512 produces strong ∆I03 correlations but yet rather small displacements within the cat states (19)
making the projection of dropletons from measurement feasible.
To illustrate the general phase-space properties of slanted-cat states, we study the Wigner function
W |β,γ,θ〉(β′) =
N 2γ,θ
pi
[
(1− sin 2θ) e−2|β′−Γ+|2 + (1 + sin 2θ) e−2|β′−Γ−|2 + 2 cos 2θ e−2|β′−β|2 cos (4|γ|Im[β′ − β])
]
,
(22)
of state (17). Figure S8 shows the Wigner function of |β1, γ1, θ1〉 (left) and |β2, γ2, θ2〉 (middle) and the difference
W1,2 ≡W |β1,γ1,θ1〉−W |β2,γ2,θ2〉 (right) for θ1 = −3pi/16 (θ2 = −θ1), γ1,2 = 2.6, and β1,(2) = 997.6 (1.002.4) as defined
by Eq. (19). For sake of clarity, we have reduced θ1,2 further from the actual projection value to obtain a reduced
displacement and enhanced visibility of the phase-space features. These modified states correspond to single-photon
increments with respect to a coherent state with β0 = 1000 having |β0|2 = 106 photons on average.
The Wigner functions of |β1, γ1, θ1〉 and |β2, γ2, θ2〉 contain Gaussians centered at Γ± indicated by vertical lines
and an interference pattern between them. The amplitudes of the Gaussians are very different due to the different
weighting so that the Gaussian located at Γ− (Γ+) of the state |β1, γ1, θ1〉 (|β2, γ2, θ2〉) is not visible on the shown
scale. These slanted-cat states are truly quantum because the interference pattern shows pronounced negative regions
such that one cannot interpret W |β,γ,θ〉 as a classical phase-space distribution. The state |β, γ, θ〉 earns its name
— slanted-cat state — due to its obvious quantum interference and the distinct asymmetry between |Γ−〉 and |Γ+〉
superposition.
The difference W1,2 in Fig. S8(c) is antisymmetric with respect to the x = β0 center. We observe that W1,2
has a large negative (positive) peak centered at x − β0 = −0.2 (0.2) and two interference patterns located around
x − β0 = ±2.4. In general, the positions and oscillation strengths of the two appearing interference patterns can be
controlled by θ for states producing a single-photon increment with respect to |β0〉. As a general trend, the interference
patterns oscillate faster and the separation becomes larger with increasing θ for the single-photon increment states. In
particular, the number of oscillations increases by a factor of 20 when θ is increased from θ = 3pi/16 to θ = 127pi/512
which is the value used in our Letter. At the same time, the central position of the interference patterns changes from
(x− β0 = ±2.4) for θ = 3pi/16 to (x− β0 = ±81.5) for θ = 127pi/512.
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Figure S8: Wigner function of slanted-cat states. Contour plots of the Wigner functions for the states, (a), |β1, γ1, θ1〉
and, (b), |β2, γ2, θ2〉 are shown for θ1 = −3pi/16 (θ2 = −θ1), γ1,2 = 2.6, and β1,(2) = 997.6 (1.002.4). The states correspond to
a single-photon increment with respect to the classical laser with β0 = 1000. The displacement β0 of the states is chosen to be
along the x axis. The Γ± displacement centers are indicated by vertical lines. (c) The corresponding difference W1,2.
V. CLUSTER-EXPANSION TRANSFORMATION (CET)
We have developed in Ref.S11 an algorithm that converts a large set of classical measurements into quantum-optical
differential responses (14), using projection (13). In particular, the method is robust against experimental noise
and the projection can be computed from high-quality measurements for any quantum P (β), even when P (β) is
nonanalytic. We next briefly summarize the algorithm used.
We first measure the probe absorption spectra α(E, β) as function of pump-laser’s coherent displacement β and
probe-photon energy E. In other words, we record a large set of α(E, β) absorption spectra within a phase-space
region β ∈ Ω, by adjusting the amplitude β of the pump laser. With respect to its β-dependence, α(E, β) can
be perceived as an unnormalized phase-space distribution. The corresponding normalized phase-space distribution
becomes then
WR(E, β) ≡ α(E, β)NR(E) , NR(E) =
∫
Ω
d2β α(E, β) , (23)
where NR defines the norm for measurements performed within a phase-space region Ω. Each probe E labels a
separate phase-space distribution. In other words, two different E values yield two completely separate phase-space
analyses. In the following, we follow one distinct E value and do not express the parametric E dependence explicitly,
i.e. we implicitly have WR(β) ≡WR(β,E) and NR ≡ NR(E).
Since our measured QW absorption depends only on pump laser’s photon number, the phase-space distribution
WR(β) = WR(|β|) becomes rotationally symmetric. As a result, the relevant phase-space expectation values follow
from
I(J) =
∫
Ω
d2β |β|2J WR(|β|) . (24)
These can be computed with a high accuracy from the measurement. In particular,
∆I = I(1) =
∫
Ω
d2β |β|2WR(|β|) , (25)
characterizes the intensity variance of the WR(β) distribution.
Once ∆I and I(J) are determined from the β-measurement ensemble, we apply the cluster-expansion transformation
(CET)S8
aR(J) =
J !J !
[2∆I]J
J∑
L=0
[−∆I]LI(J − L)
L!(J − L)!(J − L)! , (26)
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and its inverse
αCET(β) =
NR
2∆I
C
2∑
J=0
(−1)JaR(J)WJ
(
|β|2
2∆I
)
, WJ (x) =
2
pi
e−2x
J∑
k=0
22J−k(−x)J−k
k!(J − k)!(J − k)! , (27)
in order to represent the measured response via an analytic function when C correlated, phase-space, clusters are
included to the CET.
In order to construct αCET(E, β), we must perform an independent CET cycle from (23) to (27) for each E value
separately. The data presented in our Letter contains 22 energy points such that a full CET spectrum is constructed
using 22 separate CET transformations from a β ensemble that contains 21 pump intensities. As a general trend, the
experimental noise influences only the aR(J) coefficients with a high J while already low-J coefficients contain the
physical response, see Ref.S11 for an explicit demonstration. Therefore, we can both eliminate the experimental scatter
and access the physical response by choosing the C truncation appropriately. For the experimental data analyzed in
our Letter, we use an average of C = 113 clusters to reproduce the measured response accurately.
After αCET(E, β) reproduces the measured α(E, β) accurately enough, we may proceed with the actual projection
of classical measurements into quantum response by replacing R|β〉 by αCET(E, β) in Eq. (13). As a major benefit of
the CET approach, the classical response is defined by an analytic function, given by Eq. (27), that is a product of a
polynomial and a Gaussian. The coefficients within the polynomial and Gaussian decay are accurately deduced from
the experimental β ensemble. The Gaussian factor within αCET(E, β) makes the phase-space integral (13) highly
convergent to a degree that the input P (β) can be chosen to be a nonanalytic Glauber–Sudarshan function of any
quantum-light source. As a result, we can integrate projection (13) for any quantum source.
To project the slanted-cat response from measurements, we insert its Glauber–Sudarshan function:
P |β,γ,θ〉(β′) =
N 2γ,θ
2
[
(1− sin 2θ) δ(2) (β′ − Γ+) + (1 + sin 2θ) δ(2) (β′ − Γ−)
]
+N 2γ,θ lim
ε→0
cos 2θ
piε
e(
1
ε
−2)|γ|2e−
|β′−β|2
ε cos
(
2|γ|
ε
Im [β′ − β]
)
, (28)
to the projection integral (13). We observe that the last term of Eq. (28) is nonanalytic and results from the
interference pattern observed in Fig. S8, which again identifies |β, γ, θ〉 as a quantum source. As we insert Eqs. (27)
– (28) into Eq. (13) and integrate it, we find the quantum-optical QW absorption
α|β,γ,θ〉(E,∆t, |β0〉) = NR
4∆I
C
2∑
J=0
(−1)JaR(J)N 2γ,θ
×
[
(1− sin 2θ)WJ
( |Γ+|2
2∆I
)
+ (1 + sin 2θ)WJ
( |Γ−|2
2∆I
)
+ 2 cos 2θ e−2|γ|
2
Re
[
WJ
(
Γ?−Γ+
2∆I
)]]
, (29)
to a slanted-cat state. All appearing aR(J) and ∆I coefficients are determined from an ensemble of β-dependent
measurements so that we can indeed project the measurements into quantum-optical responses.
To search for new quasi-particles in semiconductor QWs, we project classical absorption measurements into the
quantum differential between two slanted-cat states defined by Eq. (19):
∆αMB(E,∆t, |β0〉) ≡ α|β1,γ1,θ1〉(E,∆t, |β0〉)− α|β2,γ2,θ2〉(E,∆t, |β0〉) , (30)
which characterizes the absorption resonances resulting directly from three pair states on, as shown in Sec. IV. Since
we measure the probe absorption as function of probe-photon energy and pump-probe delay ∆t, we can construct
the quantum kinetics of highly correlated quasi-particles. Technically, we measure 20 ∆t values at roughly 2 ps time
stepping.
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VI. ENERGETICS OF DROPLETONS
To connect the new resonances in ∆αQM (see Fig. 3 in our Letter) to new quasi-particles, we determine which
many-body configurations have the same quantized energies as ∆αMB. We start from the many-body system defined
by the density matrix ρˆMB and the system Hamiltonian (6), yielding the average carrier-excitation energy
EMB ≡ 〈Hˆeh〉 − EgNeh = Tr
[
Hˆeh ρˆMB
]
− EgNeh , (31)
for the many-body state ρˆMB containing Neh excited electron–hole pairs. Since each excited pair increases 〈Hˆeh〉
roughly by the bandgap energy Eg, it is meaningful to choose the zero level such that the trivial EgNeh dependency
is removed from the energy average. By doing this, EMB directly reveals the energetics of the studied ρMB. We
investigate a situation where the QW is homogeneously excited and it contains an equal amount of electrons and
holes. As a result, the electron–hole pair number becomes
Neh =
∑
k
fek =
∑
k
fhk , with f
e
k ≡ 〈a†c,kac,k〉 , fhk ≡ 1− 〈a†v,kav,k〉 , (32)
where we have introduced an electron (hole) distributions fek (f
h
k ) using the usual electron–hole picture
S5.
Since we find the new quasi-particles also at the incoherent regime (see Letter), we consider those ρˆMB states whose
polarization and all other coherent quantities vanish and excitations are spatially homogeneous. For such conditions,
inserting Hamiltonian (6) into Eq. (31) yields an exact result
EMB =
∑
k
(
h¯2k2
2me
fek +
h¯2k2
2mh
fhk
)
− 1
2
∑
k,k′
Vk−k′
(
fekf
e
k′ + f
h
k f
h
k′
)
+
1
2
∑
k,k′,q
[
Vq
(
cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v + c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c
)
− 2Vk′+q−k cq,k
′,k
eh
]
. (33)
We have applied here the cluster expansionS4 to identify the following incoherent two-particle correlations
cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v ≡ ∆〈a†v,ka†v,k′av,k′+qav,k−q〉 , cq,k
′,k
c,c;c,c ≡ ∆〈a†c,ka†c,k′ac,k′+qac,k−q〉 ,
cq,k
′,k
eh ≡ ∆〈a†c,ka†v,k′ac,k′+qav,k−q〉 . (34)
These describe truly correlated two-particle correlations of a two-particle expectation value. It is interesting to
notice that EMB is exactly described in terms of single-particle distributions f
λ
k and two-particle correlations c
q,k′,k.
Physically, cq,k
′,k
v,v;v,v and c
q,k′,k
c,c;c,c describe hole–hole and electron–electron correlations, respectively. The remaining
cq,k
′,k
eh determines electron–hole correlations within ρˆMB and h¯q defines the center-of-mass momentum of correlated
electron–hole pairs.
In the density functional theoryS17, EMB is expressed as a functional of the density. However, the interesting many-
body quasi-particles are directly identifiable via their pair-correlation function, as shown in our Letter. Therefore, we
have developed an alternative approach in Ref. S18 that expresses EMB completely in terms of pair-wise correlation
functionals. We will next summarize the technical steps needed to compute the pair-excitation energetics of highly
correlated states based on this approach.
A. Relevant electron–hole correlations
Since electron–hole-pair effects dominate our experiments, we concentrate on a situation where cq,k
′,k
eh exists while
cq,k
′,k
c,c;c,c and c
q,k′,k
v,v;v,v contributions can be neglected from energetic considerations. In addition, we assume that the
detected quasi-particles are at rest by demanding
cq,k
′,k
eh = δq,0 c
q,k′,k
eh ≡ δq,0 gk,k′ , (35)
because h¯q defines the center-of-mass momentum of correlationsS4. As shown in Ref.S18, a known pair-correlation
function ∆g(r) = |g0φ(r)|2 with φ(r) =
∑
k φk e
ik·r uniquely defines the excitation configurationS18
gk,k′ = g
2
0 φ
?(k)φ(k′) , fk =
1
2
(
1−√1− 4 gk,k) . (36)
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As a general feature, electron and hole distributions become identical fk ≡ fek = fhk for quasi-particles where electron–
hole correlations dominate over electron–electron and hole–hole correlations. But most importantly, Eq. (36) makes
it possible to compute EMB directly from the gk,k′ input.
B. Pair-excitation spectroscopy
As in the experiment, we consider that the many-body state is weakly excited to determine its characteristic
energy resonances. We take Eq. (36) as an initial many-body state and compute the excess energy Epro and particle
number Npro created by pair excitations. We then seek the ground state many-body configurations (fk, gk,k′) with
variational calculation by finding that configuration which minimizes Epro for a constant Npro. In analogy to the
density functional theory, we express the system energy in terms of functionals, with the exception that they are
expressed exactly in terms of the pair-correlation function gk,k′ , not densities. We then find that the energy functional
is minimized by the pair-excitation wavefunction that follows exactly from the generalized Wannier equationS18,S19
Ek ψk −
∑
k′
V effk,k′ ψk′ = Eλ ψk , (37)
with an effective eigenvalue Eλ and renormalized kinetic electron–hole pair energy
Ek ≡
[
h¯2k2
2µ
− 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′fk′
]
(1− 2fk) + 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′ gk,k′ , µ =
memh
me +mh
, (38)
containing the reduced mass µ of electron–hole pairs. The presence of electron–hole densities and correlations also
modifies the unscreened Coulomb interaction Vk−k′ in form
V effk,k′ ≡ (1− 2fk)Vk−k′ (1− 2fk′) + 2gk,k′Vk−k′ . (39)
At vanishing density and gk,k′ , Eq. (37) defines the usual exciton problem that has hydrogen-like eigen solutions,
explaining the series of exciton resonances in the absorption spectrum. For elevated densities and nonvanishing
electron–hole correlations, the Coulomb interaction is modified such that new quasi-particle resonances may emerge.
Once ψk and Eλ are known, the energy per excited electron–hole pair follows from
E¯pro = Eλ
∑
k |ψk|2∑
k |ψk|2 (1− 2fk)
. (40)
This defines the energy per probe-generated electron–hole pair at the variational ground state that is analyzed in
Fig. 2b in our Letter.
According to Eq. (1) in our Letter, the dropleton state is determined by
φ(r) = J0
(
xn
r
R
)
e−κrθ(R− r) . (41)
We also assume that the area of the dropleton is proportional to the electron–hole density ρeh =
1
S
∑
k fk because
the dropletons should grow in size as the electron–hole density is increased. The measured dropleton energetics is
explained when the dropleton radius is chosen to be
R = 91nm
√
ρeh/ρ0 , (42)
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where ρ0 = 2.5× 1010 cm−2 is a reference density.
The 1s-exciton pair-correlation function is defined byS4,S5
gk,k′ = φ1s(k)φ1s(k
′) , (43)
based one Eq. (36) where we have included the g0 coefficient into the 1s-exciton wavefunction φ1s(k). Since φ1s(k)
defines the initial many-body state and not the probed pair excitations, we need to solve it from the ordinary density-
dependent Wannier equationS4,S5
E˜k φ1s(k)− (1− 2fk)
∑
k′
Vk−k′ φ1s(k
′) = E1s φ1s(k) , E˜k ≡ h¯
2
k2
2µ
− 2
∑
k′
Vk−k′fk′ (44)
that is solved iteratively.
To compute the quasi-particle energy via the energy per excited electron–hole pair (40), we solve the generalized
Wannier equation (37) where we insert the self-consistent (fk, gk,k′) configuration and solve φ1s, ψλ, Eλ, and E¯pro
numerically. In general, this procedure yields multiple eigenstates and energies. From these, the lowest energy defines
the variational ground state of the pair excitations. In our Letter, we compute the binding energy
Ebind = E¯pro(1s)− E¯pro(dropleton) , (45)
for all ring numbers n as function of the electron–hole density ρeh where E¯pro(1s) and E¯pro(dropleton) are the lowest-
energy states for the exciton and dropleton, respectively.
Figure 3a compares the measured quantized energy levels in ∆αMB with the computed Ebind. The positions of the
measured quantized energy levels agree well with the calculated binding energies for the 4- and 5-ring dropletons.
Also the predicted merging of 6- and 7-ring features appears in the projected ∆αMB because ∆αMB starts to show
first a transition to a broad 6-ring tail and then an added hump appears corresponding to the 7-ring dropletons,
as observable in the left slice in Fig. 3a. In addition, one expects that the 6- and 7-ring produces much broader
features than the 4- and 5- ring dropleton because they are created via further scattering from the injected 3-particle
correlations, in agreement with Fig. 3a. Dropletons with one up to three ring dropletons are not detectable in Fig. 3a
because they have a binding energy smaller than the biexciton, which makes them undetectable in the cross-circular
measurement.
To estimate the effect of the Fermi pressure on the formation of dropletons, we determine the phase-space filling
factor (1 − 2fk) for zero-momentum electrons. This value essentially defines how much other electrons are blocked
from entering zero-momentum states due to Pauli exclusion. Therefore, (1 − 2fk=0) is directly related to the Fermi
pressure for low-momentum electrons; when the phase-space filling is one (-1) electrons can enter freely (are blocked
from entering) low-momentum states.
The resonant excitation conditions of our experiments excite the electron and hole distributions very close to the
shape of the exciton wavefunction squared. Therefore, only the low-momentum states become occupied. As shown in
Ref.S1, resonant excitation generates electrons (holes) to an energy range that is comparable with 40K (10K) carrier
temperature. This means that even a seemingly small carrier density can make the system quantum degenerate;
compared to this situation, nonresonant and electronic excitations spread the electrons and holes to a much wider
range than a resonant optical excitation does. Based on the computations presented in Fig. 2b, we find that the
Pauli-blocking factor reduces to 0.41 at ρeh = 2.5 × 1010 cm−2 where the 4-ring dropleton emerges. This implies a
significant Pauli blocking, and hence Fermi pressure, for situations where dropletons exist. Therefore, dropletons can
indeed be confined by Fermi pressure.
We also can compute the number of correlated electron–hole pairs within the droplet which is defined by
Sdrop
∫
d2r∆g(r) = Sdrop2pi
∫
dr r∆g(r) where Sdrop = piR
2 is the area of the dropleton as shown in Ref.S18. We
find that the n-ring dropleton state has essentially n electron–hole pairs after the sharp ring-to-ring transition.
C. Generalizing the dropleton ansatz
The hard-wall ansatz (41) follows by assuming that the Fermi pressure acting upon the dropleton can be described
with an infinite potential wall. More realistically, the particles can also move from inside to outside of the dropleton
with cost of energy. The energy difference between the liquid-like inner part and plasma-like outer part may be
described more precisely by assuming a soft, finite potential wall. We will next show that using soft-vs. hard-wall
model does not change the dropleton.
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Figure S9: Hard- vs. soft-wall dropleton properties. (a) Normalized electron–hole pair-correlation function ∆g¯(r)
for hard- (gray shaded area) and soft-wall dropleton (solid line). The hard-wall (soft-wall) dropleton state has R = 90.8 nm
(Rsoft = 85.1 nm), n = 4 rings, and ρeh = 2.46 × 10
10 cm−2 (ρeh = 2.52 × 10
10 cm−2). The hard-wall radius is indicated by a
vertical solid line while the soft-wall radius is shown as a transparent area. (b) Magnification of (a) close to the wall.
We model the soft-wall effects with an effective two-dimensional Hamiltonian
Hˆ = − h¯
2
2mD
∇2 + V (r) , V (r) =
{
0, r < Rsoft
V0, r ≥ Rsoft (46)
with an eigenfunction φ(r) that determines the dropleton pair-correlation via Eq. (36). For the soft-wall analysis,
dropleton’s radius is Rsoft and V0 is the height of the soft-wall potential V (r). Since dropletons emerge at high
densities, the single-particle energies also become renormalized by densities and correlations alike. To take this into
account, the kinetic energy part of Eq. (46) contains an effective massmD. As a typical tendency, the renormalizations
make mD heavier than the low-density particle mass because particles tend to move slower inside the liquid.
Since Eq. (46) has radial symmetry, the Schro¨dinger equation Hˆφ(r) = E φ(r) can be solved exactly. The radially
symmetric solutions cast then into the form:
φ(r) = N
{
J0(kr) , r < Rsoft
J0(kR)
K0(κR)
K0(κr) , r ≥ Rsoft , (47)
where we have used the following parametrization: E = h¯
2k2
2mD
, V0 =
h¯2k20
2mD
, and κ =
√
k20 − k2. For high enough potential
wall (k0 > k), the solution consists of an oscillating Bessel function J0(kr) inside the dropleton and exponentially
decaying Bessel function K0(κr) outside the dropleton. The physically allowed bound-state solutions follow from the
usual boundary conditions, yielding the quantization condition
J0(kRsoft)
J1(kRsoft)
=
k
κ
K0(κRsoft)
K1(κRsoft)
, (48)
that is satisfied only for a discrete set of k values. This quantization yields φ(r) that has n oscillations within the
dropleton, which also defines the ring number. For an infinite wall, κ diverges such that Eq. (48) is satisfied only if
J0(kRsoft) vanishes, reproducing the hard-wall result (41). For a finite V0, Eq. (48) must be solved iteratively.
To directly compare the soft- and hard-wall results, we study a case where the soft-wall φ(r) is identical to the
hard-wall wavefunction shape up to the radius of the soft wall Rsoft. In other words, both the hard- and soft-wall
wave vector is k = xn/Rhard, following from ansatz (41) with hard-wall radius R = Rhard. As a general trend, the
soft-wall Rsoft is slightly smaller than Rhard because the particles tunnel into the wall region. We then seek for which
soft-wall radius Rsoft < Rhard satisfies the quantization condition (48) for a given k0. Once the corresponding φ(r)
is known for both soft- and hard-wall dropleton, we can directly compute the pair-correlation function ∆g(r), the
electron–hole density ρeh, and the pair-excitation energetics, as described in Sec. VIB.
Figure S9(a) shows the normalized ∆g¯(r) ≡ ∆g(r)/ρ2eh for a quantum droplet confined within an infinite wall (gray
shaded area). The dropleton has a hard-wall radius of Rhard = 90.8 nm , n = 4 rings, and an electron–hole density
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Figure S10: Detection of dropletons with co-circular pump–probe configuration. (a) Measured probe-absorption
spectra as function of probe-photon energy and number of photons Npump in the pump pulse for a pump–probe delay of 8 ps.
The pump and probe have the same circular polarization. Transparent shaded area shows actual Npump slice corresponding
to h¯ω − E1s,0 = −3meV. The dashed line indicates the shift of the heavy-hole exciton resonance and E1s,0 is the low-density
exciton energy. (b) Normalized ∆αMB as function of Npump and binding energy Ebind. The computed energies of 3-to-7-ring
dropletons are indicated with shaded bands while the biexciton Ebind is marked by a solid line. The presented Ebind region is
indicated by black lines in (a).
of ρeh = 2.46 × 1010 cm−2. The corresponding result for the soft-wall computation is plotted as solid line. We have
used a soft-wall k0 = 2.0 × 108m−1 that yields Rsoft = 85.1 nm which is 6.2 % smaller than Rhard. The position of
the hard wall is indicated by a solid line while the position of the soft wall is presented as a transparent area. A
magnification of ∆g¯(r) is shown in Fig. S9(b), close to the wall. We see that the soft-wall produces ∆g¯(r) that tunnels
into the wall region with a 6.9 nm skin depth. This skin depth is comparable with the low-density exciton Bohr radius
a0 = 12.5 nm. Since a0 defines the typical length scale of particle–particle interactions, the used soft wall confines
dropletons on a typical interaction length scale. Therefore, it is plausible that the Fermi pressure of other particles
can act upon the dropleton via the soft wall used here.
We also observe that the soft-wall ∆g¯(r) has only a slightly smaller amplitude than the hard-wall result, which
suggests that the dropleton-binding energy is only slightly modified. The actual computation produces 2.98meV and
2.95meV dropleton-binding energy for the hard- and soft-wall cases, respectively. The change is only 1%, which
confirms that the dropleton energetics we measure can be well described using also the hard-wall dropletons.
To gain more intuition how strong a wall is needed to confine dropletons, we estimate the magnitude of the confining
potential. For this, one would need to know the effective, renormalized mass mD. An accurate determination of mD is
beyond the scope of this report because it would require solving at least a 8-body many-body problem. However, we
can make a reasonable estimate for the mD without further many-body computations. Obviously, the dropleton liquid
should slow down the particles, which effectively increases the particle mass. Therefore, we take the conduction-band
electron massme as the lower limit ofmD. Due to the liquid phase, these particles can equally well be 10 times heavier,
i.e. slower. Therefore, we estimate mD to be within [me, 10me]. For the used k0 = 2.0 × 108m−1, we find that the
potential wall has height V0 ∈ [2.2, 22]meV. This value is comparable with the 10meV exciton binding energy. Thus,
the many-body state can easily rearrange itself to create the corresponding potential wall for dropletons whenever a
dropleton state is available. Obviously, the carrier density must be significant because few particles cannot form the
wall, both geometrically and energetically because the energy increase of the potential wall is shared by the carriers
surrounding the dropleton. In other words, the wall creation should become energetically easier as more carriers
participate to it.
VII. CONTROL MEASUREMENTS
To rule out alternative explanations for the dropleton resonances, we have performed two additional control mea-
surements. In the first, we eliminate the possibility of creating or detecting polyexcitons by using a co-circular pump
and probe. In the second, we study the result of the projection when no quasi-particles except electrons, holes,
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and excitons are expected to be seen. This is realized by using high enough temperatures that all weakly bound
quasi-particles become ionized.
A. Control measurement 1: Co-circular pump–probe configuration
In general, the probe adds (or removes) an electron–hole pair to the system, and the added pairs have the spin state
defined by the probe. If the many-body system already has quasi-particles with opposite spin, the probe may detect
both bound polyexciton states (including biexcitons) added to the system as well as resonances related directly to
quasi-particle binding (such as dropletons) already existing in the system. In case the probing and many-body system
have quasi-particles with the same spin, polyexcitons are strictly forbidden, due to antibonding, such that all new
resonances must originate from single-spin quasi-particles (such as dropletons). In the main text, we exclusively study
the cross-circular case, but it is clearly interesting to test the existence of dropletons with a control measurement that
uses a co-circular pump–probe configuration (where the pump and probe have the same circular polarization). This
configuration eliminates completely the possibility of detecting bound polyexcitons, including biexcitons, because the
excitation and probing involve only parallel-spin excitations, which cannot be bound due to antibonding. Therefore,
any detected resonance, below the exciton, cannot be attributed to polyexcitons. Although this reasoning suggests that
the co-circular detection is more suitable for dropleton identification than the cross-circular setup used in the Letter, we
will show below that the opposite is true, because the co-circular excitation produces much larger excitation-induced
shifts (as seen earlier e.g. in Ref.S1).
Figure S10(a) shows a contour plot of the measured QW absorption as a function of probe-photon energy and
number of photons Npump in the pump pulse for a fixed pump–probe delay of 8 ps. The transparent shaded area
shows actual Npump slice at h¯ω − E1s,0 = −3meV. At low pump intensities, the absorption spectrum shows a clear
heavy-hole exciton resonance which broadens as the pump-photon number is increased. This data does not exhibit
any biexciton feature 2.2meV below the exciton, which is expected based on the discussion above. Instead, we observe
that increasing Npump blue shifts the heavy-hole exciton (dashed line) by 2.5meV, i.e., 2.5 times more than for the
cross-circular measurement in Fig. 1b, in agreement with previous experimentsS1. This leads to a strong dispersive
excitonic feature in the corresponding differential probe absorption that is appreciable across a wide spectral range. We
also notice that the pump-induced exciton saturation emerges at Npump = 6× 106, compared with Npump = 9.5× 106
in Fig. 1b in our Letter. We attribute this difference to changes in spot sizes between the different measurements.
Therefore, the Npump of the co-circular case should be multiplied by 1.58 for a direct comparison.
To study the properties of dropletons in the measured probe-absorption spectra, we project the quantum differential
∆αMB from the measured probe absorption presented in Fig. S10(a) using Eq. (30). A contour plot of the normalized
∆αMB spectra is shown in Fig. S10(b) as a function of Npump and the dropleton-binding energy Ebind defined with
respect to the Npump-dependent 1s energy. The computed energies of 3-to-7-ring dropletons are indicated by the
shaded bands. The presented Ebind region is indicated by black lines in Fig. S10(a). Just as in the input data, the
biexciton resonance (horizontal line) is absent from the ∆αMB for all Npump. Instead, only the dispersive excitonic
tail close to 1.9meV is visible for Npump below 5× 106. At Npump = 5.5× 106, the exciton resonance in Fig. S10(a) is
already strongly bleached. Since there is no biexciton feature in the co-circular spectroscopy, ∆αMB exhibits a clear
resonance corresponding to 3-ring dropletons. This feature is completely absent in the cross-circular configuration
due to the presence of the biexciton state.
As the pump intensity is further increased, we find a sharp transition to the 4-ring dropleton at Npump = 5.6× 106.
Using the scaling factor above, the 4-ring dropleton appears at 8.8× 106, compared to 1.3× 106 in the cross-circular
measurement (see Fig. 3). This apparent increase of the threshold stems from masking of dropleton features by the 1s
blue-shift tails in the differential. Only when the dropleton resonances become strong, and the 1s resonance weak, do
the dropletons become clearly visible. At the same time, the 4-ring dropleton appears at a density that is so high that
multiple dropleton resonances should be present, based on the quantum-beats study in Fig. 3b. Indeed, the emergence
of the 4-ring dropleton is soon accompanied with the emergence of 6/7-ring dropletons at Npump = 5.7 × 106 and
5-ring dropleton at Npump = 7× 106. Obviously, the unusual order and appearance of the 5-ring dropleton is related
to the high densities where the dropletons become visible compared with the cross-circular study. Also, the dropleton
quantum beats can scramble the dropleton appearance order.
We have confirmed that both co- and cross-circular excitations produce identical energetics for the dropleton bands.
Since co-circular excitation cannot excite polyexcitons, including biexcitons, we have unambiguously verified that the
dropleton resonances cannot be polyexcitons. As the main difference between cross- and co-circular measurements,
cross-circular measurements detect dropletons more sensitively due to the reduced excitation-induced shift of the
exciton resonance.
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Figure S11: Detection of dropletons at low and high sample temperatures. (a) Measured probe-absorption spectra
as a function of probe-photon energy and Npump for ∆t = 8ps and T = 10K. The pump and probe have opposite circular
polarization and E1s,0 is the low-density exciton energy. (b) Normalized ∆αMB as a function of Npump and Ebind. The computed
energies of 4- and 5-ring dropletons are indicated by shaded bands, while the biexciton Ebind is marked with a solid line. The
presented Ebind region is indicated with yellow lines in (a). The corresponding 70K results are shown in (c) and (d). Each
∆αMB spectrum at 70K is normalized to the maximum of the corresponding 10K spectrum.
B. Control measurement 2: Temperature dependence
In general, raising the sample temperature increases the effect of phonon scattering such that weakly bound many-
body states like biexcitons and dropletons dissociate. As a result, the dropleton signatures should be significantly lower
for elevated temperatures. Therefore, we have performed cross-circular transient absorption measurements using two
different sample temperatures to verify that dropletons vanish due to thermal ionization. More specifically, we have
measured the QW absorption for a low (T = 10K) and high (T = 70K) sample temperature. (We note that the 10K
data are a repetition of the results present in Figs. 1 and 3 of the main paper. We have repeated these measurements
to avoid any quantitative discrepancies between the 10K and 70K results due to changes in experimental parameters
such and the spot size or pump spectra.) The corresponding thermal energies are 0.9meV (10K) and 6.0meV (70K).
Compared with the dropleton binding energy of around 3meV, the 70K measurement should not show clear dropleton
signatures.
Figure S11(a) shows a contour plot of the measured QW absorption as a function of Npump and probe-photon
energy, at 8 ps pump–probe delay and with a sample temperature of T = 10K. The absorption spectra show a heavy-
hole exciton resonance for low Npump which broadens and blue shifts as the pump intensity is increased. At roughly
2 × 106 photon-number excitation, a new biexciton-like resonance emerges 2meV below the exciton, as in Fig. 1b.
We note that the heavy-hole exciton resonance saturates at Npump = 13.5× 106 compared with Npump = 9.5× 106 in
Fig. 1b in our Letter. This difference results from a change in the spot size between the different measurements. To
directly compare both measurements, Npump of the temperature-control measurement should be multiplied by 0.70.
The corresponding measurement with a sample temperature of 70K is presented in Fig. S11(c). As we compare 10K
with 70K measurement, we see that the heavy-hole exciton resonance broadens significantly at 70K due to increased
phonon scattering. In addition, the biexciton-like peak is absent because phonon scattering ionizes all weakly bound
states.
To resolve dropletons in the measured probe-absorption spectra, we project the differential absorption ∆αMB from
the measured absorption spectra of Figs. S11(a) and S11(c). The results are presented in Figs. S11(b) and S11(d),
where the normalized ∆αMB is shown as a function of dropleton binding energy and Npump for T = 10K and T = 70K,
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6. The computed energies of 4- and 5-ring dropletons are indicated with shaded
bands, while the biexciton Ebind is marked by a solid line.
respectively. The shaded bands indicate the computed energies of 4- and 5-ring dropletons, while the biexciton binding
energy is marked with a horizontal line. The presented Ebind region is indicated with yellow lines in Figs. S11(a)
and S11(c). To directly compare the 10K and 70K measurement, we have normalized each 70K spectrum to the
maximum of the corresponding 10K spectrum, while each 10K spectrum itself is normalized to one. At T = 10K, 4-
and 5-ring dropletons appear after sharp transitions at Npump = 4.0× 106 and Npump = 9.5× 106, respectively, and
the positions of the measured energy levels are explained well by the computed dropleton energies, in agreement with
Fig. 3a. The corresponding 70K result in Fig. S11(d) is dominated by the excitonic tail for Npump below 2.5×106 that
appears as an extended red-color contour. With increasing Npump, a broad and weak feature appears between the 4-
and 5-ring dropleton energies, whose amplitude becomes larger with respect to the 10K measurement. However, this
is not a dropleton, as discussed below.
To study the differences between the 10K and 70K measurements in more detail, Fig. S12 compares 10K (black
line) vs. 70K (red line) spectra at (a) 2×106, (b) 8×106, and (c) 12×106 photon-number excitation. Each spectrum is
normalized to the maximum of the 10K ∆αMB at Npump = 2×106. The computed energies of 4- and 5-ring dropletons
are indicated by shaded bands, while the biexciton Ebind is marked with a solid line. At Npump = 2 × 106, the 10K
∆αMB spectrum has a pronounced resonance at the biexciton-binding energy, while the corresponding 70K spectrum
shows only the excitonic tail. For the intermediate photon number presented in Fig. S12(b), the 10K measurement
produces a resonance at the 4-ring dropleton while the 70K ∆αMB is featureless and about an order of magnitude
smaller. The weak oscillations originate from the noise in the input. At elevated pump intensities (Fig. S12(c)), the
signals of both measurements are weak (10 times smaller than at 2 × 106). Nevertheless, the 10K ∆αMB shows a
resonance at the 5-ring dropleton, while the 70K spectrum is again an extended featureless tail, such that no clear
dropleton resonance is observable. In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the dropleton signatures vanish with
increasing temperature, because no dropletons are detectable at 70K. Thus, this control measurement confirms the
expected physics for dropletons.
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The biexciton resonance in the absorption spectra of semiconductor quantum wells is analyzed with quantum-
optical spectroscopy by projecting experimental pump-probe measurements into quantum-optical absorption
spectra. More specifically, the measurements are converted into phase-space distributions using the cluster-
expansion transformation. The quantum-optical responses can then be projected with full convergence, despite
the unavoidable experimental noise. The calculations show that classical and quantum excitations produce
significantly different results for the biexciton resonance. In particular, quantum-optical spectroscopy monitors the
excitation-induced broadening of the biexciton resonance as a function of pump intensity much more sensitively
than classical spectroscopy does.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics inevitably implies that only a wave-
function measurement enables the full characterization of
matter’s quantum state. This level of characterization is
already achieved for simple systems such as a quantized
light mode [1–5], trapped atom [6], or moving atoms [7]
where the wave function or equivalently, the phase-space
distributions have been measured. At the same time, the ascent
of nanotechnology—built on semiconductors, molecules, and
organics alike—depends critically on how well one can
characterize and control the many-body states involved. Yet,
it seems nearly impossible to realize such a “quantum-state
tomography” for interacting many-body systems.
Nonetheless, it has been predicted [8,9] that the light-
matter interaction has an inherent capability to directly excite
targeted many-body states through the laser’s nonclassical
quantum fluctuations, which extends laser spectroscopy to
quantum-optical spectroscopy. An experimental realization of
this prospect requires quantum-light sources that are strong
and flexibly adjustable in their quantum-optical fluctuations to
control and access specific many-body states. In present-day
experiments, there are no such quantum sources available.
However, we have developed an alternative approach in
Ref. [10] to deduce the quantum-optical response of many-
body systems. In that article, we demonstrated with actual
experimental data that a large set of classical measurements
can be projected into the measured system’s quantum-optical
response to light sources with nonclassical quantum statistics.
This particular work exposes a completely new level of many-
body physics in semiconductor quantum wells (QWs) which
remains otherwise hidden. Specifically, quantum-optical exci-
tation produces an anomalous narrowing of the excitonic ab-
sorption, accompanied by a selective excitation of many-body
states such as biexcitons and electron-hole complexes. It also
has been shown [11,12] that quantum-optical spectroscopy
has intriguing consequences for photon-statistics investiga-
tions of semiconductor emission. These aspects may become
*martin.mootz@physik.uni-marburg.de
indispensable in light-matter strong-coupling investigations
[13–20].
In this paper, we extend these quantum-optical spectroscopy
studies to analyze how the biexciton resonance develops and
broadens as a function of pump intensity, pump-probe delay,
and the pump source’s quantum-optical fluctuations. We show
that quantum fluctuations, having the form of Schro¨dinger’s cat
state, help to resolve the excitation-induced dephasing [21,22]
of biexciton coherences much more sensitively than classical
excitations. More specifically, we find that the biexciton
resonance survives to much higher pump intensities and larger
pump-probe delays with quantum rather than with classical
excitations. This result verifies the state-injection aspects of
quantum-optical spectroscopy and thus shows that excitation
with quantum-light sources improves the spectroscopy of
complicated many-body systems.
In Sec. II, we briefly summarize the theoretical approach
presented in Ref. [10] to project quantum-optical responses
from a large set of classical measurements. The excitation-
induced dephasing and the dynamics of the biexciton res-
onance in the absorption spectra of semiconductor QWs
are analyzed in Sec. III as function of the pump laser’s
quantum-optical fluctuations.
II. FROM CLASSICAL TO QUANTUM-OPTICAL
SPECTROSCOPY
At the moment, the lack of quantum sources with flexibly
adjustable quantum statistics is a major obstacle for a complete
experimental realization of quantum-optical spectroscopy.
Nevertheless, one can measure the classical response that
naturally includes all the aspects of many-body correlations.
Interestingly, a comprehensive set of classical measurements
also contains the information of all possible quantum-optical
effects, even though this information is highly convolved.
However, the projection of the quantum-optical system re-
sponse is possible from a set of classical measurements, as
we have shown recently in Ref. [10]. We briefly overview the
central concepts of quantum-optical spectroscopy before we
apply it to study biexciton-absorption resonances.
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A. Quantum-optical response
Quantum statistics is the central concept of quantum-optical
spectroscopy because it provides a complete description
of the quantized light field, including the quantum-optical
fluctuations. For example, a perfect laser outputs a coherent
state [23] whose quantum statistics are characterized by a wave
function |β〉. Physically, β is the complex amplitude of the
laser; for normally ordered expectation values, one can simply
replace photon operators by this amplitude, as if the coherent
state behaved completely classically [22]. Even though |β〉
describes the most classical field possible, this simple relation
does not hold for general expectation values. Therefore, even
coherent states have some inherent quantum features.
General quantum statistics can be represented by using the
density-matrix representation
ρˆ ≡
∫
d2β P (β)|β〉〈β|, (1)
whereP (β) is the Glauber-Sudarshan function [24,25].P (β) is
a phase-space distribution that also defines quantum statistics.
One may equivalently represent the quantum statistics with
the Wigner or the Husimi functions [22]. From these, the
Glauber-Sudarshan function identifies the simplest criterion
for the quantum-classical border: the quantum-light states are
defined by those P (β) functions that are partially negative.
In other words, quantum-light states cannot be expressed
as a probabilistic average over coherent states because the
correspondingP (β) in Eq. (1) is partially negative valued, pro-
ducing quantum-optical effects such as antibunching [26,27]
or squeezing [28,29].
One can now consider a situation where the optical response
of the sample is measured with a set of coherent states,
i.e., classical excitations. Let us denote the response to a
coherent state |β〉 by R|β〉. For example, the measured R|β〉
can be transient absorption, photoluminescence, or four-wave
mixing measurements, to mention a few. Based on the original
observation by Sudarshan [25], the classical responses can
be projected to a quantum response by using a convolution
integral
RP =
∫
d2β P (β)R|β〉. (2)
The quantum response RP is defined by P (β) and the
projection relation is general regardless of how complicated
the many-body interactions are [10].
In principle, Eq. (2) can be used to project a large set
of quantitative classical measurements R|β〉 onto all possible
quantum-source responses. Nevertheless, the computation of
the quantum-optical response is challenging because one, in
principle, needs to know R|β〉 throughout the entire phase
space. Even more so, one cannot measure R|β〉 continuously
but only at a discrete number of β points. In addition, any
measurement exhibits some noise and the Glauber-Sudarshan
functionP (β) is often nonanalytic for quantum sources, which
complicates the computation of the convolution integral. As a
result, the direct numerical integration becomes impossible.
Lobino et al. [30] have solved this challenging problem
for simple systems if the density matrix behind R|β〉 can be
deduced with a maximum likelihood method. Nevertheless,
this approach is not applicable for complicated many-body
systems because their density matrix has an overwhelmingly
large dimensionality. At the same time, we have developed
an alternative method in Ref. [10] based on a straightforward
idea: both of the functions within the projective integral (2)
can be perceived as generalized phase-space distributions. The
response R|β〉 is then just an un-normalized phase-space dis-
tribution and we can use the cluster-expansion transformation
(CET) [31] to remove the noise and extend it throughout the
phase space. The formal aspects of the CET are presented
in Appendix A, while the specific CET algorithm is given in
Appendix B.
In general, the CET defines mean, variance, and higher-
order clusters of the R|β〉 distribution. As a typical trend, low-
order clusters define the physical behavior of R|β〉, while the
technical noise of R|β〉 influences mainly the very high-order
clusters because they describe fast fluctuations corresponding
to noise. Therefore, we can construct a CET form RCET(β) of
the measured R|β〉 by truncating the clusters to the physical
ones. Consequently, the CET can be used to filter out some
noise from the measurement.
In addition, the resulting RCET(β) is known continuously
throughout the phase space. In particular, the CET-constructed
response (B6) is a sum over polynomials multiplied by a
Gaussian. This Gaussian decay guarantees the full integrability
of the projection (2) when R|β〉 is replaced RCET(β); the
accuracy of the method is thoroughly tested in Ref. [10] where
the quantum response of the analytically solvable Jaynes-
Cummings model [32] is studied. As a result, we can integrate
the projection (2) for any quantum source so that we can
determine the quantum-optical responses from measurements,
as demonstrated in Ref. [10]. We use this approach to convert
pump-probe measurements into quantum-optical absorption.
III. QUANTUM SPECTROSCOPY OF
SEMICONDUCTOR-QUANTUM WELLS
To realize quantum-optical spectroscopy, we perform tran-
sient pump-probe absorption measurements as a function of
pump intensity on a sample containing ten GaAs QWs. More
details of the setup are given in Ref. [10]. The pump and
probe pulse have opposite circular polarizations. As a result,
our system response R|β〉 is explicitly defined by the probe
absorption αQW(E,t,|β0〉) that is recorded in absolute units
as a function of probe photon energyE, pump-probe delayt ,
and pump intensity |β0|2 defined by a coherent state |β0〉. The
orthogonal circular polarizations of pump and probe prevent
pump-generated coherences from inducing phase-sensitive
contributions to the probe response, i.e., the orthogonality
eliminates the possibility for coherent interferences between
the pump and the probe. Consequently, the measured QW
absorption depends only on the photon number N0 = |β0|2
such that we can apply the CET in a reduced form, as discussed
in Appendix B.
An example of the measured QW absorption
αQW(E,t,|β0〉) is shown in Fig. 1(a) for six representative
pump intensities, given in terms of the photon number N0 of
the pump pulse within the probed excitation spot. We quote
N0 in units of million (106 = M) photons. We probe the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Input data for CET. (a) The measured ten
QW absorption αQW(E,t = 12 ps,|β0〉) (defined in absolute units)
is shown for six representative pump intensities. The vertical line
denotes the spectral position of the biexciton resonance. (b) The
corresponding low-pass filtered ten QW absorption αfiltQW(E,t =
12 ps,|β0〉). (c) The measured ten QW absorption αQW(EBiX,t =
12 ps,|β0〉) (shaded area) as function of pump amplitude |β0| is
compared with the CET-constructed absorption αCET(EBiX,t =
12 ps,|β0〉) for C = 40 (black line), C = 77 (cyan line), and C =
103 (dashed line). The measurement is performed at the biexciton
resonance that is 2.2 meV below E1s .
evenly excited part of the spot that has a 50 µm diameter. The
pump-probe delay is t = 12 ps.
At the lowest intensities, the absorption spectra contain a
resonance only at the 1s heavy-hole energy E1s = 1.547 eV.
We observe the typical excitation-induced broadening [33] of
the 1s resonance as the pumpN0 is increased. At the same time,
a second resonance emerges 2.2 meV belowE1s (vertical line)
for a pump photon number above N0 = 1× 106 = 1 M. This
corresponds to the biexciton (BiX) resonance that is visible
due to the opposite polarization directions of pump and probe.
In general, circular polarized light generates an excitonic
polarization of a single spin state in GaAs-type QW systems.
Since a bound biexciton state contains excitons with opposite
spins, one needs a pump and probe with opposite circular
polarization in order to detect the biexciton resonance, as it is
done in our experiment. We see that in classical spectroscopy,
the biexciton line is broad for all intensities and it also broadens
due to excitation-induced dephasing as the pump intensity is
increased.
The measured αQW(E,t,|β0〉) exhibits only a small
amount of noise as a function of probe photon energy E.
To increase the accuracy of characterization of the biexci-
ton resonance, we low-pass filter the data to remove the
spectral noise from the measurement. Technically, we low-
pass filter αQW(E,t,|β0〉) in energy for each fixed |β0〉
and t separately to produce the low-pass filtered QW
absorption spectrum αfiltQW(E,t,|β0〉). The resulting filtered
QW absorption spectra are shown in Fig. 1(b) for the same
pump photon numbers and pump-probe delay as in Fig. 1(a).
Clearly, the low-pass filtering efficiently removes the residual
noise from the measurement such that only smooth absorption
spectra remain.
A. CET of measured QW absorption
To CET project the data, we measure the αQW(E,t,|β0〉)
spectra at 21 pump photon numbers N0 = |β0|2 and 56 energy
values. The shaded area in Fig. 1(c) presents the measured
β0 scan αQW(EBiX,t,|β0〉) at the biexciton energy EBiX =
−2.2 meV+ E1s and fixed pump-probe delayt = 12 ps as a
function of the pump amplitude |β0|. We see that the biexciton
resonance grows until about β0 = 2500, i.e., N0 = |β0|2 =
6.25 M, and then saturates as the amplitude is increased above
β0 = 4000, i.e., N0 = 16 M.
The measured αQW(EBiX,t = 12 ps,|β0〉) is indeed a
slowly varying phase-space distribution as function of β0, and
itsβ0 dependence is nonlinear. Based on these observations, we
may expect that the biexciton resonance has strong sensitivity
to the quantum-optical fluctuations because they exclusively
modify the nonlinear properties [9].
As discussed in Sec. II, the response αQW(E,t,|β0〉) can
be perceived as an un-normalized phase-space distribution in
the pump amplitude |β0| [10]. For fixedE andt , we can apply
the CET to convert αQW(E,t,|β0〉) into an analytical phase-
space distribution αCET(E,t,|β0〉) with the explicit steps
defined in Appendix B. The resulting CET-reconstructed QW
absorption αCET(E,t,|β0〉) is a Gaussian times a polynomial.
The Gaussian is determined by the variancexR(E,t) of the
αQW(E,t,|β0〉)-response distribution, whereas the deviations
of αQW(E,t,|β0〉) from the Gaussian shape determine the
higher-order correlation coefficients aR(J,E,t), where J
is the cluster number. Technically, we have to compute the
variance xR(E,t) and the correlations aR(J,E,t) for
each probe photon energy E and pump-probe delay t
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Projected classical and quantum-optical
differential absorption. (a) The normalized classical differential-
absorption spectrum α¯cl(E,t = 12 ps,|β0〉) is shown for 1 M
(shaded area), 2 M (red line), 3 M (cyan line), and 4 M (black line)
photon-number excitation. The corresponding 3-M photon excitation
result, projected from the unprocessed measured QW absorption
[Fig. 1(a)], is presented as a dashed line. The spectral position
of the biexciton resonance is indicated by a vertical line. (b) The
corresponding squeezing-cat differential absorption spectra.
separately, yielding the response αCET(E,t,|β0〉), based on
Eq. (B6). Figure 1(c) presents also the CET-reconstructed
QW absorption αCET(EBiX,t = 12 ps,|β0〉) at the biexciton
energy EBiX, where C = 40 (black line), C = 77 (cyan line),
or C = 103 (dashed line) clusters have been used in the
reconstruction formula (B6). The CET result converges very
well with increasing cluster number C while it removes the
small experimental noise. In fact, the measured and low-pass
filtered data yield essentially the same αCET(E,t,|β0〉) result.
We confirm, in connection with Figs. 2–4, that the measured
and low-pass filtered input data also project into essentially
the same quantum-optical responses.
B. Differential quantum response
Once the CET reconstruction best matches the experimental
data as presented in Fig. 1(c), we may start projecting the
quantum-optical responses with the projection formula (2),
where R|β〉 is simply replaced by αCET(E,t,|β0〉). In this
paper, we analyze quantum sources whose P (β) corresponds
to a quantum-light perturbation from the input coherent state
|β0〉; without a loss of generality, we analyze the response in the
vicinity of a coherent state whose displacement is real-valued,
i.e., β0 = Re[β0]. In Ref. [10], we found that the biexciton
state can be directly accessed by the so-called squeezing-cat
state
|β0, γ 〉 = N (ei|γ |β0 |−〉 + e−i|γ |β0 |+〉) ,
(3)
N ≡ 1√
2+ 2 e−2|γ |2
, ± ≡ β0 ± i|γ |,
which is a variant of the Schro¨dinger cat state [34]. More
specifically, the squeezing cat is a superposition of two coher-
ent states where the ±i|γ | displacements are perpendicular
to the real-valued central displacement β0. Currently, no
quantum-light source is available that has quantum-optical
fluctuations of a squeezing-cat state. However, we can use
the approach summarized in Sec. II to compute the quantum-
optical QW absorption, resulting from a quantum source that
has quantum statistics of a squeezing-cat state.
To project quantum-optical responses from pump-probe
measurements, we start from the measured QW absorption
spectra αQW(E,t,|β0〉). We then apply the CET to convert
the measurements into an analytical phase-space distribution,
as explained in connection with Fig. 1(c). To convert the mea-
sured αQW(E,t,|β0〉) into the CET form αCET(E,t,|β0〉),
we have performed an independent CET cycle for each
probe photon energy E and pump-probe delay t separately.
Technically, this means that each E and t produces its
own set of CET coefficients xR(E,t) and aR(J,E,t),
computed with the algorithm presented in Appendix B. To
simplify the notation, we suppress denoting the explicit E and
t dependence in these coefficients.
Once xR and aR(J ) of the measured αQW(E,t,|β0〉) are
known, the Gaussian decay in αCET(E,t,|β0〉) guarantees
the full integrability of the convolution integral (2) for any
quantum-optical pump source.
As elaborated in Appendix C, the squeezing-cat state’s
quantum-optical response can be efficiently computed using
Eq. (C3), which is an integral of well-behaved functions. By
inserting Eqs. (C4) and (B5) into Eq. (C3), we obtain [10]
α|β0, γ 〉(E,t) =
NR
4x2R
C
2∑
J=0
(−1)JaR(J )
× N 2
(
GJ
(
|+|
2
4x2R
)
+GJ
(
|−|
2
4x2R
)
+ 2 e−2|γ |2 Re
[
GJ
(
−+
4x2R
)])
, (4)
which is the projected response to the Schro¨dinger cat state (3).
In more detail, the GJ ( |±|
2
4x2R
) are defined in Appendix B and
they describe semiclassical properties because they produce
a displaced classical response for a real-valued argument.
In contrast to that, the Re[GJ (

−+
4x2R
)] has a complex-valued
argument such that it corresponds to an analytic continuation
of the classical response into the complex plane. Therefore, it
cannot be understood semiclassically, and thus squeezing-cat
states must induce effects beyond classical spectroscopy.
In this connection, we compute how the QW absorption
changes when the laser β0 is changed classically, yielding the
differential absorption
αcl(E,t, |β0〉) ≡ αCET(E,t, |β0 +β〉)
−αCET(E,t, |β0〉). (5)
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We choose β so that the pump intensity |β0 +β|2 =
N0 + 1 is increased by one photon compared with the original
|β0|
2 = N0. This result is compared with the quantum-optical
differential absorption
αcat(E,t, |β0〉) ≡ α|β ′0,γ 〉(E,t)
−αCET(E,t, |β0〉) (6)
between a classical laser |β0〉 and its perturbation with a
squeezing-cat state |β ′0, γ 〉. We choose γ so that the cat state
contains one more photon in quantum fluctuations than the
coherent state. At the same time, we compensate the increase
of the photon number by lowering the β ′0 displacement so
that |β ′0,γ 〉 contains exactly the same number of photons
as the classical state |β0〉 does. Therefore, αcat(E,t, |β0〉)
projects the pure quantum-statistics-induced changes to the
QW absorption.
To directly compare the relative magnitude of both ex-
citations, we normalize the differential absorption spectrum
of each excitation type with respect to the peak differential
absorption αpeak among all E, t , |β0〉 values studied:
α¯type(E,t, |β0〉) ≡
αtype(E,t, |β0〉)
αpeak
, (7)
where type is either cl (classical) or cat (cat-state quantum
response). The ranges of allE include the biexciton and exciton
resonances [see Fig. 1(a)], and the range of all |β0〉 is shown
in Fig. 1(c). The studied pump-probe delay range is t =
[1,40] ps.
We compare classical α¯cl(E,t = 12 ps, |β0〉) with
the projected response for a squeezing cat α¯cat(E,t =
12 ps, |β0〉) in Fig. 2 for four representative pump intensities:
1 M (shaded area), 2 M (red line), 3 M (cyan line), and 4
M (black line). We focus the analysis around the biexciton
resonance (vertical line); the classical results are shown
in Fig. 2(a), while Fig. 2(b) presents the squeezing-cat
differential.
We see that the classical differential shows a peak around
the biexciton resonance for a pump intensity of N0 = 1 M.
This very much corresponds to the intensity where the
biexciton resonance starts to emerge into the actual absorption
spectrum shown in Fig. 1(b). As the main difference between
the actual and the differential spectrum, α¯cl(E,t,|β0〉)
resolves the biexciton resonance much more clearly, as it is
to be expected. However, the biexciton resonance starts to
significantly broaden for elevated pump intensities, which is a
typical behavior for excitation-induced broadening [21]. Ad-
ditionally, the resonance is slightly red shifted with increasing
pump intensity N0. We also see that the high-energy part of
the peak is strongly influenced by the tail of the 1s feature,
2.2 meV above the biexciton resonance, such that an accurate
characterization of the biexciton properties has complications
when classical spectroscopy is used.
The biexciton resonance emerges in the same way in the
squeezing-cat differential, shown in Fig. 2(b). However, the
squeezing-cat excitation generates a very narrow peak for a
pump photon number of N0 = 1 M that stays narrow across a
wide range of pump intensities, indicating that the excitation-
induced dephasing is reduced compared to the classical result.
Furthermore, the energetic position of the resonance remains
essentially constant, in contrast to the result of classical
spectroscopy. At the same time, the relative strength grows
as the number of photons is increased, and the 1s resonance
distorts the biexciton resonance much less than for the classical
excitation. This shows that the quantum-optical differential
reveals the properties of biexciton coherences much more
sensitively than classical spectroscopy does.
These observations are consistent with the state-injection
aspects of quantum-optical spectroscopy, predicted theoret-
ically in Ref. [8]. This work identified that the quantum
statistics of the pump are directly mapped onto the electronic
many-body state in the semiconductor by the absorption of
quantum light before the onset of Coulomb and phonon
scattering. Therefore, quantum-optical correlations of the
light source inject corresponding many-body correlations
in the excited electron-hole pairs. As shown in Ref. [10],
squeezing-cat differential spectroscopy directly excites un-
bound biexciton coherences. Since the probe has an opposite
circular polarization, it detects a bound biexciton resonance
stemming directly from this biexciton coherence. Thus the
direct injection of the biexciton coherences explains the narrow
biexciton feature and the high sensitivity of quantum-optical
spectroscopy. Under otherwise equivalent conditions, the
classical differential spectroscopy excites only excitonic polar-
ization. Therefore, the classical excitation detects the biexciton
resonance indirectly [22,35], only after Coulombic scattering
processes create biexciton coherences, which degrades the
classical characterization of the biexciton line.
Figure 2 shows also the differential absorption spectra
(dashed line) projected from the unfiltered measured QW
absorption [Fig. 1(a)] for N0 = 3 M. We see that the low-pass
filtering effectively produces the same result as the original
data, except some experimental noise is removed, yielding
smooth quantum-optical differential spectra. We use the low-
pass filtered input from now on because it allows us to
determine the biexciton line shape slightly more accurately
than the unprocessed data does.
C. Excitation-induced dephasing of the biexciton resonance
To study the effect of excitation-induced dephasing on the
biexciton resonance quantitatively, we determine the strength
and width of the biexciton resonance as a function of the pump
intensity. For the classical differential, the biexciton resonance
decays to a floor value α¯floor of zero. At the same time,
the squeezing-cat’s biexciton resonance grows from a floor
value that is slightly negative and density dependent, as seen
from Fig. 2(b). With this information, we determine the peak
value of the differential α¯peak and define the strength of the
biexciton resonance by
α¯strength ≡ α¯peak −α¯floor . (8)
Once this value is known, we can directly determine the half-
width of the biexciton resonance. Since the classical α¯cl
resonance is strongly asymmetric due to the 1s distortions,
we determine the width from the low-energy side that is less
influenced by the 1s resonance.
To confirm the accuracy of the projection, we construct the
classical and squeezing-cat differential absorption forC = 56,
C = 77, andC = 103 clusters. We then determine the strength
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Excitation-induced dephasing of the biex-
citon resonance. (a) The strength of the biexciton resonance α¯strength
is presented as a function of pump photon number for classical
(black line) and squeezing-cat differential spectroscopy (red line).
The pump-probe delay is 12 ps. The confidence interval is indicated
as a shaded area. The correspondingα¯strength, resulting from the pro-
jection from the raw data, is shown as squares (classical spectroscopy)
and circles (squeezing-cat spectroscopy). (b) The corresponding
results for the half-width γhalf of the biexciton resonance.
and width of the biexciton resonance for each of these cluster
numbers and compute the mean and variance of these three
analyses. We take the mean as the projected response, while
the mean ± variance defines the confidence interval of the
projection.
The strength of the biexciton resonance, α¯strength (solid
line), is shown together with its confidence interval (shaded
area) in Fig. 3(a) as a function of N0 for classical (black line)
and squeezing-cat differential spectroscopy (red line). The
pump-probe delay is t = 12 ps. We observe that classical
spectroscopy produces a monotonically decaying strength for
the biexciton resonance, while the squeezing cat leads to a
nearly monotonic increase in biexciton-resonance strength up
to a photon number of 5 M. The peak α¯strength in quantum
spectroscopy emerges at the same pump intensity, roughly
5 M, above which classical spectroscopy cannot resolve a clear
biexciton resonance anymore due to the excessive broadening
(compare Fig. 2). Above 5 M photons, the squeezing-cat
excitation produces only a slow decrease of the strength
until the 8-M photon excitation. This means that quantum
spectroscopy resolves the biexciton coherence for a much
broader excitation range than classical spectroscopy does.
To quantify the excitation-induced broadening, the half-
width γhalf of the biexciton resonance is analyzed in Fig. 3(b),
using the same line styles as in Fig. 3(a). The squeezing cat
produces γhalf = 0.36 meV at the lowest pump N0 = 1 M. For
the same pump N0, classical spectroscopy produces γhalf =
0.68 meV, which is 1.9 times broader than the used quantum
spectroscopy resolves. This confirms that the squeezing cat
indeed yields an anomalous reduction of the biexcitonic
scattering.
As the pump intensity is elevated further, the classical γhalf
increases slightly while the cat state induces a significant
increase in the biexciton linewidth. In particular, classical
spectroscopy is not capable of resolving the actual excitation-
induced broadening because it already broadens the biexciton
line via the scattering related to the state creation, not the
actual biexcitonic dephasing. Quantum spectroscopy avoids
this because it directly injects biexciton coherences such that
we can use the quantum spectroscopy to monitor exclusively
the excitation-induced dephasing acting upon the biexciton
resonance. As for sheer numbers, our quantum spectroscopy
resolves a 3.1-fold broadening from γhalf = 0.36 meV to
γhalf = 1.11 meV as the pump N0 is increased from 1to
8 M. We also see that the squeezing-cat excitation resolves
roughly the same biexciton broadening as the classical case
(γhalf ∼= 1 meV) above the pumpN0 = 5 M, defining the upper
limit for classically resolvable biexciton resonance.
As the last point of this study, we confirm that both the raw
and the low-pass filtered input data yield the same results.
The projection from the raw data produces α¯strength and
γhalf , shown as squares (classical spectroscopy) and circles
(quantum spectroscopy). These values are well within the
confidence intervals, which confirms that low-pass filtering
can be applied to remove the spectral noise.
D. Dynamics of the biexciton resonance
We also study how the features of the biexciton resonance
evolve after excitation with a pump source having different
quantum fluctuations. Therefore, we project α¯type for ten
different pump-probe delays ranging from t = 1 ps to t =
40 ps. Figure 4(a) shows how the strength of the biexciton
resonance evolves for classical (black line) vs squeezing-cat
(red line) differential. The initial pump hasN0 = 3 M photons.
The classical α¯strength decreases from its initial value, 0.52–
0.22 at 40 ps. The corresponding squeezing catα¯strength starts
at a much higher value of 0.86 due to the direct injection of
biexciton coherences identified in Figs. 2 and 3. Also, it decays
roughly to the same level as the classical α¯strength for delays
beyond 20 ps. Making an exponential fit to this dynamics, we
find the decay constant τcat = 12.9 ps for the cat-state injection,
confirming that quantum-state injection can be detected for
substantially long times. For otherwise the same conditions,
the classical α¯class does not decay exponentially, which is
consistent with the observation that the classical pump excites
a distribution of states having multiple decay constants.
The corresponding time evolution of the half-width γhalf
is shown in Fig. 4(b). The classical excitation produces a
broadening γhalf(t) that grows from 0.79 to 1.02 meV
while the cat-state excitation yields essentially a constant
γhalf = 0.5 meV. Also, this comparison is consistent with the
direct excitation of a single biexcitonic state in quantum spec-
troscopy, while the classical excitation creates a distribution
of biexcitonic states.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Dynamics of the biexciton resonance.
(a) The strength α¯strength of the biexciton resonance as a function
of pump-probe delay for classical (black line) vs squeezing-cat
differential spectroscopy (red line) projected from the low-pass
filtered data. The pump has 3 M photons. The corresponding (b)
half-width and (c) position of the biexciton resonance. In all frames,
the shaded area defines the confidence interval of the projection and
the raw-data projection results are shown for classical (squares) and
quantum (circles) spectroscopy.
The difference between classical and quantum spectroscopy
becomes particularly visible as we analyze the energetic
position of the biexciton resonance EBiX. The dynamics of
EBiX is shown in Fig. 4(c) for the classical (black line)
vs the quantum excitation (red line). The classical EBiX
changes strongly after the state generation at t = 0 ps. In
more detail, the resonance shifts from its initial value of
−2.7 to −2.2 meV. At the same time, the squeezing cat EBiX
remains essentially stationary for the delay-time range studied.
In particular, the energetic position is close to the spectral
position where the biexciton resonance emerges in Fig. 1(b),
verifying again the state-injection aspects of quantum-optical
spectroscopy. We have also confirmed that the unfiltered input
data produces essentially the same results for both classical
(squares) and quantum (circles) spectroscopy.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the biexciton feature in the absorption
of GaAs quantum wells using quantum-optical spectroscopy.
More specifically, we have projected classical absorption mea-
surements into quantum responses with the cluster-expansion
transformation. The analysis with the raw and low-pass
filtered input data produces essentially the same results,
which confirms the robustness of our approach against small
experimental noise.
This analysis demonstrates that classical and quantum
sources produce a significantly different QW absorption.
While classical spectroscopy produces a biexciton resonance
which broadens and decays fast as a function of pump intensity,
the quantum-optical spectroscopy with squeezing-cat states
generates a sharp resonance that remains in the system across
a wide range of intensities. We also have shown that only
the quantum spectroscopy accesses the correct biexciton
energy and the excitation-induced broadening, because the
classical excitations induce a distribution of states around
the biexciton coherence. Our results also imply that the
quantum spectroscopy directly injects biexciton coherences,
yielding an anomalous reduction in scattering. Consequently,
quantum-optical spectroscopy can characterize the features of
the biexciton resonance with a much higher sensitivity than
classical spectroscopy.
We find that the biexciton resonance has a linewidth of
0.36 meV at low pump intensities and it grows above 1.11
meV due to the excitation-induced dephasing. We also have
analyzed the dynamics of the biexciton resonance after its
creation. The biexciton resonance of the classical excitation
shifts in energy and broadens after the excitation. As the
pump fluctuations are changed into a squeezing-cat state, the
biexciton position and linewidth remain essentially constant.
Both the dynamic and excitation-induced dephasing aspects
confirm that quantum spectroscopy can be applied to directly
access the many-body physics that remains hidden in classical
spectroscopy.
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APPENDIX A: FORMAL CLUSTER-EXPANSION
TRANSFORMATION
Cluster-expansion transformation (CET) was initially in-
troduced in Ref. [31] to provide a numerically stable trans-
formation between particlelike correlations and phase-space
distributions of any quantum-optical field. The CET approach
was generalized to a new realm in Ref. [10] by showing
that it can be applied to robustly project a set of classically
measured optical responses into a quantum-optical response
depending exclusively on the quantum-optical fluctuations of
the light. This important step makes pragmatic quantum spec-
troscopy studies possible as an extension to traditional laser
spectroscopy, which is already widely used to characterize and
control the quantum properties of matter.
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As demonstrated in Ref. [10], the measured classical optical
response can be perceived as an un-normalized Wigner-like
phase-space distribution W (β), where β = β1 + iβ2 is a
two-dimensional phase-space coordinate. We present next the
formal aspects of the CET for a distribution
W (β) = W (|β|), (A1)
because the analyzed experiment does not depend on the phase
of β; the explicit CET algorithm is presented in Appendix B.
As a starting point, we express W (β) via a Fourier
transformation
W (β) = 1
pi2
∫
d2η χ (η) eηβ−ηβ
⇔ χ (η) =
∫
d2β W (β) e−ηβ+ηβ , (A2)
where χ (η) is a formal analog to a symmetric characteristic
function of quantum-optical fields. By Taylor expanding the
function e−ηβ+ηβ in Eq. (A2), we obtain
χ (η) =
∞∑
J,K=0
ηJ (−η)K
J !K!
∫
d2β W (β)[β]JβK . (A3)
Due to the phase insensitivity (A1), only diagonal (J = K)
phase-space integrals
I (J ) ≡
∫
d2β W (β)|β|2J (A4)
are needed to express
χ (η) =
∞∑
J=0
(−|η|2)J
J !J !
I (J ) . (A5)
As shown in Ref. [31], the conversion from W (β) to I (J ) or
χ (η) representation is numerically stable, while the conversion
from I (J ) to W (β) can become numerically problematic.
One can overcome this problem by identifying clusters of
W (β) that correspond to mean, variance, and higher-order
cumulants of the distribution. For rotationally symmetric
W (|β|), the mean ∫ d2β β W (|β|) = 0 vanishes based on
property (A1), while the variance is given by
x2 ≡
∫
d2β β21 W (|β|) =
∫
d2β β22 W (|β|) . (A6)
Formally, the mean and variance correspond to singlet and
doublet clusters of a quantum-optical field.
Following the central idea of Ref. [31], we split χ (η) into
singlet-doublet clusters and higher-order correlation contribu-
tions by introducing the cluster-expansion separation
χ (η) = e−2x2|η|2 A(2x η) , A(η) =
∞∑
J=0
(−|η|2)J
J !J !
a(J ) ,
(A7)
where A(η) is formally expressed using an equivalent Taylor
expansion as in Eq. (A5); the CET coefficients a(J ) are defined
by correlations [31]. They can be obtained by Taylor expanding
A(η) = e |η|
2
2 χ (η), yielding
A(η) =
∞∑
J=0
(−|η|2)J
[4x2]J
J∑
L=0
[−2x2]LI (J − L)
L!(J − L)!(J − L)! , (A8)
after we reorganize the sums. By comparing Eq. (A7) with
Eq. (A8), we may identify
a(J ) = J !J ![4x2]J
J∑
L=0
[−2x2]LI (J − L)
L!(J − L)!(J − L)! , (A9)
which provides a convergent mapping from I (J ) to a(J ).
Due to the additional convergence factor e−2x2|η|2 in
Eq. (A7), the mapping from a(J ) [that defines A(η)] to W (β)
becomes numerically robust. To explicitly map a(J ) to W (β),
we insert Eq. (A7) into Eq. (A2), yielding
W (β) = 1
pi2
∫
d2ηA(η) eηβ−ηβe−2x2|η|2 . (A10)
A straightforward calculation of the Gaussian integral (A10)
produces the CET form
WCET(β) = 14x2
C
2∑
J=0
(−1)Ja(J )GJ
(
β
2x
)
,
(A11)
GJ (β) = 2
pi
e−2|β|
2
J∑
j=0
22J−j (−|β|2)J−j
j !(J − j )!(J − j )! ,
which essentially is a numerically stable conversion of W (β)
to clusters and back, even when W (β) contains experimental
noise. As the virtue of the CET, physically relevant contri-
butions reside in the low-rank C, while experimental noise
induces high-rank C, as explained in Refs. [10] and [31].
Therefore, only clusters up to C-particle correlations need
to be included in the CET reconstruction (A11).
As a result, the CET converts classical measured W (β) into
an analytical phase-space distribution. In particular, the CET-
constructed form (A11) contains a Gaussian times polynomi-
als. The Gaussian that appears guarantees the integrability of
the convolution integral (2) for any physical P (β) whenR|β〉 is
replaced by WCET(β); Appendix C shows how the projection
integral (2) can be efficiently computed with the help of the
CET.
APPENDIX B: CET ALGORITHM
To determine the explicit procedure from the measured
response R|β〉 to CET form RCET(β), we start from R|β〉 that
is measured over a phase-space region . The corresponding
normalized phase-space distribution is given by
WR(β) ≡ R|β〉NR , NR =
∫

d2β R|β〉 , (B1)
where NR defines the norm. Since also WR(β) depends on a
phase-space coordinate, defined by the laser’s displacement
β = β1 + iβ2, we formally connect WR(β) with W (β) such
that we can directly apply the CET outlined in Appendix A.
In the following, we present the CET algorithm for a situation
where the measured response depends only on the photon
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number. In this situation, WR(β) = WR(|β|) depends only on
the magnitude |β| such that we can apply the steps presented
in Appendix A.
The variance is then given by
x2R =
∫

d2β β21 WR(|β|) =
∫

d2β β22 WR(|β|) , (B2)
based on Eq. (A6). All higher-order moments follow from
IR(J ) =
∫

d2β |β|2J WR(|β|) , (B3)
which has a formal analog to Eq. (A4). According to Eq. (A9),
IR(J ) produces the CET coefficients via the transformation
aR(J ) = J !J ![
4x2R
]J
J∑
L=0
[
−2x2R
]L
IR(J − L)
L!(J − L)!(J − L)! , (B4)
and the CET characteristic function (A7) becomes
χCET(η) = e−2x2R |η|2
C
2∑
J=0
(
− 4x2R
)J
|η|2J
J !J !
aR(J ) , (B5)
where we have included terms up to C-particle clusters. The
CET cycle is completed by computing the CET response
RCET = NRWCET(β), yielding
RCET(β) = NR4x2R
C
2∑
J=0
(−1)JaR(J )GJ
(
|β|2
4x2R
)
,
(B6)
GJ (x) = 2
pi
e−2x
J∑
k=0
22J−k(−x)J−k
k!(J − k)!(J − k)! ,
based on Eq. (A11).
APPENDIX C: EFFICIENT COMPUTATION
OF THE PROJECTION INTEGRAL
In general, the projection integral (2) can be computed
even for nonanalytic P (β) when R|β〉 is replaced by RCET(β).
However, it is more convenient to expressP (β) of the intended
quantum source via the Fourier transformation of its normally
ordered characteristic function χN (η) [23] is
P (β) = 1
pi2
∫
d2η χN (η) eηβ−ηβ
⇔ χN (η) =
∫
d2β P (β) e−ηβ+ηβ . (C1)
As the major benefit, χN (η) is a well-behaved function even
for quantum sources.
As explained in Appendix B, RCET(β) can be viewed as an
un-normalized Wigner-like phase-space distribution such that
we can Fourier transform it [23] as follows:
RCET(β) = NR
pi2
∫
d2η χCET(η) eηβ−ηβ
⇔ χCET(η) = 1NR
∫
d2β RCET(β) e−ηβ+ηβ .
(C2)
By Fourier transforming both P (β) and RCET(β), integral (2)
produces straightforwardly
RP =
NR
pi2
∫
d2η χN (η)χCET(−η) , (C3)
according to the convolution theorem. As a major benefit, both
χN (η) and χCET(η) are well-behaved functions such that the
projection integral can be performed with relative ease.
The squeezing-cat state’s normally ordered characteristic
function is defined by [10]
χ
|β0,γ 〉
N (η) = N 2(e

−η−−η

+ e

+η−+η

+ e−2|γ |
2 [e−η−+η + e+η−−η ]) , (C4)
which is an analytical function. When inserting Eqs. (C4)
and (B5) into Eq. (C3), we find the CET projected quantum
response (4) to Schro¨dinger’s cat state.
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The experimentally measured input-output characteristics of optically pumped semiconductor micro-
cavities exhibits unexpected oscillations modifying the fundamentally linear slope in the excitation power
regime below lasing. A systematic microscopic analysis reproduces these oscillations, identifying them as a
genuine quantum-memory effect, i.e., a photon-density correlation accumulated during the excitation. With
the use of projected quantum measurements, it is shown that the input-output oscillations can be controlled
and enhanced by an order of magnitude when the quantum fluctuations of the pump are adjusted.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.093902 PACS numbers: 42.55.Px, 42.50.Pq, 78.55.-m
Quantum-dot microcavities have been used to demon-
strate a number of intriguing quantum phenomena such as
the Purcell effect [1], vacuum Rabi splitting [2,3], strong
light-matter coupling [3–5], and single-photon [6–8] as well
as entangled photon-pair [9] emission. These systems are,
thus, prototypical for semiconductor-based cavity quantum
electrodynamic (QED) studies [10–12] exploring the foun-
dations of quantum mechanics. Moreover, microcavity
structures can be utilized to produce new components and
algorithms for quantum-information processing [13] and
they can be used as high-quality lasers [14–16] that show a
nearly thresholdless input-output (I=O) characteristics.
In the lasing regime, the systems output approaches a
coherent state [17], which as the most classical form of
light, is not interesting for QED studies. However, true QED
effects can still be observed in the regime of low output
power [18] where they may even become strong enough to
produce visible deviations from the expected linear I=O
behavior. According to the quantum-optical response theory
developed in Ref. [19], any form of optical nonlinearity in
the matters response to classical light implies that the
response must necessarily be sensitive to the lights quantum
fluctuations. This completely general result implies that one
should be able to find quantum-fluctuation signatures in the
light-matter correlations even when the nonlinearity was
originally identified completely classically.
In this Letter, we analyze the quantum-optical sensitivity
of quantum-dot microcavities with a three-step approach:
(i) We present the experimental observation of well-defined
I=O oscillations as the nonlinear response; (ii) we use a
quantum analysis to show that these oscillations originate
from quantum-memory effects related to photon-density
correlations; (iii) we demonstrate that the quantum-optical
sensitivity of the I=O curve exhibits the predicted signa-
tures for the identified quantum-memory correlation.
Our sample contains microring cavities [20,21] fabri-
cated from a 150 nm thick Ga0.52In0.48P waveguide
including self-assembled InP quantum dots with a dot
density of ð12Þ × 109=cm2 and a mean dot size of 75 nm.
Because of the large diameter, the dots host multiple
confined levels with level spacings on the order of
3–5 meV, as demonstrated in single-dot luminescence
spectra [21]. The central emission wavelength of the dot
ensemble is close to 720 nm, and the inhomogeneous
linewidth is 25 nm at cryogenic temperatures. The inset to
Fig. 1 shows a scanning electron micrograph of the used
ring cavity with a 2.2 μm outer and 1.5 μm inner diameter.
The sample is kept in a helium-flow cryostat at 10 K
temperature and excited using a Ti-sapphire laser emitting
pulses with 2 ps duration at 75.39 MHz repetition rate. The
linearly polarized pump beam is focused onto the cavity
using a 100 × microscope objective with a numerical
aperture of 0.55, resulting in a spot size of 23 μm covering
the ring. We excite the dots quasiresonantly by detuning the
photon energy 30.7 meV above the M1 main cavity mode
FIG. 1 (color online). μPL spectrum of the investigated micro-
ring cavity. The excitation laser was tuned to the wavelength of
705 nm. Inset: Scanning electron micrograph (side view) of the
microring cavity used.
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energy (see Fig. 1) but below the GaInP band gap. For
this detuning, the highest excitation power generates less
than 0.26 electrons per electronic level, as shown in the
Supplemental Material [22]. This is well below inversion
and lasing even though these structures have extremely low
lasing thresholds for strongly nonresonant excitations [21].
From the dot density and the ring area in combination
with the quasiresonant excitation, we estimate that the M1
mode emission can basically be attributed to a single dot
[21], while off-resonant dots only contribute to the broad
background.
The emission is collected using the same 100 ×
microscope objective that is used for the pump focusing.
To minimize stray light from the excitation laser, a cross-
polarized Glan prism is inserted in the detection path.
Microphotoluminescence (μPL) spectra are measured
using a 500 mm focal length spectrometer equipped with
a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD camera. A μPL spectrum
of the investigated microring cavity is shown in Fig. 1.
Three main whispering-gallery modes labeled M1-M3 are
observed.
Our three-step approach starts with Fig. 2(a) that presents
the measured output power at the M1 cavity mode as a
function of the input power. While the I=O curve at first
sight appears to show a linear behavior, a closer look at the
data reveals small but systematic deviations from a perfect
linear I=O dependence (solid line). To clearly visualize
the nonlinearities, we subtract the linear straight line
from the I=O data and plot in Fig. 2(b) the difference
Iosc; this procedure nicely highlights the oscillatory devia-
tions. We see that the first minimum dips down to −0.1,
i.e., 10%, below the expected linear output, which signifi-
cantly exceeds the 6% noise level. As discussed in the
Supplemental Material [22], we have verified that the
Iosc oscillations are reproduced for a large variety of
experimental conditions.
In the second step of our analysis, we want to identify
a particular quantum correlation that is responsible for
the experimentally observed oscillatory nonlinearity. For
this purpose, we extend the standard Jaynes-Cummings
model [28] to include the four relevant electronic states
in our large dot. Denoting the polarization operator for
the state n by Pˆn, the cavity-dot interaction follows from
Hˆint ¼ −ℏg
P
nðBˆPˆ
†
n þ Bˆ
†PˆnÞ, containing an effective cou-
pling strength g and the Boson operator Bˆ for the cavity
mode. We use ℏg ¼ 0.405 meV that agrees with the typical
Rabi splitting in similar quantum-dot experiments [11].
The experimental emission is best reproduced when the
four states have a detuning δn between 2 and 8 meV above
the cavity mode, comparable with the dot energetics
identified in Ref. [21]. These states contribute to the
Hamiltonian via
P
nℏδnPˆz;n where Pˆz;n is the inversion
operator for the state n.
The dot is optically driven by a classical pump pulse
αðtÞ ¼ α0e
−ðt2=τ2Þe−iΔLt where α0 is the amplitude, τ gives
the duration, and ℏΔL defines the laser detuning with
respect to the cavity. The pump-dot interaction follows
from Hˆpump ¼ −
P
n½α
⋆ðtÞPˆn þ αðtÞPˆ
†
n. We set ℏΔL ¼
30.7 meV as in the experiment and use the Lindbladian
[29] to systematically introduce dephasing for the dot
FIG. 2 (color online). Characterizing the I=O oscillations.
(a) Measured I=O curve (squares) is compared with a linear
output (solid line). The powers are scaled to 1 at the first sublinear
dip, which corresponds to an input power of 7.6 μW resulting in
500 photons per dot in the experiment. (b) Difference of measured
and linear output Iosc (squares) is shown as function of the input
together with computed Iosc using a cw (shaded area) and a pulsed
2-ps-long (solid line) excitation. (c) Computed I=O responses for a
cw excitation. Full computation (shaded area) is compared with the
emission stemming from the sum of the spontaneous-emission
(SE) and stimulated-emission (ST) sources (dashed line), the
quantum-memory (QM) source only (black solid line), and the
sum of SE, ST, and QM sources (red solid line).
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excitation and the cavity photons. The dephasing param-
eters are chosen to reproduce the 0.8 ps cavity-photon
lifetime as well as the T1 ¼ 2.1 ps polarization and
T2 ¼ 2.1 ps occupation decay times. These values not
only reproduce the correct emission linewidth in our system
but are also very close to the parameters deduced from
other experiments [4,20,21].
We solve the full quantum dynamics exactly by evolving
the dot-cavity mode density matrix ρˆ in time. The input
intensity is defined by the pump amplitude, i.e.,
Iin ∝
R
jαðtÞj2dt, while the dot emits the output intensity
Iout ∝ hBˆ
†Bˆi ¼ Tr½Bˆ†Bˆ ρˆ. We scale the computed input
power to match the experiment at the first sublinear dip. We
then find the linear fit Ilin ¼ aIin þ b for both experiment
and theory and fix the scale of Iout so that it has the same
linear coefficient a as the experiment. This procedure only
matches the I=O scales while the relative magnitude of the
Iosc oscillations is not a priori fixed.
The resulting computed Iosc is shown in Fig. 2(b) for a
2-ps-long (solid line) and a continuous-wave (cw) pump
(shaded area) as function of pump power. We see that the
computed Iosc reproduces the experimentally observed
nonlinearities. We also conclude that the 2-ps-long pump
pulse is sufficiently long such that the Iosc oscillations
approach the cw result.
In our experiment, the pump generates detuned Rabi
oscillations that favor (inhibit) emission at the peak (dip)
of the dot excitation. For the chosen detuning, the dot
excitation both remains very small and oscillates more than
five times during a photon emission. Such oscillations not
only regulate the instantaneous emission but also induce
quantum-memory contributions that remember excitations
prior to the emission. Intuitively, the quantum memory
must then involve both photons and the oscillating exci-
tation density, yielding an accumulation of photon-density
correlations. Since any photon-density correlation must be
nonlinear in the pump, the quantum-memory effects must
contribute nonlinearly to the I=O curve.
To verify this intuitive interpretation, we express the
emitted photon flux exactly via [10]
∂
∂t
ΔhBˆ†Bˆi ¼ 2g
Z
t
−∞
dt0Re½Sðt; t0Þ − 2κΔhBˆ†Bˆi; ð1Þ
that is driven by a kernel S ¼ SSE þ SQM þ SST þ Stri,
as discussed in the Supplemental Material [22]. The
emission is initiated by the spontaneous source SSE ¼
g
P
n;n0 ½hPˆ
†
n0
Pˆni − hPˆ
†
n0
ihPˆni that is nonvanishing when-
ever one or more states are excited. The stimulated
contribution SST ¼ 2g
P
nhPˆz;niΔhBˆ
†Bˆi modifies the emis-
sion via the photon correlations inside the cavity. The
quantum-memory contribution SQM ¼ ΩΔhBˆ†Pˆz;ni con-
tains a product of the classical Rabi frequency Ω and
ΔhBˆ†Pˆz;ni that describes a photon-density correlation.
In addition, Stri defines a three-particle correlation.
The relative influences of the different source terms on
the emission are identified via a straightforward switch-off
analysis. Figure 2(c) compares Iout of the full computation
(shaded area) with the emission stemming from SSE þ SST
(dashed line) and from the sum of spontaneous, stimulated,
and quantum-memory sources (red solid line). We observe
that SSE þ SST produces a monotonically increasing output.
For larger Iin, Iout becomes essentially a linear function of
Iin, while it still deviates significantly from the full
computation result. However, combining SSE þ SST with
SQM results in an almost perfect reproduction of the full
Iout. Especially, S
QM (black solid line) alone contains large
oscillations that remain visible also in the full Iout, verifying
our intuitive explanation above. Since the calculated results
for SSE þ SST þ SQM are very close to the experimentally
observed emission, we can conclude that Stri has a minor
effect on Iout in our experiment. In the Supplemental
Material [22], we discuss that different coupling strengths
for each emitting state and modified dot energetics do not
produce quantitative changes of the scaled I=O character-
istics. The further analysis also indicates that the quantum-
memory effect can be enhanced by changing the detuning
and engineering the coupling strength.
The third step of our analysis verifies that Iosc and S
QM
have the same quantum-optical sensitivity. The detailed
analysis in the Supplemental Material [22] shows that SQM
is driven by coherences involving a product of Ω and the
squeezing of the light emission. Consequently, according to
the principles of quantum-optical spectroscopy [10,30–34],
Iosc should also depend on the pump fields quantum
fluctuations following the same control rules as the
quantum memory does. To fully demonstrate this exper-
imentally, one would need to adjust the quantum fluctua-
tions of the source. Unfortunately, this level of control is
not yet possible in present-day experiments. However, a
set of classical measurements can be projected to any
quantum-optical response to access the quantum-optical
dependence of Iosc, as demonstrated in Ref. [19] and
utilized in Refs. [35,36] to realize a superior characteriza-
tion of different quasiparticles. The projection algorithm is
discussed in the Supplemental Material [22] together with
all quantum-light sources studied.
Since SQM is generated via the simultaneous presence of
coherences and squeezing of the emission, we test if we can
quench the I=O oscillations by a pump field that has either
no coherences or does not produce squeezed emission.
Figure 3(a) compares the classical measurement (squares)
with the quantum (solid line) I=O curve when we use a
squeezed vacuum state as quantum source in the projection.
Since the squeezed vacuum lacks first-order coherences,
it cannot induce a coherent Ω. As a result, it produces an
output response without the oscillations, simply, because it
does not generate the required quantum-memory correla-
tions. In contrast to this, a coherent state has a nonvanishing
Ω while it generates squeezing as a natural part of
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resonance fluorescence emission [37]. For a consistency
check, we have also projected the coherent-state response
(shaded area) and, as expected, it reproduces the measured
I=O oscillations.
The quantum-optical control of the I=O oscillations
becomes particularly clear when we construct Iosc as
in Fig. 2(b) by removing the line from the I=O curve.
Figure 3(b) compares the measured Iosc (squares) with the
projected coherent-state (shaded area), squeezing (solid
line), and thermal-state (dashed line) source outputs. The
thermal source has neither coherences nor does it generate
squeezed emission such that it produces essentially the
same output as the squeezed-state source. In other words,
we have verified that Iosc indeed stems from the quantum-
memory correlations because they obey the same, non-
trivial, control rules.
The dependence of the output super- or sublinearity on
the quantum fluctuations of the source can be directly
characterized by defining an output differential,
δI
jλi
out ≡ I
jλi
out − Iout; ð2Þ
when one changes the lasers fluctuations from a classical
source (giving Iout) to a quantum state jλi; we project I
jλi
out
from the measured I=O curve. For the classical differ-
entials, we use jλi ¼ jclassi that is a coherent state having
one more photon than when measuring Iout. For the
quantum differentials, we use the so-called stretching-cat
state [19] jλi ¼ jcati that consists of a superposition of two
different coherent states displaced along the direction of the
classical fields original displacement. We adjust jcati such
that its quantum fluctuations add one photon to the source
while its coherences are reduced so that its average photon
number is equal to that of the classical reference Iout. As a
result, δI
jλi
out measures the effects generated by pure quan-
tum fluctuations. The cat state is expected to enhance the
oscillatory nonlinearities because it contains both coher-
ences and squeezing.
Figure 3(c) compares the projected δI
jclassi
out (dashed line)
with the differential δI
jcati
out (solid line). We see that the
classical differential response is always positive valued and
oscillatory. The maxima and minima of δI
jclassi
out match with
the nodes of the measured Iosc oscillations in Fig. 3(b). At
the same time, jcati produces a differential δI
jcati
out whose
oscillation amplitude is an order of magnitude greater than
the result of classical spectroscopy, verifying that a suitable
quantum source can indeed amplify the quantum-memory
effects. By comparing this result with Iosc in Fig. 3(b), we
also see that the used jcati produces a superlinear increase
(sublinear decrease) when the classical pump yields sub-
linear (superlinear) output. Since the super-or sublinear
oscillations have an opposite phase, one can control the
super- or sublinear nature of quantum-memory effects
completely via the quantum fluctuations of the pump.
In conclusion, our measurements identify nontrivial I=O
oscillations for a quantum dot in a microcavity. Using the
methodology of quantum-optical spectroscopy, we show
that the I=O oscillations are initiated by the simultaneous
presence of coherences and squeezed-light emission.
Physically, the excitation drives photon-density correla-
tions that act as a quantummemory for the Rabi oscillations
and, thus, induce the oscillatory nonlinearities in the
I=O curve. Our projected measurements demonstrate that
the super- and sublinear variations can be controlled by
modifying the quantum statistics of the pump.
FIG. 3 (color online). Quantum-optical control of I=O oscil-
lations. (a) Measured I=O curve (squares) is compared with the
projected coherent-state (shaded area) and squeezed-vacuum
output (solid line). (b) Corresponding Iosc and thermal-state
Iosc (dashed line) values are shown. (c) Differential response
as function of input power. The classical differential (dashed line)
is compared with the stretching-cat states differential (solid line).
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I. GENERAL IMPLICATIONS OF QUANTUM-OPTICAL RESPONSE THEORY
Classical spectroscopy measures matter’s response as a function of pump field’s amplitude, frequency, duration, or
carrier envelope phase, i. e. the classical aspects of light. Quantum mechanically, the light field fluctuates around its
classical value defined by the expectation value of the electric field. We call a distribution that uniquely defines these
intrinsic fluctuations quantum statistics. For any fixed classical aspect of light, there exist infinitely many quantum-
statistical forms that all correspond to different quantum fluctuations, cf. Refs. [10, 23]. Our analysis is guided by
the rigorous steps one must undertake in order to find which aspects of matter’s (optical) response are sensitive to
quantum fluctuations of the light source. More specifically, Ref. [19] formulates a quantum-optical response theory
that is based on a completely general argumentation; we next summarize its main points.
As defined by Glauber [24], quantum statistics of a high-quality pump laser is described by a coherent state |β〉
where β labels the complex-valued amplitude of the field. The optical response of any matter to |β〉 can be uniquely
identified by a function R|β〉; in other words, R|β〉 labels all responses measured with classical spectroscopy by adjusting
the pump laser’s amplitude. We denote the matter’s response to a real quantum-light source by R|QM〉. As formulated
by Sudershan [25], the R|β〉 and R|QM〉 are uniquely connected via a general relation
R|QM〉 =
∫
d2β P |QM〉(β)R|β〉 , (S1)
where P |QM〉(β) is the Glauber–Sudarshan function [24, 25] of the quantum source.
A classical field |β〉 has intensity Iin ∝ |β|2 defined by the average photon number N = |β|2. In case the classical
measured R|β〉 depends linearly on N , i. e. R|β〉 = a |β|2 + b, we find R|QM〉 =
∫
d2β
(
a |β|2 + b)P |QM〉(β) = aN + b
for all sources because P |QM〉(β) is normalized and
∫
d2β P |QM〉(β) |β|2 = N produces the average photon number
for all quantum sources. Therefore, the linear classical response is completely insensitive to the quantum fluctuations
of the pump. Consequently, the quantum-optical sensitivity must reside within the nonlinear contributions of R|β〉.
In complex systems, such nonlinearities are related to many-body and/or quantum-optical correlations. As a key
element of quantum-optical spectroscopy [26, 30, 31], specific forms of R|QM〉 nonlinearities can be directly excited via
suitably tailored quantum sources. As a result, quantum sources can characterize and control complicated processes
much more accurately than the conventional classical spectroscopy does. Especially, this quantum-optical sensitivity
is a gateway to identify individual quantum correlations in matter [19, 35, 36].
We seek for unexpected nonlinear responses to discover new quantum-optical effects in quantum-dot (QD) micro-
cavities in the Letter. Since a linear response is uninteresting from a quantum-optical point of view, we remove it
from the input/output (I/O) curves to isolate the true nonlinearity. When the I/O curve exhibits the oscillatory
nonlinearities a linear fit contains also a constant contribution depending on the oscillation period which is unknown
due to the unknown nature of the nonlinearities. In general, the line-removal does not affect the identification of the
nonlinearities because they cannot be removed by a line. In this sense, removing a line from the I/O curve is just a
visual aid that allows us to exclusively see the most interesting part of the data, i. e. the oscillatory nonlinearities.
Since the quantum-optical sensitivity of the response is caused exclusively by the nonlinear response, the line-removal
does also not affect the projection results presented in Fig. 3.
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2II. QUANTUM-MEMORY OSCILLATIONS IN DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS
To compare different measurements systematically, we introduce the following iterative procedure for the measured
I/O intensities Iorgin and I
org
out , respectively; superscript “org” denotes that the original intensities without any normal-
ization procedure are used. We first define the region of interest (ROI) for Iorgin where a linear fit I
org
lin = a I
org
in + b
is performed to extract the linear part of Iorgout . As the second step, we determine I
org
osc = I
org
out − Iorglin as the difference
of the measured data and its linear fit. As the third step, we determine which input intensity Idipin produces the first
oscillation dip in Iorgosc . In other words, we find a unique I/O value (I
dip
in , I
dip
out) of the first oscillation dip. Since the
I/O data has experimental noise, we low-pass filter the Iorgosc data to determine the (I
dip
in , I
dip
out) point more accurately,
which constitutes the fourth step of our algorithm. Since the (Idipin , I
dip
out) outcome depends slightly on the ROI choice
we iterate steps 1-4 by setting the ROI to extend from 0.33× Idipin to 6× Idipin in step 1.
We iterate steps 1-4 until the dip position becomes stable to find a unique linear fit Iorglin and dip positions for each
measured data. These positions are used to scale input and output with Iin = I
org
in /I
dip
in and Iout = I
org
out/I
dip
out . For
later reference, we denote the linear fit of the scaled output as
Ilin = aexp Iin + bexp , (S2)
where the scaling coefficients follow from the linear fit of step 2, i. e. aexp = a I
dip
in /I
dip
out and bexp = b/I
dip
out.
Computed I/O results are processed analogously as experiments. Since the computations do not contain random
noise, iterations are not needed to locate the position of the first oscillation dip (Idipin , I
dip
out). However, the computed
Iorgout saturates faster than in the experiment such that the computational ROI includes some saturation aspects.
To eliminate such saturation effects from the Iorgosc identification, we use the same linear aexp coefficient as in the
experiment to describe the normalized linear computation Ilin = aexpIin + bnum. Technically, this is obtained by
scaling the output with a slightly modified value I˜dipout , compared with I
dip
out , yielding Iout = I
org
out/I˜
dip
out . Typically, I˜
dip
out
is very close to Idipout with only 1% difference.
FIG. S1. Scaled experimental output after the subtraction of the linear part. (a) Dependence of output on intensity steps in
input. Reference (squares) is compared with measurements having 2.1 (diamonds), 7.6 (filled circles), and 7.6 (open circles)
times larger intensity steps than the reference. (b) Dependence on cavity detuning. Reference (squares) has 30.7meV detuning
while two other measurements have 25.6meV (diamonds) and 19.4meV (circles) detuning. (c) Effect of cavity mode. Output
to cavity mode M2 (see Fig. 1) is measured for 50.5meV (diamonds) and 32.5meV (circles) detuning. Frames (a) and (b) were
measured for cavity mode M1.
We check the repeatability of the Iosc oscillations by performing experiments under nominally the same conditions
as the data shown in Fig. 2. Figure S1(a) presents the input dependence of Iosc that is constructed with the algorithm
above; the squares are exactly the same data as presented in the Letter. We also have performed the I/O measurements
with two different intensity steppings in the pump. The filled diamonds correspond to data measured with roughly
2.1 times larger intensity steps than for the reference while the intensity steps are 7.6 times the reference value for
both open and filled circles. Since the different measurements have different noise levels the individual measurement
points scatter quite differently and cannot be directly compared. However, the mean I/O curves coincide within the
experimental scatter, verifying the repeatability of quantum-memory oscillations. In other words, all step sizes indeed
reproduce essentially the same oscillatory nonlinearity, dipping roughly to 10% at the dip.
We also can change the detuning of the pump laser with respect to the emission energy. Figure S1(b) shows the
measured Iosc when the detuning is 30.7meV (squares), 25.6meV (diamonds), and 19.4meV (circles). As before,
the squares correspond to the same data presented in Fig. 2. The mean curves still produce qualitatively similar
3oscillatory nonlinearities, which verifies that quantum-memory effects emerge for a broad range of experimentally
relevant situations. Since our photoluminescence spectrum shows three main emission resonances (M1-M3 see Fig. 1),
we may directly analyze the cavity-mode dependence of the Iosc oscillations. Figure S1(c) shows the measured Iosc
for the M2 mode. Diamonds correspond to 50.5meV detuning while circles are measured with 32.5meV. In both
cases, the quantum-memory oscillations appear in the same way as for the M1 mode (compare Fig. S1(a)-(b)), but
only the mean of 32.5meV has a similar amplitude than the M1 data because 50.5meV detuning produces roughly
40% increase in the nonlinear dip depth. We attribute this to a rather large change in the detuning, as discussed in
more detail in connection with Fig. S2(a).
Our QD is so large that it hosts several close-by single-electron levels that can be independently excited. Therefore,
it is straight forward to estimate the QD excitation for each level separately. In more detail, we estimate the inversion
level by computing how much a single dot level is excited by our detuned pump laser. The maximum occupation of
the excited state becomes then
fmax =
1
1 +
∣∣∆
Ω
∣∣2 , (S3)
based on Eq. (18.70) in Ref. [10], which presents fmax of an ideal two-level system without further coupling to a
reservoir or other states. In other words, fmax estimates the upper limit of excitation for the most resonant dot
level. In general, fmax depends on the detuning ∆ between the two-level system and the exciting laser and the Rabi
frequency Ω. In the study of our Letter, the pump laser is ~∆ = 28.7meV above this dot level. To estimate Ω, we
measured the excitation power P of the pump at 75.4MHz repetition rate and central photon energy ~ω = 1.76 eV;
it was P = 30.4µW for the maximum excitation used in Fig. 2 and four times lower at the first nonlinear dip.
For a 2µm excitation spot, this gives 33.7 kV/cm as peak electric field for the 2 ps-long pump pulse. In principle,
only a fraction of this pulse reaches the QD due to reflection at the cavity and features in the optical path such as
microscope objective and cryostat windows. We ignore this “loss” and use E = 33.7kV/cm as the upper limit. The
Rabi frequency is determined by ~Ω = 2dE where d is the dipole of the transition. For the InP QDs, the upper limit
of d is roughly 25e A˚, which yields ~Ω = 16.8meV as peak Rabi energy. By inserting Ω and ∆ into Eq. (S3), we
find fmax = 0.26 as the upper limit of excitation. At the nonlinear dip, the same estimate yields fmax = 0.08. Since
this number is so small, it is impossible that other higher excited states could invert the system. In other words, this
estimate shows convincingly that the system is certainly not inverted.
We also have computed the maximum occupation based on our microscopic model discussed in Sec. III. Including all
dot levels, the actual computations yield fmax = 0.07 and 0.24 at the nonlinear dip and maximum power, respectively.
These numbers agree well with the experimental estimate, showing that the oscillatory nonlinearities indeed appear in
the excitation power regime well below inversion, (i. e. fmax remains smaller than 0.5). The detuned Rabi frequency
Υ =
√|∆|2 + |Ω|2 produces Rabi flopping faster than 144 fs for all pump intensities. Therefore the dot level oscillates
at least 5 times during each radiative process, defined by the 0.8 ps radiative decay. In other words, quantum memory
accumulated during many detuned Rabi flops contributes to emission even though the maximum excitation remains
low. That the QD occupation at the used excitation powers stays well below unity is also suggested by the background
emission, that is contributed by QDs off-resonant with the cavity modes, which scales linearly with excitation power,
so that any effects from biexcitons can be excluded.
In addition, despite of the low lasing threshold, the output intensity still undergoes a jump by an order of magnitude
when crossing the threshold. In our experiment we use excitation power densities which are well below those at which
this jump occurs, so that it does not occur in the scanned power range.
III. THEORY OF QUANTUM-MEMORY EFFECTS
We explain the quantum-memory effects using the standard Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian [28] for a detuned QD
with N electronic states inside a cavity. Each of the states can either be excited or unexcited defining 2N different
basis states |S〉. Additionally, the Hamiltonian contains classical pumping of the two-level system, yielding
Hˆ = ~ω(Bˆ†Bˆ +
1
2
) +
N∑
n=1
~ω21,nPˆz,n − ~ g
N∑
n=1
(Bˆ†Pˆn + BˆPˆ
†
n)−
N∑
n=1
(α?L(t)Pˆn + αL(t)Pˆ
†
n) , (S4)
where Bˆ and Bˆ† are photon operators for a single-mode light field with energy ~ω. The QD population is described
by the population-inversion operator Pˆz,n while Pˆn and Pˆ
†
n are the corresponding polarization operators for the dot
state n. Mathematically, Pˆn and Pˆ
†
n are the usual lowering and rising Pauli operators. The energy differences of the
states ~ω21,n are detuned against the cavity mode. The effective coupling strength between light and matter is chosen
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FIG. S2. Effect of detuning and state-number on oscillatory nonlinearities and normalized oscillation amplitude as function
of pulse duration τ . (a) Normalized Iosc is plotted for ~∆L = 32.5meV (shaded area) and ~∆L = 50.5meV (solid line). (b)
Normalized Iosc is presented for N = 1 (dotted line), N = 2 (dashed line), N = 3 (blue-solid line), and N = 4 (red-solid line)
states. (c) Pulsed result (solid line) is compared with the cw computation (dashed line).
g for all states. In the Letter, we use the interaction picture that replaces ~ω21,n in Eq. (S4) by the detuned energy
~ δn = ~ (ω21,n − ω) and eliminates the pure photon part from the Hamiltonian.
The classical pump field is described by a complex-valued amplitude αL(t). We use either a continuous wave (cw)
or pulsed, αL(t) = α0e
− t
2
τ2 e−iωLt, where ~ωL is the pump-photon energy and τ determines the pulse width. We then
solve the time dynamics via the density matrix ρˆ =
∑∞
n1,n2
∑
S1,S2
|S1〉|n1〉Cn1,S1n2,S2 〈n2|〈S2| , where |nj〉 is a Fock state
of the quantized light and |Sj〉 denotes the basis states of the dot. The quantum dynamics of ρˆ is solved from the
Liouville–von Neumann equation
i~
∂
∂t
ρˆ(t) = [Hˆ, ρˆ]− + i~
(
γz
N∑
n=1
L[Pˆz,n] + γa
N∑
n=1
L[Pˆn] + κL[Bˆ]
)
, (S5)
where we have added the Lindbladian, L[Oˆ] = 2Oˆρˆ Oˆ†−Oˆ†Oˆρˆ−ρˆ Oˆ†Oˆ [29], to account for the dephasing of polarization,
population, and cavity photons with dephasing constants γ = γz + γa, 2γa, and κ, respectively. The usual T1- and
T2-decay times become equal when we set γz = γa, as it is done in our Letter.
We solve Eq. (S5) numerically, to compute the output intensity Iorgout = 〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 defined at the steady state. In the
same way, we compute numerically the correlations
Π−,n ≡ ∆〈Bˆ†Pˆn〉 = 〈Bˆ†Pˆn〉 − 〈Bˆ†〉〈Pˆn〉 , Πz,n ≡ ∆〈Bˆ†Pˆz,n〉 = 〈Bˆ†Pˆz,n〉 − 〈Bˆ†〉〈Pˆz,n〉 ,
∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 = 〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 − 〈Bˆ†〉〈Bˆ〉 , (S6)
∆〈Bˆ†BˆPˆz,n〉 = 〈Bˆ†BˆPˆz,n〉 − 〈Bˆ†〉∆〈BˆPˆz,n〉 − 〈Bˆ〉∆〈Bˆ†Pˆz,n〉 − 〈Pˆz,n〉∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 − 〈Bˆ†〉〈Bˆ〉〈Pˆz,n〉 ,
that are used this Section and Fig. 2 to reveal the source of Iosc oscillations.
The density-matrix computation produces fully converging results when it contains 12 Fock states for the conditions
studied. As system parameters, we use ~ g = 0.405meV, ~ γ = 0.32meV, and ~κ = 0.8meV that are very typical
values [11, 20, 21] for similar samples like ours. To explain the experimental observations in our Letter, we use the
experimental parameters ~∆L = 30.7meV and τ = 2ps (pulsed) or τ = ∞ (cw) for the pump. The individual
δn = ω21,n − ω define the state-cavity detuning. The experimental emission is best reproduced when we use N = 4
states that are detuned ~ δ1 = 2meV, ~ δ2 = 2.6meV, ~ δ3 = 4.58meV, and ~ δ4 = 8meV above the cavity mode,
which yields a similar dot energetics as observed in a comparable system in Ref. [21]. The four dot states are either
excited or unexcited, producing 24 = 16 basis states. Altogether, ρˆ contains (12× 16)2 = 36864 elements. The energy
splitting ~ω ≈ 2.5meV and exciton mass m = 0.135 predict a QD diameter very close to the estimated dot size of
75 nm when the dot is assumed spherical. Therefore, the chosen energy levels are consistent with the dot size.
Motivated by the measured ∆L dependence of amplitude in oscillatory nonlinearities (Fig. S1(c)), it is interesting to
check whether the computations explain this tendency. Figure S2(a) presents the computed Iosc for ~∆L = 32.5meV
(shaded area) and ~∆L = 50.5meV (solid line). Increasing ∆L yields 25% increase in the Iosc dip amplitude,
which confirms the experimental change in Fig. S1(c). As explained in our Letter, Iosc results from the quantum
memory accumulated during each pump-induced Rabi flop. Since the effective Rabi frequency Υ increases with
growing detuning, higher ∆L induces more flops and, thus, a larger quantum-memory accumulation, which provides
an intuitive explanation for the detected ∆L dependence. Naturally, a too large ∆L will eventually decrease the
5excitation emission when it becomes too nonresonant, which sets physical limits how much Iosc can be enhanced by
∆L.
We also have investigated the effect of the coupling strength g on the oscillatory nonlinearities. We find that the
scaled oscillation amplitude increases with decreasing coupling strength and scales as 1g , which again has a simple
connection to the intuitive quantum-memory source. More specifically, lowering g means that the relative effect of
pumping induced Rabi flopping, scaling with the pump (not g), becomes more prominent in the QD emission that
scales with g. Therefore, the relative strength of quantum-memory effects increases with decreasing g. However, this
argument holds only until g is large enough to favor single-mode emission. We also have verified that changing each
g separately does not alter the overall Iosc behavior. In summary, the pump-dot detuning and g provide most control
for the magnitude of Iosc.
It is also interesting to study how the quantum-memory oscillations are modified by the state number N included
to the model. Therefore, we perform a computation where one, two, or three highest-energy states are eliminated
from the computation. The full computation is solved with N = 4 states. Figure S2(b) shows the normalized Iosc
for N = 1 (dotted line), N = 2 (dashed line), N = 3 (blue-solid line), and N = 4 (red-solid line) states. We see
that the oscillation amplitude increases with elevated N . In addition, higher N yields an extended range for the
second oscillation. Therefore, we conclude that the quantum-memory effects are slightly enhanced when the number
of emitting states increases, but are not critically dependent on N . Additional numerical studies show that Iosc has
only a weak dependence on the specific energy values of the dot states.
Even though the experiment is performed with a pulsed excitation, the switch-off analysis shown in Fig. 2(c)
becomes significantly simpler when the steady-state emission of the cw pumping is analyzed. Therefore, we studied
how Iosc of the pulsed excitation approaches the cw result by increasing the pulse duration τ . Figure S2(c) presents the
magnitude of the normalized Iosc dip (solid line) as function of τ . As a clear trend, the pulsed excitation approaches
the cw result. In particular, the τ = 2ps pulsed result is sufficiently close to the cw-case such that the basic features
of quantum-memory oscillations can be studied with a cw computation.
A. Sources to quantum-dot emission
The quantum-emission dynamics of the Jaynes–Cummings model is already worked out, e. g., in a textbook [10]
such that we only need to collect here the central equations. The light emission to the cavity mode is defined by the
correlated intensity ∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉. As we generalize Eq. (23.42) of Ref. [10], we find that the output intensity follows from
∂
∂t
∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 = −2κ∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 − 2 g
N∑
n=1
Im[Π−,n] , (S7)
that contains the decay constant κ and couples to photon-assisted polarizations Π−,n. The emission is driven by Π−,n
whose dynamics becomes [10]
i
∂
∂t
Π−,n = [δn − i(γ + κ)] Π−,n + sSEn + sSTn + sQMn + strin , (S8)
that contains four different sources. The Π−,n correlation is initiated by the spontaneous-emission source s
SE
n =
g
∑N
n′=1
[
〈Pˆ †n′ Pˆn〉 − 〈Pˆ †n′〉〈Pˆn〉
]
, whose diagonal part, i. e. g[〈Pˆ †nPˆn〉 − 〈Pˆ †n〉〈Pˆn〉], is proportional to the incoherent
occupation at the excited state of level n. The nondiagonal (n′ 6= n) contributions result from the collective recombi-
nation processes where state n′ is excited by recombining state n. These processes describe either sub- or super-radiant
effects when N states collectively emit light to a single mode [27].
The spontaneous emission also enables the stimulated contribution sSTn = 2 g〈Pˆz,n〉∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉, that is a product of the
population inversion of state n and correlated photon intensity. In other words, the more photons remain inside the
cavity, the more stimulation of Π−,n processes emerges in the system. Besides stimulation, each emission also generates
a quantum-memory contribution sQMn = Ω Πz,n, that is a product of a Rabi frequency Ω = 2(g〈Bˆ〉 + αL(t)~ ) and the
photon-density correlation Πz,n = ∆〈Bˆ†Pˆz,n〉. Intuitively, Πz,n records dot’s previous emission events giving rise to
quantum memory because it defines how excitation depends on the emitted photons; the exact form of quantum-
memory accumulations is studied below. Also correlations involving three operators, strin = 2 g∆〈Bˆ†BˆPˆz,n〉, act as a
source.
Equation (S8) can be solved exactly, Π−,n(t) = −i
∫ t
−∞
dt′
[
sSTn (t
′) + sQMn (t
′) + sSEn (t
′) + strin (t
′)
]
e−i[δn−i(γ+κ)](t−t
′),
in terms of its source terms. When this is inserted into Eq. (S7), we find
∂
∂t
∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 = 2 g
∫ t
−∞
dt′Re[S(t, t′)]− 2κ∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 , (S9)
6where we have identified S(t, t′) = SSE(t, t′)+SST(t, t′)+SQM(t, t′)+Stri(t, t′). Each of the macroscopic sources that
appear are obtained from Stype(t, t′) =
∑
n s
type
n (t
′)e−i[δn−i(γ+κ)](t−t
′), where type refers to SE, ST, QM, or tri.
By solving Eq. (S9) in steady state, the emission becomes
∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉 = g
κ
N∑
n=1
Im
[
sSEn + s
ST
n + s
QM
n + s
tri
n
δn − i(γ + κ)
]
. (S10)
This relation can be applied to determine the effect of spontaneous emission, stimulated emission, quantum memory,
and three-particle correlations output, as done in Fig. 2(c) in our Letter. This cw analysis is simpler than the
corresponding switch-off study with the pulsed excitation, because one does not need to integrate Eqs. (S8) and (S9).
Also the Πz,n dynamics is worked out in Ref. [10] for N = 1 state so that we can directly study how the quantum
memory is generated. By generalizing Eq. (23.42) of Ref. [10] for N states, we find an exact dynamics,
i
∂
∂t
Πz,n =− i(κ+ 2γa)Πz,n + g(∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ†〉〈Pˆn〉 −∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ〉〈Pˆ †n〉)
+ g
∑
n′
(〈Pˆ †n′ Pˆz,n〉 − 〈Pˆ †n′ 〉〈Pˆz,n〉) +
Ω?Π−,n − ΩΠ+,n
2
+ g[∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ†Pˆn〉 −∆〈Bˆ†BˆPˆ †n〉] .
(S11)
The second term induces Πz,n when the system simultaneously contains squeezing correlation ∆〈Bˆ†Bˆ†〉 and polar-
ization. The third term generates Πz,n spontaneously whenever the system has polarization or coherent 〈Pˆ †n′ Pˆz,n〉
contributions. Also the remaining sources exist only when coherences are present. In particular, Eq. (S11) identi-
fies two main mechanisms for generating quantum-memory correlations; either pure coherence or a combination of
polarization and squeezing induces Πz,n.
IV. QUANTUM-OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY
In our Letter, we measure the output intensity Iout(β) as function of the input-laser’s amplitude β or equivalent
as function of photon number N = |β|2 because our measurement is not phase sensitive. Unfortunately, lasers with
arbitrary quantum statistics are not yet available in order to measure the output intensity I
|λ〉
out as function of an
arbitrary quantum state |λ〉. However,
I
|λ〉
out =
∫
d2β P |λ〉(β) Iout(β) (S12)
establishes a fundamental connection [25] between I
|λ〉
out and a set of classical responses Iout(β), where the Glauber–
Sudarshan P |λ〉(β) function represents the quantum statistics of the desired light source. As demonstrated in Ref. [19],
the projection (S12) can be efficiently implemented with the help of the so-called cluster-expansion transformation
(CET), even when the measurement contains noise and is performed in a limited phase space β ∈ Γ. In particular, this
work introduces an experimentally robust algorithm to project a set of measured Iout to any desired quantum response
I
|λ〉
out. The extreme accuracy of this method is demonstrated by the high-precision characterization of biexcitons [35]
and the discovery of a new quasiparticle, the dropleton [36].
Technically, the CET finds correlation coefficients aR(J) based on the set of measured Iout(β). They are connected
to physical correlations like mean, variance, and higher order cumulants. The explicit algorithm from measurement-
to-aR(J) is provided in Appendix B of Ref. [35] for the phase insensitive measurements studied here. Once the aR(J)
coefficients are known, they uniquely define any quantum response. As a consistency check, we first analyze the CET
projection to a classical source |β0〉, yielding [19]
ICET(β) =
NR
4∆x2R
C/2∑
J=0
(−1)JaR(J)WJ
(
|β|2
4∆x2
R
)
, WJ(x) =
2
pi
e−2x
J∑
k=0
22J−k (−x)J−k
k!(J − k)!(J − k)! , (S13)
where NR =
∫
Γ
d2β Iout(|β|) is the norm and ∆x2R ≡ 12NR
∫
Γ
d2β |β|2Iout(|β|) is the normalized variance. Both ∆x2R
and aR(j) can be accurately determined from the high-precision measurements shown in our Letter. In practice, one
adjusts the maximum number of clusters C such that ICET(β) reproduces the experimental input accurately. We
use C = 192 clusters to project the data in the Letter and produce I/O curves resulting from pumping a QD with
different quantum-light sources.
7A. Projection to quantum sources
A thermal state is completely defined by its photon-number fluctuations ∆〈B†B〉th = 〈B†B〉th ≡ n which are equal
to the average photon number since the first-order coherences 〈B〉th vanish [23]. The CET projection algorithm (S12)
with a thermal state yields [19]
I
|th〉
out =
NR
pi(2∆x2R + n)
C/2∑
J=0
aR(J)
J !
( −4∆x2R
2∆x2R + n
)J
. (S14)
A squeezed vacuum state is characterized by the two-photon correlation |∆〈BB〉sqz| = s that defines the average
photon number Nsqz via s ≡
√
N2sqz +Nsqz. The CET projection of Eq. (S12) with squeezed vacuum produces [19]
I
|sqz〉
out =
NR
pi
√
S2 − s2
C/2∑
J=0
aR(J)
(−2∆x2R
S2 − s2
)J J/2∑
k=0
[2S]J−2ks2k
k!k!(J − 2k)! , (S15)
where we have identified S ≡ 2∆x2R +Nsqz .
A Schro¨dinger-cat state is a superposition of two coherent states with common displacement β0 along the x-
quadrature and separation determined by γ. By choosing γ to be aligned parallel to β0, we obtain the so-called
stretching-cat state [19]. The wave function is then |cat〉 ≡ Ncat (|β0 − γ〉+ |β0 + γ〉) with coherent states |β0 ± γ〉
and the normalization constant Ncat = (2 + 2 e−2|γ|2)− 12 . The average coherent displacement of the cat state becomes
then 〈B〉cat = β0, while its squeezing correlation is ∆ 〈BB〉cat = γ2. As a result, this stretching-cat state is squeezed
while having also coherence. The CET projection of Eq. (S12) with |cat〉 yields [19]
I
|cat〉
out =
NR
4∆x2R
C/2∑
J=0
(−1)JaR(J)N 2cat
[
WJ
(
|β0+γ|
2
4∆x2
R
)
+WJ
(
|β0−γ|
2
4∆x2
R
)
+ 2 e−2|γ|
2
Re
[
WJ
(
(β0+γ)
?(β0−γ)
4∆x2
R
)]]
. (S16)
In the Letter, we choose β0 and γ so that |cat〉 has the same average photon number as the coherent state
|β = √|β0|2 + 1〉 while the |cat〉 state’s fluctuations correspond to the addition of a single photon.
